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Robert Finn

Learning to Enjoy Today's Music
One of the major mail-order record
clubs is fond of dividing up the product list
ings in its newspaper and magazine ads into
convenient categories, presumably to make
life easier for its customers. The records of
fered are listed under "Classics," "Roman
tics," "Moderns," "Baroque," and other
such historical tags.
I have long been fascinated by the list
of "Moderns" there offered. It includes such
elderly pieces as Stravinsky's Firebird (1910)
and Rite of Spring (1913), the suite from Pro
kofieff's Love of Three Oranges (1919), Carl
Orff's Carmina Burana (1935), Gustav Holst's
The Planets (1916)-and, as they say in the
theatrical ads, much, much more.
What a curious definition of "mod
ern"! Automobiles dating from those same
years are already rare antiques; houses built
at the time of The Planets have already crum
bled into disuse and been torn down; the
clothes people wore when Carmina Burana
was new are already regarded as quaint relics
of a bygone era-but all this music is still
"modern"-for which, in the lexicon of far
too many concertgoers, you can substitute
"ugly," "unmelodic," "dissonant," "ca
cophonous" or any number of other pejora
tive adjectives.
If we are brave enough to move our
definition of "modern" up to more truly re
cent times, to the terrifying rollcall of com
posers active within the past 30 years or so
from , say, Schoenberg to George
Crumb-the wall of audience resistance be
comes higher and thicker yet. So far as many
concertgoers are concerned, this is really en

emy territory, to be travers~d with earplugs
at the ready, and only in the protective com
pany of Haydn and Mozart on the same pro
gram.
Clearly something is wrong in the field
of music that is not wrong, or at least not
wrong to the same extent, in other fields of
American culture. Even within the arts them
selves, the gap between the creators and au
diences seems wider in music than it is in the
sister arts of architecture, theater, painting,
sculpture, literature, and dance . It might be
helpful, given this unfortunate state of af
fairs, to consider how the interested listener
who clearly needs help with "modern" mu
sic can get it, and even to consider the larger
question of why he should try to get it.
Obviously, few if any concertgoers go
to concerts out of a sense of educational duty.
They pay good money for those tickets and
they expect some enjoyment, or perhaps in
their more optimistic moments some mental
uplift or ennoblement for their money. I am
not here concerned with the concertgoer (or
more properly the concert seat-occupier)
whose reason for attending the musical
event has nothing much to do with music.
There are all sorts of nonmusical reasons for
being present at concerts, but most people
who make use of them bring dead ears with
them. I address myself here to the person
with a willing ear, an open and inquiring dis
position and a genuine, though perhaps un
tutored, interest in music. There are many
such honest souls who are genuinely bewil
dered by much contemporary serious music.

Robert Finn is interested in crossword puzzles, literature, baseball, poli
tics, and history, but the central love of his life is music. He has been, he
says, involved with music all of his life, as student, performer, and of
course as music critic of the Cleveland Plain Dealer, a position he has
held for 21 years. Finn believes that "the problem ofaudience resistance to
contemporary serious music is one of the central dilemmas facing any
critic or any performing organization today. It bears constant study in
search of solutions or at least mitigating factors. "
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Nobody but a masochist would delib
erately listen to music he did not like. Not too
many people, even among the well-inten
tioned, are willing to listen several times to a
piece they did not care for at first hearing in
the hope that they will somehow come to un
derstand and even like it. So, what is to be
done?
First, a couple of definitions must be
offered. For want of a precise term, let it be
understood that I am here dealing with the
sort of art music performed in general in for
mal concert halls, opera houses, and cham
ber music sites, written by trained composers
and performed mainly by musicians trained
in the"classical" tradition.
It is also important to inspect the word
"contemporary" for a possible linguistic
booby-trap. It is a word that may not mean to
some what it seems to mean to others. It is a
mistake to define "contemporary" music
strictly by the calendar. Much music being
written today by serious composers is " con
temporary" only in that narrow sense; stylis
tically it may belong to a far earlier era.
On the other hand, there are pieces
written seventy or more years ago that some
listeners still find troublesome. The audience
for Debussy's Pelleas et Melisande (1902), a
nonrealistic fantasy in which the vocal line
simply follows the rise and fall of French pro
sody and in which very little "happens," is
not nearly so large as that for Puccini's
pseudo-Chinese Turandot (1924), an opera
full of lusty Italianate tunes, brilliant orches
tration and colorful stage action .
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring certainly sounds as
"modern" today as it did on that famous
evening in 1913 at the Theatre des Champs
Elysees in Paris on which its premiere (as a
staged ballet) caused perhaps the most fa
mous and well-documented riot in musical
history. (The uproar was such that the danc
ers could not hear the music. Fistfights broke
out, the police were called in to restore order,
and one dignified old countess was seen to
rise in her box at the height of the tumult and
declaim grandly, " This is the first time in my
life that anyone ever tried to make a fool out
of me!" It was, in Carl Van Vechten's splen
did phrase, "war over art. " )
The last time my late mother heard this
work sometime in the early 1970s, she re
marked with a hint of iron in her voice, " 1
don't care. It hurts my ears ."
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The evolution of musical style is not
now and never has been a tidy straight line.
Every artistic age has its radicals, its middle
of-the-roaders and its conservatives. For ev
ery Beethoven, considered a wild-eyed radi
cal by his contemporaries, there is a Brahms
or a Bach, regarded as old-fashioned, out
dated, or Simply dull and pedantic (one of
Bach's own sons, who himself became a
noted composer, referred to his father as "an
old peruke"). In our own day, the stylistiC
gulf between the jagged, non-thematic con
structivist abstractions of Pierre Boulez and
the tuneful, neo-Puccinian operas of Gian
Carlo Menotti is wide enough to convince
anyone that the calendar is not a really reli
able guide in these slippery artistic matters.
What we are talking about might more accu
rately be described as "difficult" music
music that does not yield up its secrets easily
at a single hearing. For some, this might ex
tend back to the Elektra of Richard Strauss
(1909) or to the Fourth Symphony of Sibelius
(1911). Everyone can supply his own per
sonal idea of the date when things begin to
get " difficult," at least in the cases of certain
individual works and composers.
Among critics and writers today the
generally accepted date for the beginning of
the "modern" musical era is 1945 or 1950.
The year 1945 marked the end of the Second
World War and the resumption of interna
tional musical activity in an artistic landscape
forever changed by the cataclysm that had
shaken it since 1939. The year 1950, besides
being a convenient mid-century milepost,
also marks roughly the beginning of the first
generally recognized postwar period domi
nated by a single musical style, the style of
"Post-Webernian Serialism, " which held
sway in the musical world until about 1960 or
1965. (The once-popular term "twentieth
century music" means little or nothing any
more, since the twentieth century is practi
cally over.)
The generation of composers active be
tween 1900 and 1939-the generation of De
bussy, Stravinsky, Bartok, late Mahler, and
late Strauss-is now accepted in our concert
halls in a way that might surprise our grand
parents and might even be seen as contra
dicting the record-club advertisement.
Schoenberg remains, however, a speCial
case. Only his earliest, most old-fashioned,
and derivative works are accepted (e.g., the
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Enfants terribles: Pierre Boulez (Principal Guest Conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra under George Szell),
and Milton Babbitt, with equipment for composing electronic music.

string sextet, Verklaerte Nacht, and the mon
ster oratorio, Gurrelieder, on those infrequent
occasions when it gets performed). His later
works are only now beginning to make sig
nificant advances, aided by the advocacy of
some very persuasive and influential cham
pions among performers.
For most listeners the real trouble be
gins around 1945-1950, with the emergence
of music from its war-induced paralysis and
the rise to prominence of composers like
Boulez, Berio, Henze, Nono, and in the
United States, of people like Jacob Druck
man, Morton Feldman, Charles Wuorinen,
and Milton Babbitt. These composers, with
their interest in taking music beyond the
safety-net of conventional tonality and into
regions involving chance procedures, taped
and synthesized sound, and highly-syste
matized mathematical underpinnings, are
indeed asking us to listen to music in unac
customed ways. Yet it is important to grant
them sincerity. They want to communicate
with us-but they are working in languages
that we have to take some trouble to unlock,
no question about it.
The most obvious reason for listening
to contemporary music parallels the most obvious reason for listening to any music: you
just might hear something beautiful and
moving, something that will add itself to
your personal store of life treasures. It hap
pens somewhere every day. But for those
who think the odds against this happening
are formidable, and who thus require further
reasons, here are a few .

I

Perhaps the best additional reason is
that today's music is self-evidently an ex
pression of our own time. Its presence on a
program transforms a concert hall from sim
ply a museum, where we can fall into the
habit of genuflecting unthinkingly before
masterworks of the past, into a living, rele
vant place that has something to say about
what goes on in the streets and cities beyond
its walls.
It always comes as a surprise to some
that what we, for want of a better word, call
" classical" music is being written today ev
erywhere by large numbers of committed
composers. The term is often assumed to
connote strictly music written generations
ago by composers who are all now safely
dead. (I still recall the dear lady seated next to
me at a concert in a far-off city some years
ago who remarked sweetly and in utter seri
ousness when she saw the name of Aaron
Copland on the program, " I really don't
think anything much has happened in music
since Brahms, do you?")
But the fact is that though the eco
nomic justification and the distribution sys
tem for this type of composition have
changed out of all recognition from what
they were in Mozart's time (or in Proko
fieff's!), the production of such music contin
ues. Symphonies, concertos, string quartets,
and even-most impractical of all!-operas
continue to be written and performed.
Oearly the activity satisfies some deep inner
necessity for those who create, though they
know full well it will not make them rich or

·
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Hans Werner Henze (Photo William A. Ashbolt, The Plain Dealer), Elliott Carter, and George Crumb. Thanks
to Klaus G . Roy, The Cleveland Orchestra, for loan of photos.

famous; in fact, it often seems to stand a
good chance of losing them money if not
making them notorious!
But the activity also satisfies a need for
listeners-the need to keep in touch with
one's own time, to sample the temper of to
day's artistic creativity in far-off places as
well as across the street. Today's concert mu
sic is a kind of hot-off-the-press diary of what
is happening in the artistic world around us.
In other artistic disciplines this interest
in the contemporary is taken for granted. On
Broadway it is the new play that stirs the
most interest. The best-seller lists are com
posed exclusively of new books. The movie
theaters thrive on new movies. If the strange
situation in music were replicated in litera
ture, bookstore windows would be full of
Voltaire, Pope, Goethe, and Dante to the vir
tual exclusion of anything else. Mailer, Up
dike, and Oates would be known to only a
few cultists.
Why this obsession with the antique
should be true in music but not, by and large,
in the other arts, is a puzzle whose solution is
elusive. It seems overly simplistic to say, as
some do, that composers are "out of touch"
and are "writing music that no one wants to
listen to." Composers, by and large, are do
ing what they feel they must do, but the gen
eral public is not following them.
It may be that this problem afflicts mu
sic because it is the most abstract and incor
poreal of all the arts. It deals in something
that is not tangible, like a book, or laden with
concrete meaning, like the words of a play;
you cannot look at it as often as you like, as

you can with a "difficult" painting Or an ab
stract sculpture; in most cases it does not
seek to tell a narrative story; in general, mu
sic has no reference outside itself, and yet it
really exists only for the split second in which
it resounds in the listener's ear (except for
that tiny handful of trained professionals
who can' 'hear" a printed score by looking at
it-and one doubts that even they could
"hear" Babbitt or Carter in this way; most
musicians with whom I have discussed this
cheerfully admit that they cannot deal in that
way with complex modem scores).
The inclusion of contemporary music
in our listening diet-as one component
among many, be it noted; no one is arguing
that we should listen to nothing but new mu
sic-gives a welcome measure of variety, too,
to the menu. Eating the same kinds of food
all the time can be not only boring, it can be
positively dangerous to one's health. The
same holds true for mental and musical
"food."
Concert halls are meant to be exciting
places, where people can be stimulated,
moved, perhaps even agitated by what they
hear. Today, however, most audiences seem
not to be interested in being challenged; they
want instead to be lulled and caressed, pref
erably by pieces they have heard many times
before, pieces they know contain no puz
zling or jolting surprises which must some
how be dealt with.
It is worth recalling in this connection
that Beethoven and Mozart were once them
selves "contemporary" composers. Their
works, which now seem so comfortable,

ROBERT FINN
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What Is "Dissonance"?
The commone t complaint levelled rou
tinely against much "difficult" contemporary
music is simply that it is "dissonant," by which
the accusers mean discordant, harsh, unpleas
ant to the ear.
"Dissonance" in music, however, is a
slippery concept, whose meaning has changed
drastically over the years . Intervals and chords
once considered inadmissible as " disso
nances" are now accepted as consonances
the major sixth (playa C and the A next above it
on the piano), for example .
Restricting ourselves for the sake of con
cision to the music of the past 250 years or so,
we find for example that the opening chord of
Beethoven's first symphony

--

Or the famous bitonal chord that opens
the finale of the ninth symphony, combining
the keys of B flat major and D minor:

--

Moving up in time to the threshold of
"modernism," no composer in history was
more tarred with the" dissonant" brush by his
contemporaries than Richard Wagner. The fa
mous "'fristan-chord" that occurs in the sec
ond measure of the prelude to Tristan and Isolde
was considered dissonant in 1865.
>.

"
OJ

~

PI'

was once considered to be dissonant, and we
find the eminent British critic Henry Chorley
complaining bitterly about the " ear-splitting
dissonances" in the music of Chopin.
At the other end of the scale we find
Arnold Schoenberg unilaterally proclaiming
"the emancipation of the dissonance," which
has been taken by some to mean simply "any
thing goes."
The fact is, of course, that in the ears and
minds of the general public, anything does not
go-yet the dividing line between dissonance
and consonance has shifted markedly over the
course of musical history, and almost always in
the direction of accepting as consonances
things that had previously been considered dis
sonant.
One aspect of Beethoven's revolutionary
musical temperament lay in his willing use of
dissonance when it suited his purpose. Note,
for example, the famous repeated dissonance
in the development section of the "Eroica"
symphony's first movement, and note too how
Beethoven insists upon the chord, as if to say to
his public, "Take that, you sissy-ears! "

.~

HE- ~-:..
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At least one entire book has been written
about this chord, trying to analyze it in har
monic terms and trace its influence on the mu
sic that came after it. To 1985 ears, the "Tristan
chord" is no longer dissonant; it is simply
beautiful.
Wagner's detractors would have been
more farsighted to look at the chord he imag
ined for the moment in the second act when the
lovers' tryst is interrupted by the sudden re
turn of King Mark and his men. Now there's a
dissonance for you!

Moving beyond Wagner into the begin
nings of the modern era itself, consider Richard
Strauss, who, when reproached for the disso
nances employed in one of his operas, is said to
have replied, "A mother and her children are
slaughtered on the stage and they expect me to
write a violin concerto!"
Dissonance is in the ear-and the mind
of the listener. The historical musical context
around it is constantly shifting. If experience of
the past is any guide, a fair amount of what is
today considered "dissonance" may well pass
eventually into the common musical vocabu
lary.

LEARNING TO ENJOY TODAY' S MUSIC

safe, and predictable because we have heard
them so often, were once the precise oppo
site of that. Early audiences suddenly con
fronted with the "Eroica" for instance, quite
understandably did not know what to make
of it. A symphony twice as long as any other,
for heaven's sake, and with all that disso
nance in it, and a funeral march, and all sorts
of formal innovations!
Our problem today is that we cannot
listen to the "Eroica" for the one hundredth
time with the same sense of expectation and
adventure that attended our very first hear
ing of it. This is something you have to train
yourself consciously to try for-and one of
the earmarks of a good listener is that he is
able to achieve some semblance of "first
time-ness" each time he rehears a familiar
classic. It is not easy-indeed, perhaps it is
impossible-to explain how to achieve this
happy state. As one who fights the battle
anew himself with each recurring' 'Eroica, " I
can only say it is a matter of close concentra
tion and attention to the unfolding musical
event.
The standard works which now lull us
so comfortably were often indeed meant pre
cisely to disconcert audiences of their time
the way a new score by Babbitt or Boulez may
disconcert us today. No composer worthy of
the name ever set out to be "safe." Why
should today's composer be any different?
Thus, occaSionally coming to grips
with the new piece helps us avoid mental
and musical stagnation, the kind of ears-shut
reverie wherein we may sit in the presence of
sounds but never engage with them any part
of ourselves beyond the ear itself-no stimu
lation of mind, heart, intellect or emotions.
There remains, however, the question
of how one comes to grips with music that
may challenge our conventional notions of
harmony, melody, rhythm, even of music it
self. Here are a few suggestions, backed by a
fair amount of experience in the field .
One major reason why today's audi
ence is often unable to make contact with se
rious symphonic music written in its own
time is that the audience lacks acquaintance
with the music that immediately preceded
today's product and out of which that prod
uct grew.
If, as some listeners do, you have
closed your ears to anything, say, later than
Richard Strauss or the three early Stravinsky

7

ballet scores, there is no way you are going to
connect meaningfully at a first hearing with
Stockhausen, Crumb, or Ligeti. All music,
like all people, has parents, grandparents,
and further generations back beyond that.
All music comes from somewhere and can
best be understood, at least in the beginning
stages of acquaintance, with reference to its
forebears.
There are certain composers-Strauss
and Schoenberg certainly among them
whose works straddle the old and the new.
The same hand that wrote the lushly roman
tic Verklaerte Nacht wrote the astringent string
trio and Pierrot Lunaire; there are some terri
bly " modem" sounds in Till Eulenspiegel and
even in Der Rosenkavalier, if you listen for
them. Many listeners are evidently so en
tranced with the "familiar parts" of these
pieces that they swallow the avant-garde mo
ments unthinkingly.
My point is that one way to begin
working toward some understanding of
"difficult" new music is to back up and fill in
the historical gaps that may exist in your ac
quaintance with the music that led up to it. To
get a handle on Crumb, Wuorinen, and
Wolpe you can start, if need be, with Bartok,
Schoenberg, and Stravinsky, then gradually
work your way forward in terms of increas
ing harmonic, rhythmic, and structural com
plexity.
Take Bartok as a convenient example.
His Concerto for Orchestra (1943) has been
called " contemporary music for people who
hate contemporary music," the perfect piece
with which to lead one's ears gently into the
whole subject of " modern" music. Bartok's
output encompasses both beautiful and con
ventionally accessible works like that con
certo and the Music for Strings, Percussion and
Celesta and works which branch out into
newer, less familiar territory, notably the
landmark six string quartets. Yet even in the
more "advanced" works you can hear ech
oes of where they came from . The scene is
"another part of the forest, " not outer space.
Bartok, like most composers, did not Simply
wake up one morning and decide to make a
clean break with the past. He evolved gradu
ally, according to his own inner convictions.
Schoenberg once said, only partly in jest,
that he hoped to live to see the day when
people would leave concerts of his music
whistling the tunes .
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A fairly drastic redefinition of what
constitutes a "melody" is certainly one of
the major features of the evolution of music
from the late Romantic era into modern
times. But there have been other evolutions
concurrent with it: increasing complexity
(and ultimate fracturing, pulverization, even
abandonment) of rhythm; a blurring of the
old distinction between "consonance" and
"dissonance"; admission into the orchestra
of sound-sources (whether "instruments"
or not) that would have been unthinkable a
century ago-a vast new array of percussion
instruments, of synthesized sound, of
sounds recorded directly from non-musical
sources ("musique concrete"). A school of
"aleatoric" composition has grown up, in
which many choices of pitch, speed, dynam
ics, etc., are left to the performer's discretion
at the moment of performance, thus assuring
that no two performances of a given piece
will be exactly alike. The old distinction be
tween "concert music" and "popular mu

sic" is under attack in some quarters, as is
even the idea that the formal concert hall set
ting is the only proper place in which to hear
"serious" music.
The pace of change in the evolution of
music has speeded up immensely over the
past thirty years, with the increasingly easy
distribution of music through tape and the
proliferation of recordings. One wonders
what Arnold Schoenberg would make of the
musical scene of 1985 were he alive to ob
serve it!
There is perhaps no name more
dreaded in our concert halls these days than
that of Schoenberg-a "modern" composer
now dead 34 years. He occupies a pivotal
place in our modern musical history, sum
ming up the late Romantic era (which ended
with Strauss and Mahler, for all practical pur
poses) and providing a bridge into contem
porary times. If we can somehow come to
terms with this man's output, we have made

Here are two short lists of pieces that might get a pair of willing ears started toward
a more tolerant attitude concerning "contemporary" music.
First, some conservatively oriented modern pieces. Most of these are not really diffi
cult listening. They may take the terror out of the idea of listening to newer music for those
who think of all of it as a trial to the ears:
George Rochberg: Violin Concerto, string
quartets.
Samuel Barber: Hermit Songs, piano con
certo, violin concerto, opera Vanessa.
Gian-Carlo Menotti": Operas, The Consul,
The Medium, The Saint of Bleecker Street.
Dmitri Shostakovitch: Ninth Symphony,
string quartet no. 8.

Benjamin Britten: Serenade for Tenor, Horn
and Strings; song cycle, Les Illuminations;
Sea Interludes from the opera Peter Grimes.
Serge Prokofieff: The two violin concer
tos .
Sir Michael Tippett: Triple Concerto;
Oratorio A Child of Our Time.

Secondly, a list of older pieces that seem to bridge the gap between the late romantic
period in musical history and the beginnings of the modem era:
Arnold Schoenberg: String Quartet no. 2.
Richard Strauss: Operas, Salome, Elektra.
Jean Sibelius: Symphony no. 6.
Serge Prokofieff: Piano Concertos nos. 2
and 3.

Charles Ives: Three Places in New England
(but watch out for that second movement,
it might singe your ears a bit!)
Anton Webern: Five Pieces for Orchestra,
Opus 10.
Carl Nielsen: Symphony no. 5.
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to ENJOY TODAY' S MUSIC
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Contemporary music even looks different to those familiar with only eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
scores. Above: Page 1 of Variations on a theme I7y Cavafy by Kenneth Gaburo (copyrjght 1976 by Lingua Press) .

a good start toward damping down the ter
rors of "modern" music.
Schoenberg too comes from some
where. If you listen to the string sextet,
Verklaerte Nacht, perhaps the only piece of his
that the average concertgoer of today accepts
without qualms, you hear Wagner and late
Strauss, pure and simple. The listening tech
nique, it seems to me, is to progress by easy
stages from there to perhaps the one-charac
ter opera, Envartung, or the second string
quartet, pieces which show us the next step
beyond Wagner and late Strauss, as Schoen
berg begins working in a more revolutionary
style and taking music into a new era. But the

links to the past are still hearable; we have
something on which to anchor our ears.
I am fully convinced, for example, that
an audience that knows, enjoys and ap
plauds Salome and Elektra should find Envar
tung exciting and beautiful, because it can
make the back-reference to the earlier, more
familiar and conservative works while expe
riencing the newer one.
Another possible route into " difficult"
music is simply to realize that it is illogical to
expect composers of today, or even of the day
before yesterday, to sound like Tchaikovsky
and Brahms. Why should they? The lan
guage of music, like written and spoken lan
guages, changes with the times. Composers
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today have their own voices, their own back
grounds, their own aesthetic agenda, their
own strong points and weaknesses.
Why should we complain when Boulez
does not sound like, say, Mahler, when we
would never complain that a house, a car, or
an article of clothing produced today does
not look like something produced in 1911?
You may not like what Boulez produces, but
you surely cannot deny him the right to be
himself.
Each composer who comes into our

ken as a new name should be regarded too as
a new musical experience. Who is this fel
low? What is he trying to achieve? How does
he go about it? What is his stated aim, and
how closely does he approach its achieve
ment? This is, to my mind, one of the most
exciting and stimulating things about the
whole musical adventure, and I cannot sym
pathize with those who close their ears to it
in advance.
There is no denying that "difficult"
new music demands some special exertion

Twelve-Tone Terror
Probably no term in the whole mod
ern-music vocabulary strikes terror into
the hearts of concert audiences more
quickly than "serial" or its synonym,
"twelve-tone."
The system, codified in modern
times by Arnold Schoenberg, is fairly sim
ple, though it can produce complex music
indeed. Schoenberg's idea was to
produce a new system of ordering musical
notes that would take music beyond the
system of major and minor keys and
scales that had been in use for about 200
years .
A detailed explanation of the sys
tem is not possible in a small space . What
follows is a perhaps overSimplified sum
mary of its main points.
The composer begins with the 12
notes of an ordinary chromatic scale (any
12 adjacent keys on a piano, white and
black, form a chromatic scale) . Arrange
them in some arbitrary predetermined or
der, without repeating any of them. This
gives you a twelve-note "tone-row" or
"series" to begin with.
To expand your resources, you can
play that series backwards, turn it upside
down (so that skips between notes in an
upward direction are turned the same dis
tance downward, and vice versa), and fi
nally play the resulting "inversion" itself
backwards. This gives you four versions
of your initial row. Now, since you are
basically dealing with a series of interval
skips, you can also take the basic row and
its additional versions, and start them on

any of the 12 degrees of the chromatic
scale, preserving the same series of inter
val-skips. This yields a total of 48 possible
variants. A basic rule is that no note
within the row may be repeated until all
the others in that row have been sounded;
this rule does not apply to the music
based on the row, however.
Two additional points should be
made. First, Schoenberg and his disciples
took great care in selecting their original
12-note rows. These were not selected
randomly, but rather by carefully plotting
interval relationships or relationships
among groups of notes within the row .
Usually rows were constructed of related
groups of notes-four groups of three
notes, three groups of four, etc. And each
note was understood to stand also for all
its fellows in higher or lower octaves. The
expressive and thematic possibilities
within a row were always crucial.
Second, Schoenberg himself was
not completely doctrinaire about the strict
application of his principles within a
piece. He felt free to break his own rules
whenever the expressive demands of a
piece seemed to require it. Some of his fol
lowers, however, taking his every word as
law, managed to out-Schoenberg Schoen
berg in this respect.
The term "post-Webernian serial
ism" refers to a post-World-War-II school
of composers who extended the serial
principle to other areas of music besides
pitch-to note-duration, register, and in
strumentation, among other things.
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from the listener. One is well advised to do
one's homework, to know, as far as it may be
accomplished in advance, something of what
one is going to be confronted with . You can,
at the very least, read over the program notes
(if any) at the concert prior to hearing the
piece. This may help inform you about the
composer's general orientation in advance.
Perhaps too, you can read something
about him by another writer, or something
he has written himself, or sample some of his
other music. (I say this in the full awareness
that 98 per cent of concertgoers are simply
unwilling, unable, or too busy to make the
effort. But it is worth making.)
Some composers, of course, do not
help their own cause by their addiction to
musical jargon that is likely to be Choctaw to
the average concertgoer. Many are simply in
articulate when it comes to explaining what
they are trying to do . Some, indeed, have a
kind of contempt for this poor fellow, the
"average listener." But that need not deter
the interested listener from making the effort
penetrate their defenses.
It is also true that a first-time listener to
a new piece can condition himself mentally
to accept it on its own terms-to listen to it for
what it has to offer and not in the vain expec
tation that it will somehow be something
other than what its composer claims it is.
Here again, the statements of the composer
can be a guide to setting the boundaries of
one's expectations.
Composers of today, like those of any
past age, come in all shapes, sizes and stylis
tic orientations. There is as much variety in
the concert music being composed today as
in that of any past age-indeed perhaps
more, given the ease with which new styles
are disseminated by today's communications
media. It is simply foolish to condemn
"modern music," as some do, in one sweep
ing and all-inclusive anathema.
The spectrum ranges all the way from
the highly-structured and rigidly controlled
musical constructivism of a composer like El
liott Carter, through the determinedly back
ward-looking neo-romanticism of George
Rochberg (whose later string quartets sound
like late Beethoven) to the impressionistic
sighs and whispers of George Crumb's fate
haunted vocal pieces, to the simple harmon
ies and repetitive motor rhythms of Philip
Glass, Steve Reich, and the whole "minimal
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ist" phenomenon. The menu in this musical
restaurant is as varied as it has been at any
time in musical history. If you don't like one
dish, try another.
My argument is not that you have to
like everything you hear; no one does, the
present writer included. Neither is it that a
piece written last month is somehow and for
that reason automatically worth hearing. 1
say only that you are missing something im
portant in musical experience if you do not
make the effort to assess the new along with
the old. A remark of the composer Luigi Dal
lapiccola is apposite: every young composer,
he said, should learn to compose in the
twelve-tone system-if only to reject it intelli
gently.
On the whole, the question of how we
approach music, whether new or old, acces
sible or "difficult," has always seemed to me
at bottom a question of the importance that
we attach to music as a force in our lives. If
the musical experience is important to us we
will make the extra effort needed to work out
its more difficult conundrums. If the artistic
expression of our own age is important to us,
we will take it seriously and try to under
stand it.
The same criterion, of course, applies
to older, more generally accepted music . The
person who feels merely comfortable and
lulled jn the presence of the "Eroica" is not
connecting with it at all, has no conception of
what it was meant to be. When it was new,
that piece hurt a lot of ears. If we cannot du
plicate that experience upon rehearing it to
day, we can at least apply the lesson it
teaches to the products of our own time .
You will find indeed that the listening
skills honed on admittedly "difficult" pieces
of newer music will sharpen your ears for
Beethoven and Brahms the next time
around. It is a fact that there is just as much
grist for our mental faculties in the great clas
sics of the standard repertory, those pieces
before which we have become lazy-eared
over the years because they are so "famil
iar." As we let them pass by our ears, we fail
to hear what is actually in them.
If we take the " Eroica" seriously, we
can be shocked anew by it every time . It was
"new music" once-just as Boulez and Berio
and Crumb are today. It has survived, pros
pered, and entered the repertory. So may
they, if we give them the same chance. 0
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Stoning Socrates
The liberals' liberal, J. F. Stone, has
bobbed up every two years or so recently,
with things to say about two ancient philoso
phers, Socrates and his disciple Plato. In
1979 the New York Times Magazine printed a
self-interview by Stone, under the title: "J. F.
Stone Breaks the Socrates Story." Two years
later, in the January, 1981, Harper's, Stone ex
pressed his thoughts about Plato's Republic, a
work which many generations of students
have known. And during 1983 he barn
stormed along the East Coast, from Cam
bridge, Massachusetts, to Washington, D.
c., presenting to large and enthusiastic audi
ences a series of lectures called "Retrying
Socrates: What Plato Doesn't Tell Us." At
least one such series was videotaped, so we
can reasonably expect it to appear on televi
sion eventually. Moreover, Stone is con
stantly in demand as a speaker on college
campuses, and he talks about putting his
thoughts into book form.
One might well inquire why a man
who has spent his life in journalism, and
who has been identified for many years with
the immediate intricacies of government as
the author, editor, and publisher of the 1. F.
Stone Weekly, keeping a skeptical watch on
the activities of our federal government, has
wandered so far from his own time and
place. It seems to have come about this way.
When he decided in 1971 that it was time for
him to lay aside the burden of the Weekly, he
turned his still considerable energies to the
study of free speech in general. Going back

to certain modern sources of that freedom,
he discovered that they led him constantly
backward in time, at last reaching the foun
tainhead, Athens in the fifth century B. C.
Stone then undertook to learn ancient
Greek, so as to be able to read the relevant
materials in the original. He began to wonder
how it was that the city which gave us the
tradition of free speech ever came to try and
execute one of its most illustrious sons, Soc
rates. How could a city where free speech
"was as much taken for granted as breath
ing" suppress so saintly a thinker? As he
burrowed deeper into the case, a suspicion
began to grow in his mind that the conven
tional portrait of Socrates might not be quite
accurate. It is a picture that comes largely
from the pen of Plato, and Stone is right in
saying that, thanks to Plato, "no other trial
except that of Jesus has so captured the imag
ination of Western man." Perhaps Plato was
up to something, and that is precisely the
kind of hunch which cannot help stirring the
instincts of an "old muckraker," as he calls
himself.
It seemed natural to Stone to apply his
trairting as an investigative journalist to a
topic which is normally the preserve of the
classical scholar. As he puts it: "You re-exam
ine all the source material for yourself. You
go back to the texts in the original language,
so that you can evaluate every nuance. You
search out internal contradictions and curi
ous evasions. It's not so different from dig-

Although James Haden is the Compton Professor of Philosophy at the
College of Wooster in Ohio, he says that he still regards himself as " an
amateur in philosophy-taking 'amateur' in all its senses but especially as
a 'lover of. '" He says he is old-fashioned in the sense that " Jdo think that
philosophy still has the power and the promise it had in the ancient world:
the transformation of one's life for the better. "
He was educated at Haverford College, where he took a B. S. in
physics, and at Yale, where he gained an M.A. and a Ph .D. in philoso
phy. A certified recorder teacher, he finds baroque music "a blessed relief
from words." Haden has always been interested in Socrates since the
chance encounter with Plato that brought him from electronic engineer
ing into philosophy; he was moved to write this piece after attending
Stone's Washington lectures on Socrates.
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Still controversial after 2400 years. The Death of Socrates by Jacques-Louis David (Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York).

ging the real truth out of a Pentagon or State
Department document ." And we can proba
bly detect a certain amount of delight on
Stone's part at bearding the lofty professors
in their own den. In the days when he was
publishing his Weekly, it was his pride that he
was outside the orthodox journalistic estab
lishment, and hence free. He had no need to
cultivate officials who could shut off the flow
of information or manipulate it by selective
leakage, because his sources were the tor
rents of printed materials spewed out contin
uously by the government.
Indeed it would be amusing to find
that Stone, the amateur, had beaten the pro
fessionals at their own game, thanks to his
liberation from conventional notions about
Socrates. The paradigm of the victorious am
ateur is Heinrich Schliemann, the foolish vi
sionary who took Homer literally when the
whole classical establishment held that the Il
iad was literature rather than history and
hence a work of fiction. Schliemann's spade
uncovered what may well have been Hom
er's Troy, and, later, graves at Mycenae
which, though probably not those of Aga
memnon and his contemporaries, radically
transformed our ways of looking at archaic

Greek culture. Stone may have the ambition
of being the Schliemann of Socrates' trial.
It is therefore worth taking a close look
at what Stone claims to have done, to see
whether it can stand. The cornerstone of it all
is his equation of investigative journalism
with scholarship. Certainly there are many
similarities, but are these two approaches
really the same? One difference may lie in mo
tive. The scholar preens himself on his pur
suit of truth and his effort to uncover new
knowledge; the journalist's motives may be
less clear. Why does he engage in his labori
ous task of uncovering what is hidden? One
reason may be the chronic cynicism of the
person who has come close enough to the
seats of power to have learned that along
with power there usually goes some form of
chicanery. No editor unleashes a Seymour
Hersh to tell us that the snail is on the thorn
and all's right with the world. There is of
course the desire for acclaim for having done
in the public interest what others declined to
do or were unable to do, but the scholar is
not free of this impulse. And there is the
Schadenfreude of seeing the mighty and pom
pous brought low by the exposure of their
misdeeds.
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Stone is human enough to be subject to
these incentives, but there is more to him . He
is moved by powerful ideals; he is one of the
minority of those in Who 's Who In America
whose biography includes a personal credo,
evidently because he thinks it is important in
understanding who he is. His purpose in
life, he says there, is "to seek, as best I can, to
bring healing perspectives to bear on the ter
rible hates and fears of mankind, in the hope
of some day bringing about one world, in
which men will enjoy the differences of the
human garden instead of killing each other
over them." That clearly describes his aims
during the time he published the Weekly,
from the McCarthy era to the Vietnam War.
No one can read the words he wrote then
without sensing the moral urgency behind
his hatred of stupidity, selfishness, and bru
tality in the wielders of power.
His way of working is well illustrated
by his treatment of the Gulf of Tonkin epi
sode which proved so important to our in
volvement in Vietnam, when the Congress
was stampeded into giving the President a

For most of his 77 years, I. F.
Stone has been by trade a journalist,
rebel, and nonconformist. He
dropped out of college to become a
working newspaperman, with the
idea of using that position to right
wrongs and to expose iniquities.
In 1940 he moved to Washington
to be the editor of The Nation, and he
has lived there ever since. In 1953 he
decided to be his own boss, and
launched a newsletter about Washing
ton and national affairs, called 1. E
Stone's Weekly. It survived and grew
until 1971, when heart trouble forced
him to "retire." His early criticism of
the Vietnam war in the Weekly, as he
had previously criticized the Korean
war, spread Stone's fame, until the
Weekly at its height could boast 70,000
subscribers. But to the end it was the
enterprise of Stone and his wife.
Besides several collections of
pieces from the Weekly and other jour
nals, he has published books of inves
tigative journalism about Israel and
about the killings at Kent State.

blank check to widen the war as he pleased.
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
under Senator Fulbright, did hold a series of
hearings about that event: the first at the
time it occurred, another in 1966, and still an
other in 1968. But the transcripts of the first
hearing were not made public until 1966 and
the second hearing was so secret that no
transcript was ever released . Those delays
helped to contain public interest in what did
in fact happen that night in August of 1964:
the news was no longer headline fresh, and
reporting the daily progress of the war took
precedence.
But Stone persisted, and by close read
ing of the available hearing transcripts, and
by making inquiries resulting from what he
found on the printed page, he was able to ask
potentially damaging questions. The story
first given to Congress was that North Viet
nam had attacked our ships in international
waters, but Stone made a plausible case that
this was untrue, and that through conceal
ment, evasion, and outright falsification on
the part of the Pentagon-or at least its high
est echelons-a successful attempt had been
made to justify drastic military steps to ex
tend the war which had already been
launched before the episode.
As if this subversion of the democratic
process were not enough, the Senate exhibi
ted weakness and failure by not pressing
hard enough to get at the real truth, letting
itself be deceived by the explanations of Sec
retary McNamara and others. The Commit
tee reached the point where all the necessary
materials and leads were laid bare, and then
became supine and stopped. The political
consequence was erosion of Congressional
power and its role in war-making, and the
enhancement of the power of one man, the
President. In other words, democracy as we
know it and say we practice it was subverted
and enfeebled.
It is this attitude and this technique
which Stone brings to his study of events
and people in ancient Athens. But in the Soc
rates case, there is a vital difference: unlike
Secretary McNamara, the senators, or Presi
dent Johnson, Socrates left behind abso
lutely no written records . He spent his life
talking with people, face to face, and it was
left to others to write about him, which they
did. But even Plato's famed and moving
Apology of Socrates, which appears to give us a
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transcript of Socrates' words at his trial, can
not be taken literally. For one thing, another
friend of Socrates, Xenophon, offered his
own version, and it differs considerably from
Plato's. For another, it was normal Greek
practice to put speeches in the mouths of fa
mous people, not because that was what
they actually said but because the writer
thought that was what they would and
should have said. Pericles' classic Funeral
Oration in Thucydides' History of the Pelopon
nesian War, so often quoted as the perfect ex
pression of the spirit of Athens, cannot be
uncritically accepted as what he said on that
occasion. The ancient Greeks simply did not
share our obsession with the ideal of literal
accuracy. For them, the line between poetry
and reportage was faint.
Stone, of course, has discovered this
fact about Plato's portrait of Socrates and
wants us to see it as a deliberate whitewash
of the actual situation. "Plato turned the trial
of his master, Socrates, into a trial of Athens
and of democracy. He used it to demonstrate
that the common people were too ignorant,
benighted and fickle to entrust with political
power." And why was Plato so anti-demo
cratic? Because he learned that attitude from
Socrates himself; the trial was a political trial,
in which Athens was acting against a man
who had long been busy undermining the
faith of its young people in Athenian democ
racy. Socrates, far from being a saint, was a
danger to Athens. He was not above politics,
as Plato makes him out to be, but was in fact
deeply involved in politics.
The close of the fifth century was a dif
ficult time in Athens . In 404 B. C. the genera
tion-long Peloponnesian War had come to a
close, with Sparta victorious. In 411 there
had been a brief and abortive uprising in
Athens against the democratic regime, and
immediately after the surrender to Sparta the
oligarchy installed by the Spartans turned
despotic and bloody. Civil war broke out be
tween the oligarchic faction and the sup
porters of democracy; the latter left the city to
organize themselves and, descending on
Athens in force, fought a pitched battle
against the oligarchs, known as the " Thirty
Tyrants," and their forces . In that battle the
leader of the Thirty Tyrants, Critias by name,
was killed and the democrats conquered the
leaderless opposition to regain control. What
we should notice especially in this historical
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episode is that during the time when the
Thirty were masters of Athens Socrates re
mained in the city and did not leave with the
anti-oligarchic forces . Presumably in the final
battle he fought on neither side, though we
have no evidence one way or the other. And
it is well attested that he had known Critias
and others of the oligarchs, who were said to
have come to him to learn how to speak effec
tively in public.
The leader of the democratic party was
a tanner by the name of Anytus . He evi
dently persuaded the victorious democrats
to issue an amnesty for any and all political
actions committed before the overthrow of
the Thirty, and he presided for a number of
years over the restored democracy. Then, in
399 B. C. we find Anytus as one of three men
who brought charges against Socrates, by
then a man of 70. We actually have the words
of the indictment. It reads: "Socrates has
done wrong in not honoring the gods that
the city honors and in having introduced
strange divine beings, and he has corrupted
the youth. Penalty demanded: death ."
This is the situation which Stone be
lieves that he has put in a new light. Why was
Socrates tried? If there were a political moti
vation for it the amnesty would have pre
vented him from being charged for political
misdeeds. But was the actual charge, a reli
gious one, the real reason why Socrates was
not only brought to trial but also convicted
and sentenced to death? Stone thinks it was
only a pretext, a way of circumventing the
protection of the amnesty.
We are not even sure if Anytus spoke
for the prosecution at the trial; Plato shows
us in detail only one of the three accusers, a
man named Meletus. We do know that a few
years later a rhetorician named Polycrates,
who was something of a mouthpiece for the
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restored democracy, penned a savage attack
on Socrates (safely dead) and put it in the
mouth of Anytus. As with so many of these
documents, that attack is lost and we can
only infer as best we can what was in it from
two other sources. One is Xenophon, who,
early in his Memorabilia of Socrates, replies to
an unnamed" accuser" who is most likely to
have been Polycrates. The other source is a
Byzantine writer named Libanius, writing in
the 4th century A. D., some seven centuries
later; he wrote a rebuttal to the accusation on
behalf of Socrates. In both cases we are tread
ing unsure ground. We do not have Polycra
tes' document, and it may well have been an
other instance of the Greek habit of putting
. words in someone's mouth. Polycrates in
fact may only have been trying to ingratiate
himself with the dominant democrats, Any
tus the chief among them. The important
thing is that Stone never asks himself such
questions, but blithely assumes that Polycra
tes must have been telling the truth about
Socrates-everyone on the democratic side is
an honest man. Further, Stone is positive
that he can tell what charges Polycrates made
from the two replies, without any statement
about how inferential such an operation is.
The investigative reporter must be a
shrewd judge of people. He works from
what he is told, but that information is inti
mately related to its source, with all that that
implies. He cannot avoid taking into account
the source's motivations and limitations,
such as the level of his integrity. In preparing
the Weekly, Stone could consciously or un
consciously draw on a myriad of clues about
a source, some of them coming out of a
whole life's experience of twentieth-century
American culture. Here, though, Stone has
leaped headlong into a different time and a
culture which is less familiar to him than he
seems to suppose. Not to question whether
one has the indispensable background for a
scholarly task is rashness itself, and the prob
lem is multiplied when, as is the case here,
the relevant sources of information are so
fragmentary. The scholar has this advantage
over the amateur: he knows when to be cau
tious.
Stone, however, announces that he
has rent the veil and revealed what no one
before him has: the truth about Socrates.
That truth is that he was tried for having
been the mentor of Critias (and others like

him) and a fomenter of anti-democratic senti
ment. He corrupted the Athenian youth by
persuading them to look with favor on tyr
anny, and not because of any peculiar reli
gious views, as the indictment seems to say
and as Plato shows us in his Apology.
The crux of Stone's claim to a startling
new discovery appears to be plain enough.
He says, in the manner of Sherlock Holmes
revealing the fact that the dog did not bark in
the night-time, that it consists of three omis
sions in Xenophon's vindication of Socrates.
Having picked up clues, which are plentiful
enough in both Plato and Xenophon, that
Socrates was hardly an indiscriminate ad
mirer of Athenian democracy, Stone asks
himself what sort of politics it was that he did
inculcate in the young Athenians. In reply
ing to Polycrates, Xenophon admits the
charge that Socrates quoted from the Greek
poets texts which were anti-democratic. But
he names only two poets, Homer and He
siod, while Libanius says that the accuser
cited four, adding Pindar and Theognis. Ac
cording to Stone, "Xenophon was omitting
the most obvious examples of what the ac
cuser meant."
But we ought not to let the suspicion
run away with us, and we should take a
closer look at this supposed evidence. First of
all, even Stone, try as he may, cannot read a
dark meaning into the quotation from He
siod cited by Xenophon. It runs: "Work is no
disgrace, but idleness is a disgrace," which
at least appears to put Socrates at the side of
the working man and against any kind of so
cial snobbery. How does Stone cope with this
seeming setback to his thesis about Socrates?
"I think the Hesiod quote has been screwed
up for evasive purposes."
He can make more play with the quota
tion from Homer. It comes from the second
book of the Iliad, where the Greek troops
who have been besieging lIoy for nine long
years are making for their ships in a body, to
go home and abandon the war. Homer is
drawing a picture for us of Odysseus labor
ing to stem the mutinous tide. Here is the
passage in the plain prose translation of
Samuel Butler:
Whenever he met a king or chieftain, he
stood by him and spoke him fairly. " Sir," said he,
"this flight is cowardly and unworthy. Stand to
your post, and bid your people also keep their
places." ... But when he came across any com
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mon man who was making a noise, he struck him
with his staff and rebuked him, saying: "Sirrah,
hold your peace, and listen to better men than
yourself. You are a coward and no soldier; you are
nobody, either in fight or council ... "

Following Socrates' accuser, whom
Xenophon is rebutting, Stone claims that
Socrates used this passage to invoke Hom
er's authority for the right of the better class
to chastise commoners. Xenophon, on the
other hand, says that Socrates was saying
that anybody whosoever who will not serve
the community and help it in its hour of need
has to be stopped, "even if they have riches
in abundance." Since he had personally lis
tened to Socrates, he might be presumed to
have some accurate, first-hand knowledge of
how the quotation was used. Stone, having
already considered Xenophon capable of dis
torting the quotation from Hesiod to evade a
just charge, is in no mood to recognize that
Xenophon's interpretation is plaUSible.
The real problem here is how to inter
pret poetic language-a task which is always
difficult. One way of looking at this passage
is to see Odysseus as acting perfectly nor
mally and in character, the way a Mycenean
king would act if he were trying to stem a
surging tide of mutineerS. He does say to the
kings and chieftains as well as to the troops
that they are acting in a cowardly and dis
honorable fashion. He speaks more sternly
to the common soldiers, but Homer specifies
that it is only those mutineers who are ac
tively trying to influence others whom Ody
sseus beats with his staff and berates, which
is a significant distinction. If Socrates had
been the snob and to.ady to the aristocracy
that Stone asserts he was, he could easily
have left out the first part of the passage; it
would then have had the Significance that
Stone and Polycrates lay on it. Taking it as a
whole, Xenophon seems to have it right.
But Stone has a,second sin of omission
on the part of Xenophon to lay before us, and
it is one which he plumes himself for having
detected. The Homeric passage goes on im
mediately to say: "it is not well that there
should be many masters; one man must be
supreme-one king to whom the son of
scheming Cronus has . given the scepter of
sovereignty over you all." Here, Stone be
lieves, is the true villain of the piece, though
he has to haul it out of the wings by main
force. "The omission,."-crows Stone, "is a
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confession"; Socrates was indeed preaching
one-man rule-which is tyranny.
The first thing to be clear on is that
there is no evidence whatsoever that Socra
tes ever did in fact use this quotation, and
therefore no evidence that Xenophon is sup
pressing anything. But even supposing that
Socrates was wont to quote it, had he really
wanted to befriend and advocate tyranny, he
might have done better to stop halfway
through the passage. The latter part of it says
that the true ruler reigns by a higher author
ity; the son of Cronus is Zeus, who stood for
justice and law in the OlympiC pantheon as it
was viewed in Socrates' time.
The second thing to notice is that rule
by one individual in fact should not be casu
ally equated with tyranny, either in the an
cient Greek sense or in the modern sense.
The Greek meaning of "tyrant" was some
one who had seized power unconstitution
ally; a tyrant was not necessarily an evil man,
and in fact Athens had been ruled by a tyrant
(in the Greek sense of the term) for a time in
the sixth century, and the city had prospered
and been peaceful then. An individual who
rules by right is simply a monarch (literally one
ruler), as the Athenians would agree; Plato is
at great pains to distinguish .between the
monarch and the tyrant; and there is no rea
son to believe that this was not Socrates'
opinion. As for Xenophon's supposedly eva
sive omission of any mention of Pin dar and
Theognis, even allowing that their names did
figure in the actual accusation at Socrates'
trial, and that Polycrates is not just fabricat
ing or distorting (as Xenophon is charged
with doing), Stone speaks only in vague
terms, Nowhere does he produce actual quo
tations from either poet which Socrates
might have employed on behalf of tyranny
an omission which may itself be a sort of con
fession. Both poets did write in praise of the
aristocracy and the old ways of society, and
they were not partisans of the common man
or even of the middle class. But for' a third
time we are up against· the difficulties of in
terpreting poetry, and the problem is even
graver here.
All that is left to us of the poems of Pin
dar, whom the Greeks themselves .t hought
perhaps their finest poet, are the odes he
wrote to order, for pay, in celebration of vic
tories by various well-born people in the
great games, the Olympic, the Isthmian, the
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Pythian, and the Nemean, held regularly in
Greece. But they are not fulsome pieces of
work; if they were, they would hardly have
endured this long or been so highly re
garded. As does any great poet, Pin dar has
lofty themes, and among them are the pre
cariousness of human life and that glory,
even in an athletic contest, is something
which comes from the gods, and hence while
being celebrated is not to be rashly boasted
of. The poet wants the victor to reflect in the
midst of his victory on the human condition.
As for Theognis, Stone omits any pos
sible corrupting quotation from him. But if
he had paid more attention to Xenophon, he
would have found him quoting Theognis
himself, and that passage may be one which
he heard from the lips of Socrates. It runs:
" From the good you will learn good things,
but if you mingle with the bad you will lose
even the good sense you have." uue, it is
ambiguous just who "the good" and " the
bad" are, but this is hardly to be considered
strong support for tyrants.
The final incriminating omission by
Xenophon, according to Stone, is his failure
to mention how, in the Iliad, at the time of the
abortive mutiny, one of the common sol
diers, called Thersites, dared to speak up
against the leaders' policies. Odysseus beat
him until he bled, and threatened to kill him
if he ever dared to speak in public assembly
again . Says Stone, Thersites' action " repre
sents the first stirrings of democracy in the
Homeric assemblies," but Homer derides
Thersites. The Athenians, Stone claims,
would have regarded this passage as justify
ing tyrannical violence of precisely the sort
which the democratic forces had to over
throw in their struggle against Critias and
the Thirty Tyrants.
The obvious difficulty with this argu
ment is that it is pure speculation on Stone's
part. He produces no evidence that Socrates
did actually refer to this section of the Iliad
approvingly, and his conclusion that
Xenophon left it out because it was too dam
aging is an inference hanging from thin air
or, rather, from a prejudice. Having admitted
that the quotations Xenophon cites seem to
have "little, if any, relation to the charge"
against Socrates, as an investigative journal
ist he evidently feels obligated to dig out
something which might conceivably be read
as anti-democratic. Furthermore, he appears

to think that poetry can be treated as one
would treat the text of the Congressional Re
cord, a literal record of events.
One thing is abundantly clear, how
ever. For Stone democracy represents the
touchstone of political rightness and wrong
ness. The rule of the majority (the" demos")
is the base from which he assails the " tyr
anny" which Socrates is accused of approv
ing and fostering. It lies behind his uncritical
reliance on Polycrates, shadowy though that
figure is, since Polycrates was an adherent of
the democratic regime after Socrates' death.
It shapes Stone's distaste for Plato and Pla
to's thought, since he takes Plato to have im
bibed an ineradicable disdain for democracy
from his beloved master, Socrates. We
should, then, look more closely at what de
mocracy means to Stone, and not let him
simply use it, along with its antithesis, tyr
anny, as a term with which to perform rhetor
ical conjuring.
We have already seen that he uses the
word "tyranny" with little or no historical
sense of what it meant to the ancient Greeks.
It is simply a Bad Thing, never examined
with any kind of analytical precision. But
what about the corresponding Good Thing,
democracy? Do we find him pausing to give
any precision to that concept? The regretta
ble answer is that we do not, even though he
knows well enough that in our own time it is
used to name all sorts of political regimes, in
cluding those of Marxist countries. As for the
American political system as it actually func
tions, he seems to have his doubts, as his
frustration with the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee in the Gulf of Tonkin affair illus
trates. About all we can do is to guess that his
sympathies lie with some vague form of pop
ulism, which is identifiable neither with an
cient Athenian democracy nor with modern
American representative democracy. He
seems to be attached to an ideal which has
more emotional power than conceptual clar
ity. We are entitled to ask whether that is a
solid enough foundation on which to build
an edifice of genuine scholarship about Soc
rates and Plato.
On the face of it he seems to be defend
ing Athenian democracy against Socrates,
and we can better put ourselves in a position
to evaluate what he is claiming if we recall
the main features of the Athenian democratic
system. In principle, ultimate power in
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Athens lay with the Assembly, which con
sisted of all adult male citizens (about 6000).
In practice only about one in eight bothered
to attend the meetings, which means that
about 500 people showed up. Again, in prin
ciple any citizen could address the Assembly,
but few wished to take the rostrum casually
before a crowd that large. In practice, then,
political control devolved on relatively few
people, in particular the 500 members of the
Council which prepared measures for debate
before the Assembly, and which handled the
day-to-day business between Assembly
meetings. The members of the Council were
chosen by lot, so it would be representative
of the citizenry at large, but the most inde
pendent, clearest-thinking individuals
would inevitably make up a minority in it,
just as they do in the population as a whole.
Those who held executive offices were also
chosen by lot.
A crucial constitutional reform institu
ted in the sixth century by Solon was to make
the Assembly not only legislative but also ju
dicial. Panels of jurors were selected by lot
arid empowered to hear appeals from the
magistrates' judgments. They also heard ap
peals against the magistrates themselves,
which gave the people power over them. As
time went on, these courts extended their
powers, and in the age of Pericles, which was
also the time of Socrates, those who served
were paid for their time, to insure that no one
could beg off on the ground of having to earn
a living. This constitutional provision would
seem to be one of the most democratic in the
entire Athenian political system.
But if we inspect it more closely, it will
look less than perfect as an instrument of jus
tice. For one thing, the Athenians, being re
alists about themselves, specified that no
court could be smaller than 200, the purpose
being to minimize the all-too-possible occur
rence of bribery. For another, these courts
were not bound by a body of law and prece
dent; the members functioned as both judge
and jury, working within a sketchy frame
work of legal restrictions. Finally, every case
had to be heard and decided in a single day,
however complex or important it might be.
Given these facts, it is hardly surprising that
during the fifth century B. C. certain men,
whom we call "Sophists," invented the first
systematic treatment of public speaking and
semantics, consciously studying the emo
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tional force of words. Swaying an audience
of 200 to 5000 or more average people is done
most effectively by appealing to their feelings
and not to their minds, then or now.
Under such circumstances, the likeli
hood of the machinery of democracy being
manipulated by unscrupulous men was not
negligible. As N. G. L. Hammond, an emi
nent historian of ancient Greece, has written:
The political leaders of Athens, with the
honorable exception of Nicias, were inspired by
personal and sometimes corrupt motives, and they
were more concerned with their own advance
ment than with the interests of the state. The peo
ple who chose them were little better. The salient
qualities of the Athenian democracy in 415 were
energy, opportunism, unscrupulousness, and in
stability. 1

This was eleven years before the capit
ulation of Athens, preCisely halfway be
tween the onset of the Peloponnesian War
and Socrates' trial. The acid of war had eaten
deeply into the ways and habits of fifty or
seventy-five years earlier.
Stone has no special interest in such
historical circumstances, but if he had, he
would realize that there is a deeper issue
here than Simply the machinery of democ
racy, or formal freedom of speech. The right
and the practice of free speech, and the forms
of Athenian democracy, depend on those
who carry it out. We see easily enough how;
in our own times, a noble constitution can
become mere empty words if the citizens do
not embody it with all their might. That Soc
rates was a critic of Athenian democracy has
its simplest explanation in the orthodox view
of him: that he saw beyond the mere forms to
human actualities. His perception was that
genuine self-government requires people
who are able to govern themselves wisely.
When Stone is able to set aside his ro
manticism about the common man, he recog
nizes that one basic requirement of self-gov
ernment is a well-informed public. But in
1955 he wrote in his Weekly that where the
press is not controlled by the government,
the public, given free !Ghoice, prefers news
papers which peddle sex and sensational
ism; the circulation of the National Enquirer
far outruns that of the New York Times. He ad
mitted further that the United States is a con
formist country. " It doesn't take much devia
tion from Rotary Club norms in the average
American community to get oneself set
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down as queer, radical, and unreliable," he
said, accurately enough. It would be per
verse to claim that the ancient Athenians
were different.
Stone seems willing to accept most of
the cliches about Athens, except for the con
ventional view of Socrates. That view
stresses Socrates' commitment to a rational
approach to life, and perhaps Stone's nega
tive reaction to Socrates indicates that his
own way is more sentimental. It was Socra
tes who first applied reason to moral quali
ties, by insisting on definitions. If one is
asked to state clearly and simply what is
meant by courage or self-control or rever
ence, as Socrates does of his respondents in
Plato's dialogues, one quickly discovers how
difficult that is to do, and how much thought
it requires.
Stone has only contempt for the So
cratic exercise of going beyond cliche to defi
nition, taking the position that since those di
alogues seem to end with no definition being
reached, either the demand is an impossible
one, or that at best only an intellectual few
are able to achieve that rational insight;
hence Socrates leaves the common man to
flounder. But Socrates' message was that
only reason can guard us against the ghastly
conflicts which clashing emotions can pre
cipitate us into when they rule us, and that
pacifiC and benevolent feelings are too vague
and unstable to block man's inclination to in
humanity toward his fellow man.
Socrates was a democrat, then, in the
sense that he had faith in the inherent capac
ity of men to think hard and clearly or at least
more clearly than is normally the case. But he
insisted on the necessity of such intellectual
effort for the benefit of the individual and the
state. Is this the snobbery that Stone so un
tiringly attributes to Socrates? Or ought we
to distinguish two kinds of democracy, one in
which everyone is taken just as he is, subject
to no critical standards, and another "hard"
democracy, in which everyone is self-critical
and tries to improve his thinking? Stone, be
ing an admirer of Thomas Jefferson, must ad
mit that had Jefferson not been essentially a
democrat of the second kind he would not
have been as concerned about public educa
tion as he was. Democracy should not be
looked at through a romantic haze.
In a recent discussion of the relations
between the press and politicians, the chief

White House correspondent of the New York
Times says of politics: "Events meant to look
spontaneous are not. Words disguise rather
than reveal feelings. A legislator may despise
the man he embraces as an ally and friend .
He may vote for a bill, hoping it will be ve
toed. A President may veto a bill, hoping it
will be overridden.'" A Harvard professor of
government, Judith Shklar, has said: "The
paradox of liberal democracy is that it en
courages hypocrisy"3-tJ1deed, hypocrisy
may be indispensable to democratic political
discourse.
It would be encouraging if Stone's
charges actually led to a serious discussion of
issues like this, but it is unfortunately not so.
When he gave his lecture series in Washing
ton, the Washington Post reported it in breath
less and adulatory terms. A few days later,
the Post printed several letters from academ
ics about the lectures. All were critical of
Stone's views, hurling names like "opsi
math" ("late-learner") at him. One writer, a
lecturer in Greek and Latin, bemoaned the
decline of classical studies, since without that
rigorous training the audience that gave
Stone a standing ovation was"at the mercy
of this sort of glib, 'post-modern' parody of
scholarship." Another was reminded of
"Plato's pessimism about the possibility of
conveying the truth to large groups of one's
fellow citizens," obviously implying that
Stone was a sophist masquerading as a phi
losopher, playing on emotions and not in
forming his audience.
What the letter-writers seem to have
overlooked is that Stone had already dis
armed his opponents by using the device of
the audacious amateur confronting the hide
bound establishment . And indeed that
proved to be the case. Two further letters on
the matter were printed in the Post, neither
from academics. One of these writers re
ferred to "these guardians of the crumbled
citadel of classical learning," the other spoke
of "cries of outrage at invaded turf." As for
the issue of whether or not Socrates was a
democrat, both writers proposed to settle the
issue simply. One said: "would ancient
Athens, with its slave class and notably infe
rior position of women, politically and other
wise, really meet our present criteria for a de
mocracy?" - which is obviously a rhetorical
question. The second writer was of the opin
ion that one need only "spend a few hours
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reading 'The Apology' and 'The Republic' to
decide whether or not Plato had any sympa
thy for democracy." Is it likely that these two
are reasonably typical of the average member
of the audiences for his lectures? How many
romantic democrats have read enough of
Plato to know?
There was one further communication
on the subject, a friendly slap on the wrist
given Stone by an old acquaintance, Conor
Cruise O'Brien, in a column reprinted from
the London Observer. O'Brien saw the flaws
in Stone's performance less waspishly than
the academic critics, but he had only the bits
and pieces which had filtered through the
Post reporter's notes to go on.
It would be heartening had Stone him
self then written to the Post to comment on
the naivete of his supporters, but he didn't.
The reason is probably to be found in his own
naivete. His lack of scholarship and intellec
tual rigor becomes painfully evident in his
criticisms of Plato's Republic. He heaps coals
of fire on Plato's proposal that for civic har
mony and prosperity philosophers should
govern. That is Plato's way of making us con
front the need for reason in human affairs,
but Stone carps that Plato had no interest in
"bringing the best and deepest ideas to bear
on the problems of government." His head
was so far into cloud-cuckooland that he
wanted to reform society by having rulers
study higher mathematics, of all things. In
stead, he ought to have mobilized "experts
in tnide, economics, law and government for
their best and deepest ideas."
What Stone doesn't tell us is where
Plato was going to find this corps of experts
in the fourth century B. C. As for experts in
government, Stone would have his choice
between the Sophists, whom we have al
ready met, and Plato himself, who is en
gaged in laying a cornerstone of serious
study of government, whether his ideas ap
peal to Stone or not. An Athenian business
man might conceivably just pass muster as
an "expert in trade/' but the study of eco
nomics and law did not yet exist. And even
today, which economics experts would Stone
select: orthodox economists, supply-siders,
Marxists? Whom would he consult where
there is so little agreement even on basic
principles?
In the case of Socrates, Stone's lectures
led up to the point that Socrates could have
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won acquittal for himself by simply saying to
his judge that since Athenians believed in
free speech, there was no case against him,
because he was only exercising his civic right
to say what he wanted . Instead, by
Xenophon's account, he indulged himself by
talking rashly and grandiosely, so that he
alienated the jurors and was convicted. In
Plato's better known version of the trial, Soc
rates not only humiliates one of his accusers,
but goes on to boast of the value to the com
munity of his habit of quizzing the Athenians
about their moral beliefs and their actions,
and to propose that he be supported for the
rest of his life with free meals at public ex
pense, as was done for Olympic victors. In
Stone's judgment Socrates was an arrogant
fool to do that; had he been a sensible liberal
and appealed to the principle of free speech,
all would have been well.
But did ancient Athens recognize free
speech as a fundamental principle, one
which could operate so crucially in a court of
law? Stone doesn't bother to inquire; in his
new-found enthusiasm for the Greek lan
guage, he simply points to four words which
can be translated as "freedom of speech" 
isegoria, isologia, parrhesia, and eleutherosto
mia-as though this automatically settled the
matter. He never considers that the existence
of words which have to do with speaking
freely is no sure sign of the presence of a con
scious principle, and he innocently confuses
our time and place with ancient Athens.
We can also infer that he has no pa
tience with the orthodox view of Socrates'
apparently arrogant behavior, namely that
he was upholding against the uncritical atti
tudes and assumptions of the average Athe
nian a higher principle and ideal. As good a
thing as free speech may be, what is said
under that aegis is no less important. This is
surely the most ready explanation of why
Plato shows Socrates in action as untiringly
exposing confusions and inconsistencies in
his respondents' thinking. lf we truly believe
that action is and ought to be grounded in
our thinking then the quality of that thinking
is all important. Stone never pauses to con
sider this.
Indeed, in his pursuit of Socrates he is
much like a tracking hound, which never
raises its nose from the ground to survey the
world in which the pursuit is taking place.
For Stone, Socrates can do nothing that is
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right and commendable. To cite only one ex
ample, in the Apology Plato's Socrates re
counts how when he remained in Athens
under the rule of the Thirty Tyrants they or
dered him to go with some others to arrest an
innocent man, probably to execute him and
take over his property. Socrates says that he
disapproved of this action, and instead of
participating in the arrest he simply went
home. In Stone's eyes this makes Socrates ei
ther a coward or a collaborator. Apparently
Socrates ought to have performed some un
specified positive act of resistance. But Socra
tes throughout his life was a man of words,
of analyses, of discussion; Stone never asks
whether a man of 65 is reasonably to be ex
pected to do something quite different from
what Socrates did do. We might even be per
mitted to wonder what Stone, at his ad
vanced age, would do under a dictatorship.
Socrates was certainly no collaborator, since
Xenophon relates how Critias hauled him in
and ordered him to stop discussing moral
and political questions, an episode unmen
tioned by Stone. Socrates refused to do it,
and subjected Critias to one of his character
istic grillings to show that Critias' request
made no sense. This would be a very odd
thing for someone to do if, as Stone claims
over and over, he was toadying to Critias and
had taught Critias how to play the tyrant.
In fact, no part of Stone's case is really
adequate. Criticisms like these can be multi
plied over and over, but we would do better
to ask what Stone's "scoop" really amounts
to. For one thing, though he does not stress it
and his lecture audiences by and large would
not have known it, he is merely the latest in a
long line of revisionists, stretching back, of
course, to Polycrates but quite numerous in
this century. Stone's particular contribution
is a curious gallimaufry of sheer naivete, bi
ased readings, cultural blindness, and rheto
ric bordering on demagoguery. His hardest
evidence consists of omissions, and he con
jures his case out of thin air. Yet he offers it to
us as a triumphant example of investigative
journalism, and also as the equal of conven
tional scholarship.

Real scholarship, for all its defects,
willingly runs the risk of having its precon
ceptions overturned by what the inquiry
brings. For Stone, the evidence must fit the
conclusion, not the conclusion the evidence.
He shields himself against criticism by taking
to the hustings and laying his case only be
fore the general public, which is even less in
formed than he is on these matters . The true
scholar is willing to allow his ideas to be
tested by his peers.
It is disappointing to notice that Stone
himself has committed sins comparable to
those he charged to Secretary McNamara's
account in the Gulf of Tonkin affair, but the
real misfortune in this venture is that Stone's
attack on Socrates conflicts at its very foun
dation with his own professed ideal, a world
where a diversity of people live in peaceful
unity. To rely as he does on unexamined sen
timent is to put at the center what is inher
ently unstable and private; it is preCisely feel
ings which divide people and nations one
from the other. That is true, paradoxically,
even when the feelings are benevolent, as
Stone's are, because all feelings are primarily
about the person who has them, and only
secondarily about anything else. This is why
altruism which depends on feeling so readily
turns sour.
Socrates' faith in every human being
was directed toward our potential for raising
ourselves up out of the morass of merely con
ventional thinking and the quicksand of
emotion, and for becoming truly moral
through the union of feeling and critical
thinking. He knew that the drive must come
from within each of us, and he also knew just
how hard it is to accomplish. Feeling comes
easily; rational thinking is hard. The central
question for each of us is whether we want to
and will choose the easy way or the hard one,
first to achieve a better self and then, thanks
to that achievement, a better world. Democ
racy in its deepest and most lasting sense de
mands the hard way of all of us . Let us hope
that Stone will abandon his vain pursuit of
Socrates, and make a study of the real prob
lems of democracy in our own age.

N OTES
'N. L. G . Hammond, A Histonj of Greece to 322 B. C. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1967), p. 39l.
'New York Times Magazine, October 14, 1984, p. 82.
'Ibid, p. 82.
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Fireflies Illuminate Life Processes
The fireflies or "lightning bugs" that
children love to chase on summer evenings
have contributed in recent years to medical
research and may someday lead to treatment
of diseases ranging from multiple sclerosis to
cancer. A growing number of u.s. and for
eign scientists are studying the phenomenon
of bioluminescence, or "cold light," which
has been an object of curiosity for thousands
of years. The "cold light" emitted by fireflies
is unique because almost 100% of the energy
given off appears as light, compared to the
electric light bulb where 90% is given off as
heat.
Researchers have worked for years to
try to understand the luminescence of fire
flies and of a variety of other animals and
plants that emit light, including glowing spe
cies of fungi, bacteria, clams, fish, and squid.
Of these creatures, the firefly has been found
most promising.
The firefly mates at dusk when the
male and female emerge from the grass. The
male flies about a foot and a half above the
ground and emits short single flashes of light
at regular intervals. The female climbs a
blade of grass and perches there, neither fly
ing nor flashing as spontaneously as the
male. She usually responds to the flashing
male when he comes within a radius of 10 to
13 feet of her. The exchange of signals is re
peated normally from 5 to 10 times until the
male finds the female and mates with her. Fe
male fireflies don't emit much light; rather, it

is the males that light up the sky like a minia
ture fireworks display at dusk, about an hour
before sunset from May through August,
and especially after a rain. The warmer the
weather, the faster the flash. Fireflies are one
of the few insects that use vision to find a
mate.
About three weeks after the fertilized
eggs are deposited in the ground, young
sowbug-like glowing larvae appear. The lar
vae feed on snails and cutworms. At this
stage they are called "glow worms" because
of the tiny spots on their underside which
glow softly like view holes in a furnace door.
The larvae then burrow into the ground, pu
pate (the transformational stage) and emerge
as fireflies. The life cycle takes about two
years from egg to adult and the adult stage
lasts only about two weeks.
The production of light from a firefly
depends upon the presence of oxygen,
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), magnesium,
luciferin (a heat resistant substrate), and luci
ferase, an enzyme. (An enzyme is a sub
stance produced by living cells that speeds
up or decreases chemical reactions; a sub
strate is a substance acted upon by an en
zyme.) The five chemicals are bound up in
the firefly's abdomen by a chemical control
ler. When nerve stimulations release another
chemical, inorganic pyrophosphate, the
bond breaks and the reaction prodpces light.
The light usually appears on the sides of the
firefly'S abdomen and is commonly called
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the "tail-light." Seconds later the light goes
out when another chemical reaction destroys
the pyrophosphate.
In 1948 Dr. William D. Elroy of Johns
Hopkins University showed that ATP is
found in all living matter. It is the key chemi
cal in the energy conversion processes of
cells, and it occurs in a relatively constant
concentration in all organisms thus far inves
tigated, including freshwater and marine
bacteria, algae, protozoans, and micro-zoo
plankton. When cells die, the ATP rapidly
dissipates.
A method for the quantitative mea
surement of ATP has been developed using
the firefly's light-producing chemicals. The
firefly's luciferase enzyme is absolutely spe
cific for ATp, meaning that when ATP comes
in contact with a luciferin-Iuciferase mixture
the rate of the reaction is directly propor
tional to the concentration of ATP: the more
ATP present, the greater the flash. One can
estimate the amount of ATP in a sample by
measuring the peak of light emission by an
ATP-photometer.
Special electronic detectors using
"firefly dust" have been placed in spacecraft
to search for earth-like forms in outer space.
If life is present, ATP should be found. When
as little as one-quadrillionth of a gram of ATP
enters the rocket's detector, a flash of cold
light is given off and the signal iSl'ecorded on
earth. Other detectors can be used to warn
that milk, food, or water may be contami
nated with live bacteria. Thanks to firefly re
search, a bacteria culture test which once
took four days to complete now takes only a
few minutes.
Some examples of applications of bio
mass estimations (the amount of living mat
ter in a specified volume) in aquatic environ
ments include:
1. Discovery of the quantitative distri
bution of microbial cells in ocean sediment
layers.
2. uacing of distributions of microbial
biomass of sewage and pollutants in the en
vironment.
3. Determination of the amount of liv
ing material in the water input and output
from nuclear power generating plants and

changes in microbial populations in the area
of discharge.
4. Determination of possible toxic ef
fects by poisonous materials at sewage
plants.
5. Detection of contamination in drink
ing water, in fluids for intravenous injections
or in the analysis of body fluids for abnor
mally high cell content.
The "firefly system" is also being used
to detect various diseases characterized by
abnormal energy processes and hence by ab
normal levels of ATP in cells. The technique
has been useful in the study of cancer, heart
disease, muscular dystrophy, muscular scle
rosis, cystic fibrosis, urological disorders,
and in the early diagnOSiS of hypothermia in
swine-a condition that costs the pork indus
try $200-300 million a year.
The system is also used to measure
creatine phospho-kinase (CPK) in the blood
stream. CPK, found in all human blood, is
produced in abnormally high amounts dur
ing muscle degeneration, such as occurs in a
cardiac arrest or as a result of certain muscu
lar diseases. The CPK is treated to produce
ATp, which is then measured by the firefly
method . The CPK test, which requires only a
drop of blood and has the advantages of
speed and accuracy, has been perfected to
enable hospitals to determine rapidly if a pa
tient has suffered a heart attack, and it has
been proven effective in detecting muscular
dystrophy in infants, from whom it is dan
gerous to extract the larger blood samples
necessary for conventional tests.
Despite the usefulness of firefly chemi
cals, scientists have not been able to produce
a synthetic luciferase that will react with ATP
to make light. The increased interest in the
use of firefly chemicals has led to the growth
of firefly collection centers, usually at chemi
cal companies like Sigma Chemical Co. of St.
Louis, that resell to researchers the millions
of fireflies collected by individuals each year,
for which they are paid as much as a penny
apiece. Researchers continue to obtain "fire
fly dust" by pulverizing the tail sections of
the insects. Thus the lowly creature that was
once of interest mainly to children and ro
mantics now contributes significantly to the
well-being of the human race.

FIREFLIES ILLUMINATE LIFE PROCESSES
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Firefly magnified about six times. Photo: Runk/schoenberger, Grant Heilman photography.
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Two Poems
SPACE-TIME AND SINKERS
Linear space and all is well:
a curve ball curves
and a line drive is on a line.
But let a physicist play
and he'll bend space
so a pitcher can't throw a curve,
and a hit's an out
depending upon your seat.
Mathematicians are known
to twist the game
into a mobius stripthe top of the eighth's
the same as the bottom,
one team
six outs
nobody wins.
Take it from an old
Brooklyn fan:
Newton knew baseball;
Einstein played the violin.

John Donoghue is an associate professor of electrical engineering at Cleve
land State University. A native of New York City, he received a B.S. and
M. S. in Electrical Engineering from Northeastern University in Boston
and a Ph.D. in Systems and Control Engineering from Case institute of
Technology. After working for several years as a Senior Control Engineer
with the Accuray Corporation in Columbus (in the application ofcomput
ers to the control of large industrial processes), he joined the faculty of
Cleveland State University in 1973. He received a Distinguished Faculty
Award from the University in 1978. His poetry has appeared in several
publications, and he is an active member of the Poets' League of Grea.ter
Cleveland. "Concerto" is reprinted with the permission of Whiskey Is
land Magazine, where it first appeared.
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CONCERTO
We sit among furs in plush seats
and Itzhak Perlman plays Mendelssohn.
In the city today
a man left a copy of his genes
at a sperm bank
and all I can think of to do
among these attentive faces
is to ask Perlman or Mendelssohn
if sperm banks have masturbatoriums
or just how is it done?
As Perlman devours the first violinist
Mendelssohn says it's a detail,
he's very old,
how the hell does he know?
An usherette with cough drops
whispers the genes
and the city with its technology
is a detail
but I stand and shout
Hey man, how is it done?
The music stops and Perlman's pissed .
I say excuse me
just a thought;
the donor in the balcony applauds.
Finally dropping it,
we sit back among furs
in plush seats
and Itzhak Perlman plays Mendelssohn's genes,
plays some very old music
which we all seem to understand.
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Giving Away $1,000,000 a Year
Stewart Rawlings Mott, 47, married,
healthy, with a penthouse on Fifth Avenue
in New York, naturally-is a man with a
problem: he must figure out how to give
away about a million dollars of his income
every year. He is not legally obligated to do
this, but feels morally obligated. As a son and
one of the heirs of an automobile magnate,
he is a rich man, and he believes that his
money should be put to good use . Hence he
has become a professional philanthropist
he calls himself a " philanthropoid"-with
an office in his home in New York and a
house in Washington, D.C. The problem of
spending that much money productively,
however, is not a trivial one. Most people, I
suspect, would wish to be saddled with such
a problem, but that is perhaps because they
have not experienced it. For Mott, it is con
suming.
With most people, necessity compels
work and work defines the person-the cate
gory of artisan, professional, laborer, sales
man providing a set of values and attitudes
within which one can live without any need
to examine one's assumptions or discover
the meaning of his life. When the necessity of
working is removed, whether by retirement,
inheritance, or a winning lottery ticket, life is
disrupted, its orderliness often destroyed .
Interviews with the happy winners of the
Ohio lottery nearly always reveal (whatever
they may say) that they plan to travel, after
they have bought the boat/car/plane they
have always longed for. In other words, hav
ing no more identification with a productive
activity, they will roam aimlessly, hoping to
find the meaning of life, or the pleasure pre
viously denied them, in a motel in Ashtabula
or in a gin sling on the veranda of the Raffles
Hotel in Singapore. The international
wealthy jet set constitutes a class without
any official activity other than being seen in
each other's company, being interviewed
and either held for ransom or killed in car
crashes. If they engage in philanthropy, it is
generally for show: ribbon-cutting, honorary
chairmanship of some worthy-cause com
mittee, giving a party for the downtrodden.
None of that takes real work, the kind of

steady commitment of time and effort under
stood by those who toil in offices or in the
field. Mott devotes himself pretty nearly full
time to his philanthropic activities. He has
made them his life's work, his job, as mine is
to teach English and yours may be to conduct
a business, practice law or medicine, or dig
up the remains of ancient civilizations.
One may wonder how it is possible to
work full-time at the task of giving away
one's annual million . If it were a simple mat
ter, charitable foundations would not need
staffs, boards, officers, secretaries . .. But
philanthropists, including Mott, do not give
to everyone who asks. If they did, their work
could be handled by a clerk with a check
book, and would be meaningless. The ideal
of every philanthropist is to support only
those efforts which he thinks are "worth
while." The definition of "worthwhile" var
ies from one charitable organization to an
other. Some like original research; others
prefer imaginative application; still others
will give only to the needy or to members of
disadvantaged groups (Samoans, the handi
capped). As an individual philanthropist
(rather than a foundation), Mott is not cir
cumscribed: he can give to a circus or the
Hayden Planetarium, or simply lend money
to friends in need. "Worthwhile" also refers
to the field of activity in which recipients are
active. For example, almost no one will give
money to help get a book published or to
start a periodical. You may have the world's
best idea for a reference book (which no pub
lisher would touch, of course), but you will
have the devil's own time securing philan
thropic support for it. (But see below for an
interesting exception.) Each foundation or
philanthropy cuts itself a niche in the world
of research, application, performance, or ac
tivity, one which is not already heavily sup
ported by the government or the largest
foundations (Ford, Carnegie, Rockefel
ler ... ). It tries to match the interest of its
founder with fields in which it wishes to be
active (sometimes with a regional flavor),
hangs out a sign, and waits for the applica
tions to roll in. Many foundations and phi
lanthropists actively seek proposals of a kind
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Stewart Mott in his penthouse office arranging for the transfer of funds.

that they would like to support. As might be
imagined, people who give away either their
own or others' money are very popular. Con
sequently, if they are to get anything done,
they cannot be constantly interrupted, must
not be easily reached. Such is the case for any
foundation and this is also true of Mott. It is
not easy to get him to come to the phone un
less one is already known to him, though he
must talk on the phone more than half his
waking hours . For screening of this kind, he
has a staff of four.
His main office is in his penthouse.
There are sleeping quarters for himself and
his wife (Kappy Jo Wells, a sculptor) but the
private and the public spaces are more or less
mingled . He spends much of his time at
home sitting in an enclosed section of the ter
race, a glassed-in sunny room that faces west
across Central Park. Here he has several
wicker chairs and a coffee table, on which
rests a telephone and intercom with which
he communicates with members of his staff,
at work in other rooms in the complex, when
the instrument is actually functioning prop
erly. A well-equipped bar is only a dozen
yards away and permits him to exhibit his

hospitable tendencies. He has a full-time gar
dener who tends to his vegetable, fruit, and
flower garden, but no other visible servants.
There is another office on Madison Avenue
where his financial staff hangs out, trying to
multiply his holdings and earn him even
more income to give away. They are keenly
aware of the many tax loopholes that the
government makes available to the well
heeled. Mott has no reluctance to use these,
presumably on the excellent basis set forth
by Judge Learned Hand, who noted that
"there is nothing sinister in so arranging
one's affairs as to keep taxes as low as possi
ble. Everybody does so, rich or poor, and all
do right, for nobody owes any public duty to
pay more tax than the law demands; taxes
are enforced exactions, not voluntary contri
butions." His financial advisers, for exam
ple, manage to increase the value of his stock
holdings and urge him to award these rather
than cash to his beneficiaries because of the
numerous tax advantages of such a proce
dure.
Whether it is cash or stock that is
given, however, the difficult part of any
screening process applied to requestors of
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Mott and Anne Zill illus
trate bipartisan approach
to philanthropy at the
tenth anniversary party in
Washington. Photo: Wash
ington Post.

charitable funds is to determine their legiti
macy as well as their worthwhileness. No
foundation staffer can be an expert in all the
fields from which applications emerge. Not
even the Federal Government, which can re
sort to batteries of consultants, can do that;
to try to duplicate such expertise on a small
scale would be financially impossible. Hence
a method must be found for separating the
deserving and supportable projects from the
others. The method is basically nothing more
complicated than Mott's olwn reaction to a
proposal, supported by the consensus of his
staff, when the proposal fits into his scheme
of giving, his philosophy.
Politically, Mott might be characterized
as an extreme liberal. He is usually to the left
of the liberal Democrats. He is in favor of
birth control on a large scale, an unpolluted
environment (even on the top floor of his

high-rise building), nuclear disarmament,
and clean politicS, and he opposes govern
ment corruption (as who does not?), sup
ports civil rights, and feels a sort of mystical
union with Mother Earth. Many elected poli
ticians would agree with these positions, but
are reluctant to voice them or vote for them,
because they want to be re-elected. Mott
does not have that problem: he knows that
his accountant will keep the shekels moving
into his bank accounts and that politicians
will continue to seek his company. For that
reason, he has the place in Washington, near
the Supreme Court and the Capitol, sur
rounded by all sorts of Federal property.
Why an office in Washington, given
the cost of everything in that luxurious city?
The answer is access. Mott realized early in
his career as a giver that to "change the
world" one must have access to politicians.
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Since the significant politicians are in the na
tion's capital, to set up shop there was an ob
vious necessity, apart from the fact that the
house turned out to be a dandy investment.
On its four floors can be found the offices of a
number of projects that Mott has from time
to time supported or is currently support
ing-for example, the Center for National Se
curity Studies, Friends of Family Planning, a
PAC, and the Campaign Against Nuclear
War-as well as the third-floor eyrie where
his staff works and he sleeps during his
weekly visits to Washington. There are also a
splendid drawing-room and a garden suit
able for receptions and parties.
Mott's weakness as a serious lobbyist
may be that he likes to have a good time, of
ten by holding parties in his own honor or for
a purpose which will cast him in a prominent
light. The hidden design behind such routs is
. to get his name in the papers hobnobbing
with important people, which attracts atten
tion to his activities and makes it easier for
. him to gain access. But part of the purpose is
also to help raise money for the causes he is
himself supporting and to develop the con
tacts which will provide the needed expertise
to make his lobbying effective. To be influen
tial, one must be able to move legislation,
which means having access to lawmakers,
which can be accomplished in part by giving
them money and also by talking knowledge
ably about the matters one is interested in.
Parties can help to forward these aims.
The party he gave in the street and gar
den of the house on July 13, 1983, for exam
ple, to celebrate a decade of activity in Wash
ington, lasted from noon to midnight and
involved the participation of two donkeys
and an elephant (to show non-partisanship),
as well as four bands, from a Greek combo to
a Renaissance flute group, and such enter
tainers as a belly-dancer, a magician, and a
palm reader. Guests included present and
former members of Congress, prominent
philanthropists, activists in liberal causes,
and one former Presidential candidate. Mott
is not a mere courteous host and silent ob
server at these affairs but an enthusiastic par
ticipant.
In 1967 he gave a party at the Cloisters
(a medieval museum in upper Manhattan)
featuring the late Noah Greenberg's New
York Pro Musica in a program of medieval
and Renaissance music. The guests were
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picked up in chartered buses, taken to the
Cloisters, fed sandwichps and champagne,
regaled with music, and returned to his
apartment for additional refreshments, be
fore they were allowed to go home. On his
fortieth birthday, he allowed himself to
spend $50,000 on a party celebrating his ar
rival at middle age. For his father's ninety
fourth birthday in 1969, Mott took over the
Tavern-on-the-Green, a restaurant in New
York's Central Park, and invited 420 guests
(of whom 150 actually came) to dinner, urg
ing them to dress as colorfully as possible.
The occasion was notable for the presence of
the mayor of New York, most of the directors
of General Motors, and a group of sup
porters of liberal causes, plus a telegram of
birthday greetings from President Nixon.
The prodigality of such party-giving at
tracts unfavorable attention, criticism, and
the charge of exhibitionism. Doubtless the
boyish desire to shine for his parents is an
element in these activities but perhaps the
party for his father marked the onset of a
kind of maturing process, an acceptance of
the individuality of parents, whom children
always wish to remain as they were, or were
thought to be: dependable, supportive, af
fectionate. When they mature, children
come to realize that they cannot continue to
use their parents in satisfaction of their own
needs. Some learn this early, others late.
Stewart was at odds with his father from his
earliest recollection.
Charles Stewart Mott was an old-fash
ioned American business success. Born of
business people in Hoboken, New Jersey, in
1875, he studied engineering at Stevens in
stitute and joined the Navy when the Span
ish-American War broke out. He served as a
gunner's mate (first class) in a number of en
gagements aboard the U.S .S. Yankee, a
freighter converted to auxiliary cruiser. After
his return from service, his father died and
he abandoned plans to enter the family's ci
der and vinegar business. Instead he joined
with an uncle in Utica, New York, who made
bicycle and automobile wheels and axles
under the name of the Weston-Mott Com
pany. The development of the automobile
gave impetus to the wheel and axle business
and the firm prospered. One of its customers
was the young Buick Motor Company of
Flint, Michigan. Eventually Buick financed
Weston-Mott's move to Flint on the basis of a
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contract to supply all its needed axles. This
arrangement and similar ones with other au
tomobile manufacturers eventually made
Weston-Mott the biggest axle maker in the
world. When Buick became part of General
Motors (in 1908) the new firm exchanged
$1,500,000 of its stock for a half interest in
Weston-Mott. Five years later, General Mo
tors gave $3,000,000 for the remaining stock
and absorbed Weston-Mott altogether. As
part of the deal e.s. Mott became a director
of General Motors and stayed on for sixty
years, serving as well as Vice-President until
1937. He also took an active interest in his
new community, being elected mayor for the
years 1912, 1913, and 1917. But his notion of
public service extended beyond politics to
philanthropy, almost entirely concentrated
in and around Flint. In 1926 he established
his own charitable foundation. It has become
one of the largest in the country (around half
a billion dollars in assets in 1982). The major
targets of the Mott Foundation's benefac
tions have been education and medicine,
both practice and research. Flint contains
many testimonials to his public-spiritedness
and he has undoubtedly been one of the
most admired men in that city. His admirers,
however, have not included his youngest
son, Stewart.
The relationship between the two can
be explained by reference to a number of the
classical differences that novelists and phi
losophers have described as separating fa
thers and sons, as well as some peculiar to
these two. The difference in age (62 years)
was undoubtedly important, including as it
did the world-views of two different eras in
American life, which even the most fervent
effort might bridge only with difficulty. The
contrast of the father's formality, conserva
tism, and asceticism with the son's casual
ness, liberalism, and enjoyment of life may
similarly be attributed to the different eras in
which they reached maturity. The lack of
communication between the two did nothing
to overcome the chronological gap and was
perhaps inevitable given the extensive activi
ties of the father while the son was growing
up. There is also an enormous difference in
the perception of money between the self
made tycoon and the born-rich scion, to
whom hardly anything significant of a mate
rial sort was denied, though personal atten
tion and paternal affection were seldom in

evidence. Of the six Mott children, Stewart
was in no sense a favorite. Indeed, it is not
clear that the children took emotional prece
dence over the father's other interests: he left
much more money to his foundation than to
his children. Finally there is the struggle of
the talented son of a successful father to es
tablish his own identity with a success which
is not merely a reflection of his father's. Such
a son wants to succeed in an activity which is
different in kind from the father's; he is not
satisfied merely to take over the family busi
ness, whether it is a corner delicatessen or
General Motors.
Until he was in the seventh grade,
Mott was enrolled in the Michigan public
schools. The eighth grade he spent in Leela
nau Academy, a Christian Science school,
which he characterizes as "good." The high
school years were passed at Deerfield Acad
emy, a place he recalls without sentimental
ity. His performance in mathematics and sci
ence led him to Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, where he studied for three
years, though not mainly science or technol
ogy. The following summer, he organized a
KLM charter flight to France, which turned
out a financial failure, but it left him free to
wander to Greece, where he decided that
what he needed was not more education but
travel. He drove to Teheran from Athens in a
second-hand car, via the Turkish ferry at Is
tanbul and the fairly modern roads leading to
Ankara, Erzurum, Tabriz, Kazvin, and Te
heran, originally built by the Germans and
improved by the U.S. Army during World
War II. In Teheran, he sold his car and started
hitch-hiking east, reaching Kabul on his 21st
birthday and staying three months as the
guest of a former 5.5. officer named Dietrich
Schnebel. His odyssey continued by train to
India, then to Hong Kong, whence he re
turned home by way of San Francisco and
New Mexico, ending up in Flint, where he
found that his contemporaries had married
and settled down and were indifferent to his
new-found freedom. He is proud of the fact
that he spent only $1500 on the entire trip.
In the course of this trip he managed to
begin and sever engagements with two
women: one in Athens, another in New
Mexico. In 1959, he followed another to the
School of General Studies at Columbia Uni
versity and resumed work toward a bache
lor's degree. In fact, he acquired two, one in
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business administration, the other in com
parative literature, earning more than one
hundred semester hours of academic credit
in two years, an extraordinary load. One of
his courses, in advanced English composi
tion, placed him in my class. He was a good
student, with a fertile imagination, not sub
dued by adequ'ate attention to detail, but he
r~ceived (and deserved) the grade of A.
At this time he lived less than a mile
from the Columbia campus (on 100th Street),
riding a bicycle back and forth and spending
a great deal of money on daily sessions with a
psychoanalyst to deal with headaches and
emotional difficulty. The part of Columbia in
which he enrolled has a student body unlike
that of the average undergraduate college.
Classes are given in the afternoon and ~ve
ning as well as Saturday, most of the stu
dents have jobs and get their education
piecemeal over more than the usual four
years, and they are generally older than the
norm. In 1961, when Mott graduated, the
School was the only co-ed undergraduate
college at Columbia University, Barnard and
Columbia College being single-sex institu
tions . This arrangement suited Mott very
well, as it gave him the opportunity to com
bine social and intellectual pleasures, some
times in the same class,
Before long he moved his quarters to
an apartment on Riverside Drive, one block
from the campus, a barren place, with closets
containing mainly the empty boxes in which
his Egyptian cigarettes were pacl<ed. AI
.t hough he probably slept there, he seemed.to
use the apartment mainly to give parties, to
which he liked to invite hls ·teachers. Unlike
many students, he seems to have derived a
great deal of satisfaction and profit from his
studies and either intellectual or emotional
nourishment from his a.cquaintance with his
teachers. Since then, he has been the sort of
alumnus that fund-raisers dream about.
After graduating, he entered the Co
lumbia graduate school en route to a master's
degree in comparative literature but left in
1%2 withou.t completing his master's essay, a
.study of the contrast between Oedipus and
Philoktetes, whom ne saw as alienated he
roes.. During that period" he lived on.a junk
'moored off West 42nd Street, b,u t eventually
gave up that interesting but leaky domicile
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for better quarters in a penthouse on Park
Avenue ,
What in this background would have
led Mott to det~rmine on his life's work? Not
all wealthy people go into philanthropy,
even those with forebears notable for their
work in that field. Mott says that the idea of
public service entered his mind when he was
18, influenced by the ideas and activities of
both parents. He had worked in the Charles
Stewart Mott Foundation offices .while still a
teen-ager. As he grew l,lp, he became aware
of the nuclear threat and w.as profoundly af
fected by it, He also came to realize, he says,
that .a new set of circumstances governed the
twentieth century and that the traditional
philanthropies, including his father's, were
not coping with them. For example, the pop
ulation question was being ignored and the
peace activists were not getting much fund
ing or attention from the phUanthropists,
One of his first contributions was $100 for
Adlai Stevenson in 1960 (after his $econd de
feat lor the Presidency). He concluded that
"changing the world" reql,lired involving
one~lf in politics, Mu.ch as he tried to inter
est his father in his ideas and plans and to
give hiro a seat on the board of the C.S. Mott
Foundation, he could n..ever persuade him w
take his ideas seriously and w.as therefore
more or less compelled to start his own busi
ness with his available funds.
Although the C.S. Mott Foundation
has assets in excess of half a billion dollars,
Stewart cannot get his hands on that ki,nd of
money. His -own fortune comes from three
trust hmds ·estaPlished for him and some of
his siblings by the .senior Mott. Stewart's
fun.ds contain between 16 and 18 million dol.
lars, which at around six percent yields
slightly more than a million dollars of income
annually. In addition, theJe are several (3-4)
mUlion of accumulated unspent personal in
come. So with -this bundle, he can UV,e very
comfortably, although his per.sona! habits are
frugal, and still give away nearly ·a million
dollars annually.
Much.of this m<mey goes to the causes
thaUirst moved bim in.to the ideaf'lf a'lifetiJne
of giving. He has, jt is easy to conclude, a
quixotic streak, invariably backing .the losing
candidates in national .elections: Nelso.n
Rookefeller, G~Qrge McGovern, John Ander
son, and Alan ,Cranston in the 1984 primary
campaign. He is an activist at heart and has
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Julie Burton in the Wash
ington office . Photo of
Mott (age 1) over the bed.

always felt most comfortable in the company
of people like himself. He finds the movers of
Planned Parenthood, the American Civil lib
erties Union, and Americans for Democratic
Action his spiritual kinfolk. He realizes that,
even with his substantial resources, it is very
difficult to change the world, so he must be
prudent and put his money where it will do
the most good. This takes a great deal of
work. His Washington operative, Anne Zill,
describes "Stewart's priorities" as, first, the
questions of foreign policy, peace, and nu
clear disarmament; second, population con
trol; third, government reform; and, finally,
cultural matters, civil liberties, and women's
issues. She ran into Stewart in 1973, when
the impeachment of President Nixon was be
ginning to be talked about and he wanted to
keep the fire going. She had been working
for reformers like Ralph Nader. At first, she
began to serve as his Washington arm, work
ing out of her own home. When Mott bought
the Maryland Avenue house in 1974, she
moved there, acquiring, as time went on,
two full-time assistants. The various occu
pants (past and present) of the house since
that time reflect Mott's ideological interests:
the Center for Defense Information, In the
Public Interest, the Center for International
Policy, the Women's Campaign Fund, and
the Public Interest Computer Association.
Although Mott concedes that these groups
"are advocates of a new and different social
order in the U .S.A., " he insists that his
house is open to people of all sorts of political
opinion, to whom he makes its meeting

spaces available, presumably on the ground
that agreement is more likely if potential an
tagonists listen to each other.
Apart from the tenants and the visi
tors, the third-floor office of Anne Zill and
her assistants is occupied with the business
of giving money away. She estimates that,
contrary to what might be considered the
most likely scenario, only ten percent of their
time goes to screening applications . Ninety
percent is consumed by work with applicants
or grantees: helping them to raise additional
funds, setting up conferences and lectures,
organizing media exposure, and doing other
jobs to insure that money awarded to them
will get the maximum mileage.
In a 64-page compilation of Mott's be
nefactions during the two decades from 1963
to 1982, the more than 1100 recipients repre
sent a remarkable range-in the size of the
awards, in the period over which repeated
contributions were made, but especially in
the eclectic nature of many of the non-politi
cal beneficiaries . There is a gift of $2 in 1967
to the Child Welfare League of America and a
set of gifts of more than $2,000,000 over nine
years to the Fund for Constitutional Govern
ment. Similar large amounts went to
Planned Parenthood in its various guises and
to the Fund for Peace. Six-figure amounts
were given to Eugene McCarthy's 1968 cam
paign for the Presidenc y and George
McGovern's four years later, to the Metho
dist Board of Church and Society (a peace
group), the Business Education Fund (not af
ter 1975), Global Perspectives in Education,
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the Citizens Research Foundation (a clean
government group), the American Civil Lib
erties Union, the Center for Study of Drug
Policy, and the New York Pro Musica Anti
qua (until 1973). Although the Quixote Cen
ter got only $500 and that only once, it be
longs here for its symboliC value. .
Very few politicians have received
sums in five figures . They include Herman
Badillo for his mayoral campaigns, John
Lindsay (in 1969), and Tom Hayden of Cali
fornia in 1982. But the list of politicians who
have received smaller contributions from
Mott is very long. It covers 22 pages and in
cludes a number of names that not even the
giver can recall. The average amount is
around $300.
Presidential aspirants, in addition to
those already named, include Birch Bayh
(1975), Jerry Brown (1976), Jimmy Carter
(1975), Frank Church (1976, 1980), Fred
Harris (1975), Ted Kennedy (1979), Pete Mc
Closkey (1971-72), Terry Sanford (1975), and
Mo Udall (1975-76) .
These choices and those of others run
ning for the Senate and the House, for gov
ernorships, and for local offices reflect a ded
ication to the support of the liberal
viewpoint, regardless of the possibility of
success, even when the recipients are in
competition with each other. Despite a re
cord of handicapping which would alarm the
most optimistic horse-player, Mott is satis
fied that his side has been represented . Per
haps the most useful award he has made in
the interest of political education was the
subvention he gave the three compilers of
the Almanac of American Politics, when they
could not find a publisher. The book has
prospered and the publiC has been better in
formed as a result.
During one recent year (1983), his char
itable (as opposed to his political) gifts and
grants were distributed in the following pro
portions: one-fifth each to 1) cultural and ed
. ucational causes, 2) population control, and
3) peace; one-third to government reform,
and one-twentieth to civil rights and liberties
(now primarily women's), the total amount
ing to nearly $700,000, with the costs of staff,
offices, and travel adding another $150,000.
Although this does not exactly match Anne
2ill's notion of Stewart's priorities, it is prob
ably typical.
That Mott is the beneficiary of a hu-
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Mott serving drink to visitor from his well-stocked
bar.

manistic education is perceptible in the nu
merous grants awarded in the first of the
above categories: several film societies, act
ing schools and companies, churches with
social and cultural programs, dance groups,
botanical gardens, the Hayden Planetarium,
and especially musical groups-not the great
symphonic ensembles, but those that spe
cialize in medieval and Renaissance music,
preferably with ancient instruments, which
he is uncommonly partial to. He is also loyal
to the institutions where he has studied, or
perhaps merely susceptible to their regular
insistence on getting their share of his in
come . The winner in this competition is
Deerfield Academy ($22,000 in two decades),
followed by M.LT. ($13,600 sporadically), the
School of General Studies at Columbia
($6668 since 1963), and Leelanau Academy
($2600 in regular donations since 1977). Al
though these amounts appear substantial,
they average only a little over $2200 per year,
or about one-tenth of one percent of his an
nual income. Many alumni living on five-fig
ure salaries give amounts closer to one per
cent to their alma maters. One is led to
conclude that Mott, despite his attachment to
the places where his mind was formed, does
not like to give to those who will themselves
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decide what to do with his money. He prefers
to proceed without middlemen, dealing di
rectly and becoming involved with those
whose causes he likes to support.
Being involved, one can see from a
look at the record of Mott's 20 years of phi
lanthropy, is what he relishes most. His ec
centricities have attracted undue attention,
but it is by no means plain that these were
designed for such a purpose. Many people
who can afford better prefer old Volkswa
gens or bicycles, cheap seats on airplanes, re
cycled paper and utilitarian clothing; and
many who don't need to, keep careful track
of what is in their kitchen cupboards and liq
uor cabinets, as well as grow their own vege
tables. When I first met Stewart, he was
wearing his Afghan sheepherder's jacket
and sneakers whose tops were in tatters. I
pointed out to him that such footwear ·i n
someone not on welfare was an affectation,
and I offered to buy him a new pair. But this
kind of behavior, I realized, was not so much
a cultivation of eccentricity as an inability to
corne to terms with the privileged status that
he had inherited. If he had been reading An
drew Carnegie's The Gospel of Wealth at that
time, he would have learned that this philos
opher of philanthropy advocated modest liv
ing in men of wealth. On other questions he
would have disagreed with him. Carnegie
was opposed to what he called indiscrimi
nate charity (the giving of small sums to
ma·ny) in favor of concentrated effort in the
fields which helped people to better them
selves, which he listed in the following de
scending order of priority: universities, li
braries, hospitals, parks, concert halls,
baths-he wrote in 1889-and churches. But,
as Mott says, the twentieth century has dif
ferent circumstances and the philanthropic
agenda must be adjusted to meet them. If, as
has been suggested, philanthropy for Mott is
a great effort to get ego-massage, he has gone
about it wrong. Giving large amounts to or
ganizations will only get you a seat on the
board and the oppor~unity to listen to boring
discussions and to read tedious and badly
written reports. Giving large sums to losing
Presidential candidates will produce only the
opportunity to commiserate with them later.
If he had wanted to be a real power, he might
have picked winners and concentrated his
resources behind them so as to be able to get
something in return for his support. As

Carnegie said, "Put all your eggs in one bas
ket and watch the basket." But the nature of
Mott's philanthropy confirms what is appar
ent: an ideological dedication to liberal ideas.
In conversing with a philanthropist,
the average wage-earner is likely to develop
a certain discomfort at the ease with which
large sums are bandied about or dismissed as
trifling. But the business of philanthropy cir
culates around a kind of money unlike what
is in my wallet. This kind of money
("funds" ) is an abstraction which flows from
one piece of paper to another and winds up
in some final report, perhaps having accom
plished something along the way. The sala
ried worker may develop a twinge of envy at
the idea of all these greenbacks, but to Mott
and his kind they are merely the tools of their
trade. Mott's main problem is that he does
not have enough of it to give away. In a long
letter he recently sent his mother, he pleads
for additional funds, explaining his needs in
passionate language, like any son at school
or camp, except that his needs are grander:
peace, population control, good govern
ment . .. It is not known what his mother
answered. Like most mothers, she probably
gave in, and so Mott can continue to try to
change the world, against overwhelming
odds, like the optimistic knight on Ro
cinante.
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David Sheskin

Four Drawings

Four Cats and a Cook

David Sheskin began to draw seriously only about five years ago. His first
efforts were the result of doodling while watching a soap opera with his
wife. She encouraged him to do more and his drawings have since been
published in magazines as diverse as North American Review, The
Fiddlehead, and Tennis Week. A professor of psychology at Western
Connecticut State College in Danbury, Connecticut, Sheskin has had
short stories published, most recently in Oui and Descant. Lately,
Sheskin has turned to more representational work, but his preference is to
draw what he calls "rather unusual pictures. "
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FOUR DRAWINGS

Holy Reunion 11
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Rowers

DAVID SHESKIN

In this issue of The Gamut we consider how a middle
sized middle-American city lately down on its luck is manag
ing to maintain its greatest asset-a number of strong, well
established organizations providing music, theater, and the
other arts-and we inquire whether it could be doing it better.
Flourishing arts activities are worth their weight in municipal
bonds to any city. They provide not only enlightenment but
employment. Cleveland's orchestras, theaters, dance groups,
and museums and galleries have helped counterbalance the
city's rusting industries and chronically disastrous school sys
tem. Thanks to them, the city's quality of life-that elusive cri
terion that seems to determine whether corporations move
away or move into the area-is perceived to be tolerable or
even desirable.
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The arts in Cleveland received concentrated attention at
the 1984 Forum on Cultural Planning organized by Nina
Gibans and attended by local government officials, arts
administrators, and cultural planning experts from around the
country. The forum suggested the focus of this issue of The
Gamut . Perhaps its most important outcome was to bring
together a number of people who are able to do something
about supporting the arts. In particular, it caught the attention
of the mayor and other officials of the City of Cleveland,
which in recent years has given the arts no financial aid and,
as far as one can tell, little thought.!
The forum participants agreed that there is a need for
some central organization to coordinate, support, and provide
long-term planning for the region's cultural resources.
Between 1972 and 1979 there was such a coordinating agency,
the Cleveland Area Arts Council, directed by Nina Gibans.
But it dissolved following charges of inept management of
funds and violations of nepotism rules . In the vacuum left by
the CAAC, the larger arts organizations have competed
briskly for money from government sources, private founda
tions, and individual donors, and for the services of public
spirited volunteers. It has probably been the smaller, less
experienced arts enterprises that have suffered most from the
absence of an arts council.
Bach or "a Big Time?"
In his remarks before the Forum on Cultural Planning,
architect Edward Bacon observed that "the greatest work of
art in Cleveland is the city itself . . . and the greatest cultural
event is the people coming from all over the region and hav
ing a big time ." Another participant, Park Goist, included
rock concerts, street festivals , and " even Las Vegas spectacu
lars" as activities to be considered in cultural planning.
Maybe so: strolls through the city, rib burn-offs, baseball
games, and other such wholesome forms of bread and cir
cuses are enjoyable activities . But it is important to maintain a
distinction between" a big time" and art. Having a big time is
relaxing; art is strenuous and stimulating. Hogs can have a
big time; only human beings-and even they only under
favorable circumstances-are able to benefit from a Bach suite,
'The Forum on Cultural Plan ning was held February 24-25, 1984, at the
University Club in Cleveland, Ohio. Nina G ibans was " Coordinator/Co nsul t
ant" and principal organ izer. The Forum was cospon sored by the Division of
Co ntinuing Education and the College of Urban Affairs of Cleveland State Uni
versity, the City of Cleveland , and the Greater Cleveland Growth Assoc iatio n . It
was supported by grants fro m the O hio Humanities Council, the Ohio Arts
Council, the Cleveland Foundation, the George G und Found ation, th e Lucile
and Robert H . Gries Charity Fund, and the Stand ard Oil Company (Ohio). The
participants included 27 persons from the Cleveland area pro mjnent in cultural
affairs, plus nine out-of-town consultants. A twelve- person Advisory Committee
consisted of Clevelanders prominent in poHtics, educa tion , and the arts.
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a Picasso still life, or a Pinter play. It is much easier to pro
mote "having a big time" than to promote real art; but to
pass off simple entertainment as "culture" is to accept a
cheap substitute for the real thing.
To insist on this distinction is not elitist. Michael Jackson
may be fine entertainment, but Bach is simply more valu
able-for everybody. The truly elitist (and much easier) atti
tude is that food fairs and Michael Jackson are good enough
for hoi polloi, as long as the"educated classes" can have their
Bach. But the community owes to all its citizens, poor as well
as rich, an education that makes available to them the cultural
treasures of our civilization and enables them not only to
make a living, but to live fully.
Government Support or Private Enterprise?
From ancient to modern times, private patrons have
been the arts' usual source of support (though when the
patron is a pope or a king, the distinction between private
and government support becomes blurred). In Europe today,
as one might expect in any modern democracy, operas,
orchestras, art museums, and theaters are supported by gov
ernments for the benefit of the people. In the United States,
however, arts organizations scramble to stI!Vive through a
combination of public and private support, including an
increasing number of gifts from large corporations . The 1983-4
budget of the Cleveland Orchestra, for example, was
$16,357,000, more than $2.5 million beyond its income from
concerts and recordings . The balance was made up (almost)
by gifts from 10,254 corporate donors (646 of them from Cuy
ahoga County), totaling over $1.2 million; gifts from 6,327
individual donors, totaling almost $900,000; 60 foundation
grants adding up to more than half a million; and government
grants (county, state, and federal) amounting to some
$657,000. That's a lot of patrons!
The U. S. government contributes a relatively small
amount to the arts directly, through the National Endowment
for the Arts, whose total budget last year was something
under $164 million. Indirectly, however, it channels large
sums to the arts by allowing income tax deductions for contri
butions to nonprofit organizations. Legislation now being con
sidered, which would permit deductions only if more than 2
percent of a taxpayer's income were donated to charitable
organizations, would destroy private arts funding throughout
the country.
The state of Ohio distributes its support through the
Ohio Arts Council, which has a budget of $11,387,111 for the
1984-85 biennium; it is currently requesting a budget of twice
this amount for the 1986-87 biennium, but with little chance of
receiving anything near that. The principal arts lobby in the
state legislature is the Ohio Citizens Committee for the Arts, a
nonpartisan citizen advocacy group that depends largely on
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volunteers. Organized in 1976, the OCCA bases its appeal on
a convincing argument that the arts more than repay their
government funding by their favorable effect on the economy.
According to its most recent publication, the OCCA estimates
that the $11.3 million distributed by the Ohio Arts Council in
the present biennium will stimulate a $S06 million impact on
Ohio's economy.
The city of Cleveland contributes no money to the arts,
but in 1984 Cuyahoga County distributed $290,000. About
$230,000 of this went to twelve major organizations, including
the Cleveland Orchestra, the Cleveland Ballet, the Cleveland
Opera, the Ohio Chamber Orchestra, and the Playhouse
Square Foundation. The remaining $60,000 was distributed
among some fifty smaller applicants. Recommendations for
grants are made to the County Commissioners by the Cuy
ahoga County Cultural Council.
Foundations have more and more become a mainstay
for the arts. The Cleveland Foundation, largest in the area, in
1983 distributed $3,097,669 in "Cultural Affairs Grants" to 46
organizations, mostly in Northern Ohio . (It gave out a total of
$17,071,401 in grants that year). The Gund, Kulas, Gries, and
literally hundreds of other local foundations have also helped
balance budgets for arts organizations-which nowadays, it
seems, need first of all not musicians, actors, dancers, or
directors, but writers of grant proposals.
Growing support for the arts-whether for reasons of
tax benefits, public relations, or some other form of enlight
ened sel£-interest-has come from business and industry. The
most visible contributors locally include Sohio, TRW, the
Eaton Corporation, and White Consolidated Industries.
Within the past decade, in spite of bad economic condi
tions, energetic cultural entrepreneurs have put together
funds from these various sources, along with large and small
contributions from individual donors, to open up several
major arts facilities. The Playhouse Square Foundation, a non
profit organization, has raised $27 million to restore three
adjacent old theaters in downtown Cleveland to their former
opulence, in what is described as the largest theater restora
tion project in the world. The 1000-seat Ohio Theater, which
opened in 1982, is home of the Great Lakes Shakespeare Fes
tival, the Ohio Ballet, the Cleveland Modern Dance Associa
tion, and other performing groups. The 31S0-seat State The
ater is used by the Cleveland Ballet, the Cleveland Opera, and
the Metropolitan Opera on tour. The 3200-seat Palace, slated
for reopening next year, will be used for popular entertain
ment. Down Euclid Avenue, close to the Cleveland Clinic and
University Circle, the Cleveland Play House has almost com
pleted its $14.5-million complex designed by Philip Johnson.
In 1976, across the Cuyahoga River in the western suburbs,
the Lakewood Little Theater opened its $2-million Kenneth C.
Beck Center for the Cultural Arts, including a SOO-seat theater,
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an art gallery, and facilities for arts, crafts, and dance classes.
Universities and other educational institutions, them
selves all depending on complex combinations of public and
private funds, play an inadequately heralded role in support
ing the arts. Cleveland State, Kent State, the University of
Akron, Case Western Reserve, Oberlin, Baldwin-Wallace, and
John Carroll University all have programs in theater, music,
the visual and plastic arts, and literature that nurture local tal
ent. They bring in guest artists and put on more shows and
concerts than anyone has time for. Karamu House on East
89th Street and the ,Cleveland Institute of Art, the Cleveland
Institute of Music, and the Music School Settlement, all in
University Circle, support large cadres of professional artists
who contribute notably to the cultural richness of the region.
A Case in Point: "Classical" Music Stations
Two high-culture FM stations heard in Northeast Ohio,
WCLV and WKSU, illustrate the problems of arts financing.
Although both stations offer other programs than classical
music, both are listed under "Classical" in the "Format" sec
tion of the Broadcasting Yearbook. WCLV, located in downtown
Cleveland, supports itself by selling advertising time. WKSU,
located in Kent and attached to Kent State University, is
funded by public sources and charitable gifts, many of them
from local businesses. The implications of their different fund
ing methQds are most obvious in the ratio of talk to music on
the commercial station. Because of the need to insert a certain
number of commercials into their programming, the owners
of WCLV are compelled to emphasize shorter works during
prime time and to make extended commercial interruptions
between the longer pieces. Some longer works that cannot
respectably be interrupted for commerdals are relegated,
alQng with avant-garde compositions, to the hours when most
of the audience is asleep. WKSU, on the other hand,
acknowledges sources of funding with a minimal announce
ment. The listener is spared mind-blearing repetition of com
mercial slogans and vulgar musical accompaniment which
dulls the pleasure in the serious music just concluded.
These two transmitters of culture are not direct competi
tors.. Each has i,ts .own audience. Only in some locations can
both be heard (often only with special antennas). Nonetheless
a comparison 'Of the two is instructive. WCLV exemplifies the
impact on the arts of 'Commercial motives, i.e., the use of clas
sical music as the bait that will draw the sort of listeners to
whom luxury cars, brokerage services, diamond jewelry,
financial magazines, and the like can be sold. The educat,ional
.and aesthetic benefit is always in danger of being swamped
by ,commerce. If there were no profit in this :s ort of program
ming, the station's owners might well 'Choose ito broadcast
"top forty" or ~',all talk." As it is, the appeal to ,t he greatest
number of ,affluent listeners must continually be considered in
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programming; this means a large proportion of war horses
and light classical pieces. A commercial station cannot risk
losing its audience by trying much that is new or challenging.
Even with intelligent programming, the commercial sta
tion continually tries the patience of its serious listeners with
the contaminating effect of advertising. Of course, there is a
wide range of exploitation available to commercial arts sta
tions, governed by the taste of the owners. Station WFMT in
Chicago, for example, has been recognized as a leader in the
struggle not to let the profit motive overcome the arts .
The alternative to commercial funding (public subSidy
and private support) also has its drawbacks. One of them is
the need to seek that funding in annual or semi-annual
appeals to listeners that more or less dominate the program
ming for a week or more. And public radio stations, like com
mercial ones, must make choices in programming that will not
alienate their audience. WKSU seems to have decided to solve
the problem by broadcasting classical music in the daytime,
jazz and bluegrass at night. In general the public station is
preferable because the listener senses behind it more of a
commitment to cultural values than to profit. One wishes,
though, that WKSU (and, even more, Cleveland's own public
station WCPN) would take its educational mandate more seri
ously. Both stations evidently prefer to cater to the existing
tastes of their listeners than to accept their duty of educating
the public taste. If Beethoven is really more valuable-for all
of us-than the Bluegrass Ramblers, shouldn't a public radio
station help its listeners appreciate the superior art by giving
them a chance to hear it, rather than broadcasting more of the
same unsophisticated stuff they are used to?
A third alternative to commercial and public radio
would be a system of licensing radios and televisions on the
British model, where people pay an annual fee in order to
receive BBC programs; but in our rip-off society this would no
doubt only encourage ingenious evasion. In the end one longs
for one of those well-run commonwealths like Plato's Republic
and More's Utopia, where the state would provide the people
with music from the long classical tradition, and the only
strings attached would be those of the instruments them
selves.
Literature, Step-Child among the Arts
Literary art is even more at the mercy of the market
place than classical music . As Mary Grimm says in her article
on writers' workshops (p. 79), all a writer needs to produce a
poem or a story is time, a typewriter, and paper; but the very
modesty of these requirements tends to make literature invisi
ble to those surveying the arts' needs for financial help. When
people talk about supporting the arts, they usually mean the
performing arts . Theaters, scenery, costumes, and performers
cost a lot and are easy to see. But the poet's or novelist's
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"performance" is a book, And far from receiving subsidies as
an artistic achievement benefiting society, books are subject to
the crassest of commercial interference, Many publishers
regard literary works as if they were so many potatoes or
lawn mowers to be "moved." Some bookstores are run by
book lovers, but the economics of publishing is against them.
Since the Thor Tool decision in 1979, federal tax regulations
make it unprofitable for a publisher to keep a large back
inventory; so if a new book doesn't sell briskly right away, it
is destroyed or remaindered and goes quickly out of print.
Most new books have little to do with literary art . The
most profitable books are about cooking, dieting, do-it-your
self psychology, astrology, gardening, investing, or sensational
news events. These fill the bookstores. Publishers make little
profit on fine fiction and poetry, don't give much shelf space
to them, don't waste money promoting them. The same goes
for books that deal seriously with cultural subjects-books on
fine art, literary criticism, music-indeed, substantial works in
history, philosophy, and the sciences. So in talking about
books and bookstores, we must distinguish between real
books-books of artistic and cultural value-and nonbooks.
The latter have the field.
The nearest literary equivalent to nonprofit organiza
tions like the Musical Arts Association, the Cleveland
Museum of Art, or the Playhouse Square Association is the
"small press"-a publishing operation typically run by some
one as a labor of love, on a shoestring, at a loss, for the
reward of getting a few authors into print whom commercial
publishers would consider unprofitable . Unlike organizations
for the performing arts, small presses cannot count on sup
port from foundations, corporations, or government grants,
and, if they do receive such aid, it seldom amounts to more
than a pittance.
The plight of literary art probably reflects our society's
general neglect of reading, a neglect whose effects we see
around us in ignorant voters, incompetent workers, and
fuzzy-thinking leaders. The decline of bookstores, in Cleve
land as elsewhere, is probably an accurate gauge of the
decline of literacy in our society.
Cleveland, especially downtown, is no longer a good
bookstore city, although it boasts one of the world's great
public libraries, with an excellent branch system, and there is
also a very good county library system and several fine subur
ban libraries, notably those of Cleveland Heights-University
Heights and Shaker Heights.
Bookstores come in two basic categories: new and used.
"New" stores may also sell other things : cards, shirts, wine,
newspapers, magazines. " Used" may also sell new books but
they emphasize second-hand, and they seldom sell gifts,
cards, or the like. Cleveland until recently had two giants in
the second category: Kay's and Publix Book Mart. Kay's was a .
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two-story mound of books of enormous variety (and surpri
singly high prices) located on a seedy stretch of Prospect Ave
nue. The owners recently sold out to a Chicago firm. Publix
was founded in 1939 by Anne and Robert Levine and long
occupied a corner taken over by the AmeriTrust garage in
1972. Some six years after moving to an attractive space on
nearby Huron Road the Levines sold out to Wesley Williams,
former rare-books librarian at Case Western Reserve Univer
sity. Recently, Williams sold his stock and fixtures and moved
out. He hopes to re-open soon, possibly in the Hanna Build
ing. The remaining downtown bookstores, except for
Keisogloff's (an antiquarian dealer in the Old Arcade) and the
Old Erie Bookstore (a small used-book store) are new-book
chain outlets, most of which also sell office supplies and other
non-book items.
On the West Side, there is John T. Zubal's, a mammoth
second-hand warehouse which supplies libraries with out-of
print works by mail order, and which is available to browsers
by arrangement. Scattered around the eastern suburbs are
some adequate new-book stores: Hemming-Hulbert's, Shaker
Square, Appletree, and Under Cover Books, as well as chain
stores like Dalton and Waldenbooks. There are a few used
book stores (Ovis on Lee Road, Sue Heller working directly
out of her home in Shaker Heights), but no exclUSively rare
and antiquarian shops except for James Lowell's Asphodel
Book Shop in Burton, which does primarily a mail-order busi
ness in modern poetry.
Although not, strictly speaking, an arts activity, book
stores do powerfully influence the cultural atmosphere of a
city. Good book cities have a profusion of stores selling used,
rare, text, and new books. San Francisco, Boston, New York,
and Philadelphia are known to book-lovers for their riches.
The same is not true of, for example, Detroit, Houston, Den
ver, Newark, and Milwaukee.
The book business, even in San Francisco or New York,
is not without risk. Book prices have risen faster than infla
tion. Literacy and the habit of book-buying have declined.
The margin of profit on new trade books is 40 percent, on
textbooks only 20 percent. But on birthday cards and other
items on sale in new bookstores it may be 100 percent or
more. Second-hand books offer an unlimited margin because
such books are often bought at auction from estates or from
impoverished sellers who will take any price . But, to succeed,
dealers in second-hand books must have good traffic and low
overhead; often this means attracting numbers of buyers to
seedy quarters in poor neighborhoods. Second-hand dealers
depend on the steady support of readers who will dedicate a
few dollars per week on books and a few hours browsing,
looking for something interesting to take home or give away.
The quantity of such people in a city determines the number,
variety, and economic health of its bookstores and in a sense
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defines the culture of the city. By this measure Cleveland is
lacking-though if a few more booklovel)s' bookstores opened
up in more central locations, perhaps the presence of the
wares would bring out the clientele.
If a small percentage of the money that is spent on the
performing arts-though that sum itself is scarcely adequate
were devoted to subsidizing a few real bookstores, helping
writers get published, and keeping good books in print, then
perhaps literature, step-child among the arts, would again
take its rightful place among its more affluent sisters. .

The Gamut Looks at the Arts
Rather than mechanically approaching many organiza
tions with the same set of questions, this issue of The Gamut
looks at several Significant enterprises from different points of
view. Louis Barbato surveys opera in Cleveland with a special
interest in audience appeal; Susan Daniels traces the Cleve
land Ballet's struggle for solvency; Mary Reeb recounts AdelIa
Prentiss Hughes's remarkable entrepreneurship in assembling
patrons to found the Cleveland Orchestra; and The Gamut edi
tors interview Evan Turner, new director of the Cleveland
Museum of Art, about his institution's financial circum
stances. Lana Gerlach investigates the necessarily rather com
mercial efforts of several art movie" establishments, and
Mary Grimm writes about the need of poets and fiction writ
ers to talk to their fellow writers. To provide historical per
spective, David Evett compares the state of the arts in Cleve
land today with that in Elizabethan England.
If space had permitted, we might have looked at other
cultural organizations. In particular, more needs to be said
about the painters and sculptors of the region-their struggle
for recognition and a market; about NOVA (New Organization
for the Visual Arts); and about the work of such nonprofit
galleries as Spaces and the Contemporary Art Center of
Cleveland (formerly New Gallery for Contemporary Art). But
that is perhaps material for another enquiry.
Our look at the arts in Cleveland is on the whole
cheering. In spite of hard times and lack of coordination, the
arts not only have survived but have thrived. That's a sign of
vitality in the arts and of recognition by the community that
the arts are valuable-a very auspicious combination.
11

-L.T. and L.M.
"Nations are destroyed or flourish in proportion as
their poetry, painting and music are destroyed or flourish!"
-William Blake, c. 1804
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Cleveland Opera at the Crossroads
or, Colonel Klink's Monocle
Opera in Cleveland is no longer a
sometime thing. After years of dependence
on the Metropolitan Opera's annual spring
tour, augmented by intermittent attempts at
annual staged productions by the defunct
Lake Erie Opera Company, as well as efforts
from local educational institutions, Cleve
landers can now enjoy opera all year long.
Sure, the Met still comes every spring for a
week as regular as Daylight Saving Time and
the Buzzards' return to Hinckley, but in 1985
there will be big-time opera in Cleveland
summer, winter, and fall as well. The princi
pal supplier of this largesse is the Cleveland
Opera Company, now in its ninth season but
its first in a true opera house. But even the
Cleveland Opera Theater, sporting a new
name and new ideas, is hinting at innovative
repertory for its summer season and whis
pering about future world premieres. And
the Cleveland Orchestra has stirred itself to
present a fully staged version of The Magic
Flute at Blossom Music Center, its summer
home, with the promise of more to come
both at Blossom and at Severance Hall, its
permanent home.
Yet these promising developments do
not mask the fact that opera in Cleveland is at

a crossroads. It has reached a point where lo
cally-produced opera has managed to break
free of the Met's stranglehold on funding
and prestige. But, ironically, the emergence
of the Cleveland Opera Company as the
city's newest cultural force threatens to repli
cate the stagnating influence of its former
master. The Cleveland Opera Company may
become the new conservative giant, in turn
foreclosing the opportunity for Clevelanders
to hear and see a varied repertory in imagina
tive productions. Although sending out
mixed signals about its future, Cleveland
Opera Company appears headed down the
well-trod path of repetitious repertory in an
always-Ieave-'em-Iaughing style.
The new giant came of age when
Cleveland Opera moved to the three-thou
sand seat State Theatre in the city's newly
revitalized Playhouse Square Center. It ar
rived with a bang, more than doubling its
previous audiences with sold-out perform
ances of Die Fledermaus. There followed three
more sold-out performances of AIda, com
plete with elephant and supertitles for the
company's first performance in a language
other than English and featuring the heavy
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hitters among those American singers on
their way to international reputations.
It was not always thus . From the time
of its founding in 1976 as the New Cleveland
Opera Company {later rechristened), Cleve
land Opera has professed that its goal was
the presentation of independent, non-profit,
repertory lyric theater in English, with an
emphasis on the last three words . David
Bamberger-its driving force, general man
ager, and artistic director-insisted that op
era must be understood to be enjoyed and
must be presented as theater to be appre
ciated. He and his wife, Carola-currently di
rector of public relations-embarked on a
mission to bring opera to greater Cleveland
in a format for everyone, without the trap
pings of glamor and partying which accom
pany the Met's visits and sometimes eclipse
the national company's artistic achievement.
Theirs was a family, almost "neighbor
hood," enterprise, where the director called
subscribers by name and responded to their
taste and desires (sometimes-always?
very conservative). Their venue was the pnly
slightly elevated version of the church base
ment-the thousand-seat auditorium of
Byron Junior High School in suburban
Shaker Heights.
In that arena the Bambergers gave the
audience what it wanted, English-language
versions of the standard repertory in engag
ing productions, featuring singers who
looked and moved well, and sang well
enough. Their success was overwhelming:
almost all performances were sold out, the
critical reception was encouraging, the audi
ence reception more than that. During their
fourth season, complete with a name change
to Cleveland Opera and Victor Borge's con
ducting debut as the drawing card, they ven
tured downtown for four performances of
The Magic Flute at the Hanna Theater while
keeping Byron as a home base for the re
maining subscription productions (The Con
sul and Lucia di Lammermoor) . Again, the re
sponse from the public was positive so that,
from their fifth season (1980-81) through last
year, they have played their subscription
performances at the sixteen-hundred-seat
Hanna. Success followed them downtown.
The repertory changed a little to insure a
wider audience and included productions of
operetta (Naughty Marietta) as well as the off-
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Broadway Fantasticks to balance Rigoletto,
Faust, and Carmen.
The 1982-83 season reveals something
about the conservative taste of the Cleveland
Opera audiences in that a tentative foray into
slightly less standard fare, Verdi's Falstaff, or
even a gala evening of scenes from Verdi op
eras in Italian, slumped a bit at the box office
and aroused disquieting noises from sub
scribers. The Bambergers reacted swiftly and
in 1983-84 programmed the Barber of Seville
(the third time in eight years), Don Giovanni,
and climaxed with Kiss Me, Kate. Restive sub
scribers relaxed.
But this year, the Cleveland Opera
must double the size of its audience to fill the
vast spaces of the State Theatre. The chal
lenge brings with it a dilemma: to which end
of the spectrum should the company turn to
broaden its appeal-the hesitant newcomer
for whom opera represents a heady first step
into the rarefied regions of high culture, or to
the experienced operagoer, the Met regular
whose taste has been refined by weekly
broadcasts, monthly television simulcasts,
and the annual weeklong blitz from the Met
ropolitan Opera on tour. It's, as the King of
Siam might say, a puzzlement.
This may be the right time for a reas
sessment and some encouragement, per
haps even a little advice. Early indications of
the road that David Bamberger may take are
ambiguous . On the one hand, there was the
choice of Johann Strauss's popular operetta
Die Fledermaus as the inaugural production
for the gala season in the new house. If that
were not enough to tempt the hesitant,
Werner Klemperer, who can be seen nightly
on local television working his monocle as
Colonel Klink in Hogan's Heroes, was en
gaged to portray Prince Orlovsky. Orlovsky
traditionally also sports a monocle, which
may have been the inspiration for the Seattle
Opera to cast Klemperer in the role last sea
son. His engagement reassured even the
most reluctant operagoer; after all, just how
low must your brow be if Colonel Klink in
timidates you. On the other hand, a white tie
Opera Ball at five hundred dollars a couple
can be very intimidating. Cleveland Opera
sponsored this event between performances
of Fledermaus, an event perhaps not quite in
the same homey spirit as last season's
"Cookies and Punch with David's Bunch,"
the early Sunday afternoon office gatherings
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David and Carola Bamberger in November, 1978
the days of the New Cleveland Opera Company.
which preceded matinee performances. But,
as any pavillion-watcher discovers every
spring during the Met's visit, Cleveland's big
money likes nothing better than a spirited
party to help wash down high art. Bam
berger seems to have discovered how to gar
ner substantial contributions. The mixed
low-brow, high-brow signals may be signs of
increased sociological astuteness rather than
ambiguous artistic purpose.
The remainder of the inaugural season
defines the limited risks which Bamberger is
prepared to take . The second of the three of
ferings was Aida, in Italian and starring
American singers on the threshold of major
careers. Yet lest this be misread as a signal of
things to come-that is, original language op
era with prominent casts-a second signal
presents the other side of the equation: su
pertitles, or a translation in English running
across the top of the proscenium arch, and at
least one live elephant for the Triumphal
Scene. Similarly, the final production of the
season suggests some ambiguity. It was a
first for the company, Donizetti's cornic mas
terpiece L'Elisir d'A more, an opera loved by
traditional operagoers, some of whom re
member Caruso (at least on records), not to
mention Gigli, Bjoerling, Gedda, and, lately,
Pavarotti (who has sung it in Cleveland).
Only, the company presented its version in

English as The Elixir of Love, a production set
in the wild west, looking like a cross between
Oklahoma and Rodeo. In sum, the evidence
points down the road of continued "popu
lar" opera, opera for people who hate opera,
perhaps with the intention of weaning the
audience slowly. It may be the safe path, fis
cally responsible, even culturally responsive
and democratic. But what of the road not
taken? Who has been left behind? And, more
centrally, what about one's obligation to the
very art form which Bamberger obviously
loves so dearly?
It is impossible to address these mat
ters without first looking at the man himself.
It is equally impossible not to like David
Bamberger. Find fault, perhaps; disagree
with him, certainly; but dislike him, not pos
sible . He is a very warm and intelligent man,
highly regarded as a brilliant administrator.
He talks to everyone, corporate executives
and critics, in the same benevolent almost
professorial but non-condescending way
which reveals genuine interest and a gener
ous spirit. CarDIa insists he's a "mensch," a
Yiddish word suggesting authentic human
ity which was also used by several non-rela
tives to describe him. He is an experienced
stage director, a writer and a translator. He is
a pragmatist with high ideals.
And there is no gainsaying Bam
berger's achievements. He began Cleveland
Opera with little more than a dream, running
it entirely from his Lakewood home during
its early years. He has introduced thousands
of Clevelanders to opera, not only through
the company's productions but also through
an extensive program in the city schools. He
has kept the company in the black while en
ticing the public to give opera a try by pre
senting it as non-elitist entertainment. He is
committed to the idea that opera is theater
and that what is seen onstage must be dra
matically convincing. He has a clear vision of
where he is going and of the practical deci
sions to be made on the way. When Cleve
land society was content to accept the Met
visits as its annual observance of opera and
turned its glamor and fund-raising efforts to
the orchestra, the ballet, the Playhouse, or
the museum, he coaxed and cajoled, and no
doubt begged a little, for support to establish
Cleveland Opera's place in the sun as a con
stituent member of the Playhouse Square
Center. In the process, he has increased the
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opera's budget to well over a million dollars,
so it is hard not to like, respect, and admire
David Bamberger.
Yet it is also possible to disagree with
some of Bamberger's decisions and the com
pany's artistic philosophy, One would not
even mention the occasional unsuccessful
production; such failures plague all opera
companies. The criticisms are more basic and
include charges of unadventurous and repet
itive repertory, with a preference for comedy
and a gimmicky approach to staging; less
than first-rate singers who return with an un
warranted frequency; less than captivating
productions, suggesting that Bamberger's
entrepreneurial activity may distract him
from his other hat as artistic director; and a
preference for opera in English which alien
ates serious operagoers and may distort the
integrity of the work being presented.
Clearly, there are good reasons for many of
the decisions which occasioned these criti
cisms. Lack of budget, for example, has
meant that fees for singers are low, almost
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embarrassingly so in comparison to other re
gional companies. Singers plan their seasons
several years in advance, but Cleveland Op
era had been shackled by its need to wait for
the management of the Hanna Theater to re
lease available performance dates, which in
turn curtailed the lead time necessary to plan
effective seasons and retain first-rate singers.
Also, many singers are reluctant to relearn
roles in English for just a few performances;
the best ones do not have to. These reasons
are valid, yet they proceed from company
policy which many object to: a (some would
argue overly) cautious repertory and an in
sistence on opera in English.
Unadventurous repertory is the easiest
criticism to document and perhaps the one
Bamberger himself would most readily ac
cept. At the end of its ninth and current sea
son, Cleveland Opera will have presented
thirty productions. Omitting the , non-oper
atic fare ~Naughty Marietta, Fantasticks, Kiss
Me Kate, etc.-the repertory ranges from Mo
zart to Puccini with a tag-end aCKnowledge-

Scene from the Cleveland Opera's Wild-West version of Donizetti's The Elixir of Love. Photo: Clevelarul
Opera.
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ment of Menotti. Of these twenty-five
works, Traviata, Butterfly, and Fledermaus will
have been presented in two seasons and Bar
ber of Seville in three. Mozart will have been
represented by three operas (Don Giovanni,
Figaro, Magic Flute), Donizetti three (Daughter
of the Regiment, Lucia, Elisir), Verdi five (Aida,
Ballo, Falstaff, Rigoletto, Traviata), Puccini two
(Boheme and Butterfly) and Menotti two (Con
sul and Medium). Cimarosa's Secret Marriage
and, the only French operas yet presented,
Carmen and Faust complete the list. Even as
standard repertory, this list is very narrow,
and familiar. One looks in vain for Wagner
and Richard Strauss, let alone Gluck and Bel
lini. Furthermore, the bulk of this repertory
has been presented many times over by the
Met in Cleveland, sometimes in the same
year as the Cleveland Opera. Three produc
tions of Barber should have been more than
enough for any audience. And it's not as
though Rossini had not written other comic
operas (Cinderella and Le Comte Dry come im
mediately to mind) which satisfy require
ments for small-scaled comic operas. Simi
larly, some argue, rather than repeat Traviata
or mount an opera in the Met's travelling
repertory, why not attempt Luisa Miller,
which has not been seen in Cleveland for at
least fifteen years.
The question of repertory goes to the
heart of the matter for regional companies.
Some, such as The Minnesota Opera, have
made their reputations as innovative com
panies dedicated to lesser known and con
temporary works . Others, like the Opera
Theatre of Saint Louis, earn high marks for
the definitiveness of their productions, fre
quently compared to world-class festivals
such as Glyndebourne. The Michigan Opera
Theatre of Detroit, serving a demographic
area most like Cleveland, attempts at least
one piece each season which will be new to
all operagoers. This season Pittsburgh has
presented the American premiere of Verdi's
La Battaglia di Legnano; last year Cincinnati
gave the American premiere of Franco Al
fano's Risurrezione. These are midwestern cit
ies much like Cleveland; certainly they have
no greater musical sophistication, and none
of them is privileged to have the nation's
most prestigious opera company making an
annual offering of standard repertory.
To their credit, the Bambergers foresee
Playhouse Square Center becoming an im

portant regional entertainment area, with re
verberative cultural and economic benefits
for Cleveland . In this view, Cleveland
should be the interim destination for those
who do not want to travel to New York or
Chicago. Theirs is an exciting vision. But
how many will make the trip to see an ele
phant or Colonel Klink? Yet they might make
the effort to see Bamberger repeat his suc
cessful New York City Opera staging of
Rimsky-Korsakov's Coq d'Or. Or Gluck's Or
feo . Or Samuel Barber's revision of Antony
and Cleopatra, Bellini's Sonnambula. Queen of

Spades, Capriccio, Four Saints in Three Acts,
Kat'y Kabanova-these last mentioned belong
to preCisely the genre of musical theater
which concerns Bamberger. They demand
exactly those singing actors and the imagina
tive stagecraft which Bamberger insists is
central to his idea of opera. The purpose here
is not to rehearse one 's list of favorite operas;
rather, it is to suggest the possibilities for rep
ertory which might entice both Cleveland
opera lovers and those visitors who will
transform Playhouse Square from a dead
zone to thriving cultural matrix. The possibil
ities for this repertory have been enhanced
by the arrival in Cleveland of one of the
world's foremost opera conductors and an
equally prominent soprano: Christoph von
Dohnanyi and Anja Silja. Dare one hope for
Silja as Berg's Lulu or Marie in Wozzeck; imag
ine her as Salome with her husband leading
the Cleveland Orchestra in the pit. Cleveland
might have to build that new hotel just to ac
commodate the visitors.
This season's major innovation, Aida in
the original language, represented a depar
ture of almost revolutionary dimensions for
Bamberger, who has fervently argued the
case for opera in the language of the audi
ence. He has insisted that lack of under
standing of the original opera drains a per
formance of comic opera of its humor and
removes audiences in non-comic opera from
the dramatic involvement. He argues that di
rectors resort to broad humor to underscore
points in original language productions be
cause audiences do not understand, espe
cially the recitatives . Ironically, it is precisely
an emphasis on broad humor which many
object to in Bamberger's staging of comic op
era. This, and an insistence on the gag-line as
an appeal to make opera painless for a wider
audience . But the essence of comic opera is a
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Cleveland Opera's 1985 production of Aida also included an elephant. Photo: Cleveland Opera.

comic spirit, not belly laughs; socko humor
and the big laugh at punchlines are legiti
mate responses but secondary to the insight
into character which the words and the music
reveal. An imaginative production and capa
ble singers can work wonders. It happened
last season during the Met tour production of
Mozart's Die Entfuehrung aus dem Seraii, in
German for a largely non-Germ an-speaking
audience. The singers were so articulate in
their presentation that the audience not only
understood the action but probably came
away thinking it understood German. Seen
through the eyes of an imaginative director,
original language productions can be rivet
ing, witness Patrice Chereau's Bayreuth pro
duction of Wagner's Ring. Conversely, opera
in translation can be equally problematic.
Bamberger was proud of the Butterfly transla
tion and recently remarked that its version of
"Un bel di" avoided the familiarity of the
translation, "One Fine Day," made famous
by Deanna Durbin. But all this listener heard
from Bamberger's Butterfly was a vocalise on
a succession of vowels in what could as easily
have been Akkadian as English . Even when
understood, translations do not always suc
ceed, except in distorting the very meaning

which Bamberger wants to preserve. To ren
der, for example, the first line of Rigoletto's
outburst of anguish and condemnation,
" Cortigiani, vil razza dannata," as "Oh you
courtiers, degraded and evil," is to rob it not
only of its connotations but, in a very real
sense, of its denotative meaning. Put aside
the marriage of sound to sense that Verdi
achieves by accent and consonant and vowel
sounds; on a simpler level, "evil" in English
cannot begin to translate either the meaning
or intensity of " vii" (vile) and the condem
natory quality of " razza" (race), while " dan
nata " (damned) loses its impact when
translated as "degraded." Add to this the
loss of emphasis by beginning the English
line with two filler words (" Oh you") and
the results can scarcely qualify as para
phrase. In no way can it be deemed a suc
cessful translation. These deficiencies multi
ply line by line to the point where the very
drama which Bamberger insists is so crucial
has been compromised.
Those who object to opera in transla
tion as both a musical and a dramatic distor
tion have been tempted to accept supertitles
as a compromise. After all, one need not look
up . And, as in the case of this season's
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Khovanshchina in San Francisco or Lakme in
New York, unfamiliar operas benefit from
running translations. (Even though, as
Donal Henahan suggested in the New York
Times, Lakme is a story of such inanity that
one would have gladly done without the
clarity.) But more serious problems surface
where supertitles have been tried. Like subti
tles in foreign films, the entire sentence or
thought is flashed on the screen at some time
after the character begins singing but before
he is finished. This causes an audience to re
act prematurely and inappropriately. In com
ed y this is deadly: laughter before the
punchline is worse than no laughter at all
and much more disconcerting to the per
formers' timing . Gian Carlo Menotti, whose
sense of theater has made him one of Bam
berger's favorite opera composers, objects to
supertitles because they distract an audience
from the action on the stage, forCing them to
change their focus from the stage to the pro
scenium constantly. Menotti suggests that
the performance becomes a "vertical tennis
game"; his solution might surprise Bam
berger-"They [the audience] should read
the libretto beforehand." The real benefit of
supertitles may be that they will lead audi
ences to Menotti's solution; this may be es
peCially true for those seated at the rear of the
orchestra in the State from which the superti
tles are not visible. A second solution may be
the one which Houston and Seattle use effec
tively: original language for the major per
formances with the prominent cast, English

Cleveland Opera's production the past season of
Die Fledermaus: Colonel Klink 's monocle was not
enough .

for the alternate performances with under
studies.
Audiences may in fact already be pre
pared to accept opera in the original lan
guage. Opportunities to see opera have
grown enormously in this country through
film and television so that most audiences
have lost their innocence sometime before
coming to the State Theatre. This season's
operas provide a useful set of examples. Al
most every year around the New Year, the
Vienna Opera production of Die Fledermaus
can be seen on television, at least on cable.
This year, AIda with Leontyne Price and
James McCracken was televised "Live from
the Met," before the Cleveland Opera
mounted it in February, while a version from
Verona is available on video cassette. And
the very same wild west production of The
Elixir of Love has been broadcast by public tel
evision. Even those who have never been in
side an opera house have had the opportu
nity to see and familiarize themselves with
this year's repertory, suggesting an audience
which might be more sophisticated than
Bamberger allows .
Perhaps because Bamberger sees each
audience as a first-time one, or because he
does not trust their taste, he insists on a gim
mick to attract them. So Colonel Klink is fea
tured in Die Fledermaus, but the gimmick
backfired when Werner Klemperer sabo
taged an already leaden production by not
learning his aria . Gimmicks abound for other
productions, an elephant for AIda, the Wild
West Elixir of Love; next season a master illu
sionist's special effects in Faust and The Mi
kado as a reward for the audiences having to
suffer the dreaded original language for
Tasca. These gimmicks have taken the place
of imaginatively thought-out, fresh ap
proaches to the standard repertory. Beneath
that, this approach to marketing rests on a
dishonest appeal to people who don' t like
opera-make it painless, come see the ele
phant, the magician, Colonel Klink's mono
cle . People who do like opera stay away, wait
for the Met, go to New York or Chicago,
watch televised opera and listen to records .
(Their own, because a serious obstacle for
opera in Cleveland is that the one local classi
cal music station relegates opera to the Satur
day afternoon ghetto when it broadcasts live
opera from the Met, Chicago, San Francisco,
Houston and the occasional summer festival
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performance. Except for a rare midnight
playing the rest of the week is an opera
desert on Cleveland radio because operas of
fer too few breaks for commercials.)
The future of Cleveland Opera clearly
must reside in the manifest abilities of its ca
pable artistic director. Perhaps David Bam
berger can be persuaded to appeal to the
other end of the spectrum, the serious opera
goer, the descendants of those Clevelanders
who, for example, during the Met's visit in
1942, heard Bruno Walter conduct Don
Giovanni with Brownlee, Sayao, Bampton,
and Crooks; Leinsdorf conduct Lohengrin
with Melchior and Varnay, Thorborg and
Warren; Sir Thomas Beecham conduct Car
men with Jobin, Albanese and Warren; Leins
dorf again conduct Lotte Lehmann, List,
Novotna and Steber in Rosenkavalier; in that
same week Clevelanders heard Alexander
Kipnis and Jan Peerce, Grace Moore and
Bruna Castagna and Martinelli. Opera has
had a great tradition in Cleveland, from Ar
tur Rodzinski's staged versions to James
Levine's concert ones, in the original lan
guage without a supertitle, or an elephant, or
a Colonel Klink.
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Along with enticing a new audience,
Bamberger must reach out to this traditional
base. After nine seasons of standard fare,
even Cleveland Opera's audience may be
ready for some adventure. Instead of pan
dering with an operetta or a Broadway musi
cal for the third production each year, per
haps Bamberger should challenge the taste of
the audience he has built. Cincinnati is doing
it this season (Verdi's Attila); Pittsburgh next
year (Rosalind.Plowrightm Bellini's Norma).
Ironically, Cleveland's youngest opera
company has challenged conservative Cleve
landers to venture down the untrodden
path. The Cleveland Opera Theatre, newly
rechristened Lyric Opera Cleveland, has an
nounced an adventurous summer repertory
consisting of The Daughter of The Regiment
and Albert Herring. Actually Lyric Opera
Cleveland lays claim to being the oldest con
tinuing opera company in Cleveland: in 1974
it was founded as the Cleveland Opera The
ater Ensemble by Anthony Addison, who
was head of the opera department of the
Cleveland Institute of Music, and incorpo
rated as the Cleveland Opera Theater in
1978. This summer's bill illustrates precisely

Robert Phillips as Bunthorne and Marla Berg (center) as Patience in last season's production of Patience by
Lyric Opera Cleveland (formerly Cleveland Opera Theatre), the area's oldest or youngest opera company
(depending on how you figure it). Photo : Bill Rosenberg for Lyric Opera Cleveland .
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the policy which some are urging on the
Cleveland Opera. LOC's Executive Director,
Michael McConnell, has chosen to balance
Donizetti's popular comedy with "some
thing off the beaten trail" (his words) in Ben
jamin Britten's chamber opera. The Lyric's
goals are remarkably similar to those of the
original New Cleveland Opera Company
during the Bambergers' early years: to make
opera accessible by presenting fresh stagings
of repertory in English. It aims to remove the
intimidation from opera, to promote local tal
ent by casting from the northeast Ohio area
whenever possible. Its message: don't worry
about renting a tuxedo for opening night of
the Cleveland Opera, come to our mini
Glyndebourne and enjoy opera in intimate
surroundings. Its only gimmick: an hour
long intermission to provide time for a picnic
in the gardens next to the auditorium. This
company's position is intriguingly reminis
cent of Bamberger's beginnings. While the
old concern was that the Met's prestige in
hibited the Cleveland Opera's development,
the new concern is that the Cleveland Op
era's million-dollar budget and corporate as
sociations will stifle the growth of the one in
novative company in town.
The ideal may be the one which the

New York City Opera has used throughout
its demotic and successful history-for every
Boheme, a Rondine; for every Traviata, a Na
bucco; with an Alcina or Hamlet along the way.
And if Bamberger dreams of a Hoffman or a
Turandot, let's encourage him to dream of AI
ceste or Intermezzo. And while we're dream
ing, maybe we can dream of enticing a local
bandleader to conduct a piece by Henze or
even Die Soldaten. Presented with Bam
berger's insistence on dramatic truth in well
rehearsed productions, how could this rep
ertory not succeed?
The most ironic twist for opera in
Cleveland will be provided from the main
stays of its cultural life. The good old Met will
travel down the less traveled road next year,
bringing Romeo and Juliet and The Italian Girl
in Algiers to the State Theatre in the spring.
And for about thirty minutes on the night of
December fifth, Cleveland will lay its claim to
being the center of operatic interest in
America. On that night, the Cleveland Or
chestra will present Anja Silja in Schoen
berg's monodrama, Envartung. It may snow
that night, but by then Cleveland operagoers
will have become accustomed to opera in all
seasons. Because in Cleveland, opera is a
year-round thing.
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Bankrolling the Cleveland Ballet
The 38-member Cleveland Ballet com
pany, currently ranked among the top six in
the country, is known for its energetic and
exciting productions. Its eclectic aesthetic
philosophy makes it particularly accessible:
there is something for everyone. The ballet
started with humble beginnings when Den
nis Nahat and Ian Horvath bought a small
ballet school in 1972 which was operating in
the basement of Cleveland's Masonic Tem
ple. This was the first step necessary to fulfill
their dream of starting a ballet company. The
two had considered other cities for the proj
ect, including Detroit and Los Angeles, but
chose Cleveland because of its history of sup
porting the cultural arts .
Using their own money and an invest
ment from Horvath's mother, Nahat and
Horvath, who danced together with the
American Ballet Theater, persevered until
they received funding from The Cleveland
Foundation, one of the largest foundations in
the country. They assembled a company of
sixteen dancers and presented "previews"
while they were operating the school. The
group, not yet a professional ballet company,
appeared at local colleges and at the Cleve
land Play House. The turning point for the
group came in 1976 when they were asked to
entertain at a fund-raiser for the Garden
Center of Cleveland and Nahat choreo
graphed a ballet called US. The response to

the program was immediate-money started
arriving the very next day from patrons, and
the Cleveland Foundation presented the
group with a substantial check. The first per
formance of the ballet as a professional com
pany was held on November 16, 1976, on the
stage of the Hanna Theater.
And how has the Cleveland Ballet sus
tained itself since then? The non-profit bal
let's operating expenses, which are $3.4 mil
lion for the '84-85 season, came from several
different sources. The largest portion came
from ticket sales. While many ballet compan
ies work on a 50-50 ratio of earned income to
contributions, the Cleveland Ballet has suc
cessfully managed to cover almost 65% of its
expenses from money generated at the box
office.
The additional money needed for the
season, which started in August, 1984, and
ran for 29 weeks, came from governmental
sources (17%); foundations (13%); corpora
tions (10%); individuals (11%); the Cleveland
Ballet Council, a volunteer group of individ
uals who sponsor fund-raising benefits
throughout the year (10%); speCial contribu
tions-like the repertory campaign (25%);
and other sources (14%). These funds total
over $1.2 million, or 35% of the ballet's total
budget. Grouped under governmental
sources is the federally-funded National En
dowment for the Arts, the Ohio Arts Council

Christmas Eve in the Cleveland Ballet's Nutcracker. Like every other ballet company in the country, Cleve
land 's depends on Tchaikovsky's tuneful warhorse for survival.
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and the Cuyahoga County Commissioners.
The ballet company is also part of a lobbying
group which is trying to persuade the City of
Cleveland to set aside a block grant for the
performing arts.
In raising money through ticket sales,
the Cleveland Ballet, like every other profes
sional ballet company across the country,
must include the full-length ballet, The Nut
cracker, in its repertoire each year in order to
survive. This one ballet has become the
mainstay of their financial backing. The
Cleveland Ballet was not able to mount The
Nutcracker in Cleveland until 1979, when the
Eaton Corporation, National City Bank, and
The Cleveland Foundation funded the proj
ect with $425,000, which the ballet was able
to recoup the first year it was performed. To
understand the importance of The Nutcracker
one has only to note that of the current $3.4
million budget, $1.2 million came from that
single production. To date The Nutcracker has
grossed almost $6.4 million and has been
seen by about 425,000 people.
One way in which the Cleveland Ballet
differs from many companies is its use of
live, rather than taped, music (the Ohio
Chamber Orchestra) which provides, along
with spectacular costumes and staging, what
some ballet devotees refer to as a "total the
atrical experience." About 120,000 people
shared that experience last season, an in
crease of 750% since the company's first year.
The initial costs of mounting a ballet
are large, since money is needed for cos
tumes, scenery, and lighting designs. Coppe
lia, another full-length ballet, was underwrit
ten with a $250,000 donation from Standard
Oil of Ohio (Sohio) and has become very
popular during the three years it has been
presented.
Large corporations, foundations, and
individuals have also made major commit
ments to support the ballet's "repertory
campaign," started in 1981 to raise $5 million
to produce new works. A critical need for the
Cleveland Ballet, as for any ballet company,
is to add regularly to its repertoire, both to
attract new audiences and to please its 7,500
subscribers who want to see new material.
Fifteen new ballets have been presented
since the campaign began, including Sum
merscape, Grand Pas de Dix, and most recently
Celebrations and Ode-a full-length ballet cou
pling Beethoven's 7th and 9th symphonies.

It has been proven at the box office that
Clevelanders prefer full-length ballets,
rather than presentations of several short
pieces, and with that in mind the Cleveland
Ballet is trying to raise $440,000 for a new
full-length Romeo and Juliet, which it hopes to
present during the '85-86 season, which
starts in August and will run for 32 weeks.
American corporate philanthropy, sti
mulated by a combination of public spirit and
calculated self-interest in varying propor
tions, provides $500 million a year to the per
forming arts, four times the amount pro
vided by the National Endowment for the
Arts. Cleveland corporations view support
of artistic groups like the ballet as a move
based on enlightened self-interest: what is
good for the arts is good for business because
it enhances the quality of life in the city.
Cleveland has long been known as a " cultur
ally rich" place to live, and corporations,
many of which recruit employees nationally,
proudly display the ballet as a positive in
ducement for relocation. In addition, corpo
rations recognize the link between Cleve
land's Playhouse Square complex-the
location of the State Theater, which recently
became the permanent home of the Cleve
land Ballet-and the local economy. As more
people frequent the theaters of Playhouse
Square, which itself adds $35 million to
Cleveland's economy, there is a greater need
for restaurants, shops, and even housing.
The Cleveland Ballet is recognized as a key
part of this revitalization. The corporate com
munity has become the logical successor of
individual patrons as a major benefactor of
the arts, as the church was in the medieval
world, the Medici and Pitti families in Re
naissance Florence, royalty in imperial
France and England, and the captains of in
dustry in nineteenth-century America. Its
commitment became evident during the
1981-82 recession when although corporate
profits decreased, corporate donations to the
ballet did not. In fact, they increased nation
ally by 32%.
But corporate contributions are not the
only source of money helping to fill the
Cleveland Ballet's coffers. Individual dona
tions and fund-raising special events are also
important. The projects planned for this year
include the annual Casino Royale benefit .
held in March and another to be held in May
at Sea World, for which Dennis Nahat will

BANKROLLING THE CLEVELAND BALLET
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Jaime Roque and Cynthia
Graham in another popu
lar production of the
Cleveland Ballet-Coppe
lia.

choreograph a "black and white ballet in
cluding Shamu, the killer whale. The com
pany also danced locally at fifty schools, uni
versities, and community organizations in
January in an effort to attract new audiences
and last fall held "brown bag perform
ances, consisting of hour-long presentations,
to entice young singles to stay downtown af
ter work to see the ballet.
Ballet companies across the country
have experienced substantial increases in
their audiences since a metamorphosis took
place in an art form once considered effete,
when the Russian dancer Mikhail Baryshni
kov defected in 1974. The Russian bravura
school of dance produced far more athletic
dancers than American audiences had ever
seen. With the introduction of Baryshnikov's
style, the male dancer was no longer on stage
just to lift the female; he became an equally
important part of the production. The incli
nation to snicker at men in tights became less
noticeable in Cleveland when the Browns
football team started taking ballet classes
during their off-season.
An equally important change has
taken place in the style of ballet productions
nationally and locally as they have moved
from classical to eclectic. The artistic collabo
ration between diverse stylists like Baryshni
kov and modern dancer Twyla Tharp has
produced borderline areas between what is
now considered ballet and what is modern
dance. Despite the shift in style, there will
II

II

always be a place for women in tutus en
pointe, as many people still consider ballets
like Swan Lake the quintessence of ballet.
The Cleveland Ballet, with all its suc
cesses, has not been without its problems. It
experienced a $600,000 deficit during the '81
82 season and a loss of subscribers from a
high of 8,590 to 6,576 the following year.
These advance ticket sales supply the money
needed for expenses before the ballet re
ceiv.es any proceeds from The Nutcracker
ticket sales.
It has been speculated that the finan
cial problems stemmed from the company
growing too fast artistically and the inability
of the administration and fund-raisers to
keep the same pace. A combination of the
successful repertory campaign and the hiring
of Andrew Bales as general manager have
been decisive factors in turning the once fi
nancially troubled company around: the def
icit is expected to be eliminated by June 30.
The future bodes well for the Cleve
land Ballet as its popularity grows and as it
has gained firmer financial footing. Al
though Ian Horvath resigned in April, 1984,
artistic director Dennis Nahat continues to
guide the dancers to a respectability formerly
reserved for well-established organizations
like the Cleveland Orchestra. And, he still
finds time to act as director of the School of
Cleveland Ballet, the springboard from
which the Cleveland Ballet has jeted into
prominence.
II

II
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Adelia Prentiss Hughes and
the Founding, Fostering, & Financing
of the Cleveland Orchestra
If anyone could have predicted, even
as recently as 1967, the exponential increase
in the dollars necessary to sustain a first-rate
orchestra in Cleveland, the board of the Mu
sical Arts Association-which oversees the
Cleveland Orchestra-might have reviewed
with more caution their decision to develop
that meadow in the Cuyahoga Valley into
Blossom Music Center. From an annual
budget of less than $2 million in the immedi
ate pre-Blossom years, the financing of the
Orchestra and its Blossom facility now re
quires $19 million and a generous dollop of
ingenuity.
Finances changed with Blossom, but
there were good reasons, too, for building
the facility, among them the fact that the
Cleveland Orchestra's concert hall, Sever
ance Hall, is the smallest hall used by a major
American Orchestra.' Since limited capacity
means limited audiences, it made a certain
kind of economic sense to increase the seat
ing with a new facility, a decision which cata
pulted the Orchestra into the financial
bigtime.
Today's Cleveland Orchestra realizes
$9.5 million or 50% of its annual budget
needs from ticket sales and annual subscrip
tions, and another nearly 20% from the Blos
som pop concerts. An additional small pro

portion of this comes from Orchestra tour
revenue and record royalties. Thirteen per
cent comes from endowment income, which
leaves an operating deficit of 17% to be raised
from all sorts of corporate and private do
nors-some nearly 10,300 this year.
The degree of competition for federal
support for arts organizations in this day of
public cut-backs is matched by the competi
tion for private support. While corporate giv
ing to support the Orchestra has increased,
the private foundations and families that or
chestra managers counted on, even in the
fairly recent past, to come to the rescue of the
sustaining fund has had, often more insis
tent, competition from other arts organiza
tions, requiring that fundraising be "gussied
Up"2 with appeals and special packaging.
This appeal-packaging is a far cry from the
days when the $3 million to finance and en
dow the construction of Severance Hall was
raised from only eleven families in four
months. 3
The energy and imagination that Or
chestra fundraising calls for has a special tra
dition in Cleveland that goes back to Adella
Prentiss Hughes, who, from 1896 to 1933,
was the manager, first impresario, and cen
tral figure in every effort to bring music to
Cleveland. Her influence was pervasive,
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AdelIa Prentiss Hughes around 1910.

partly as a result of her origins in an old
Cleveland family. The granddaughter of so
cial activists Rebecca and Benjamin Rouse,
and descended, on her father's side, from
Moses Warren, who helped survey Connect
icut's Western Reserve, her 1890 graduation
from Vassar provided her continued access to
an "old girl" network which included Bessie
Rockefeller and Mary Castle Norton (daugh
ter of the mayor of the cities of Cleveland and
Ohio City when they were merged in 1853,
and wife of David Z. Norton of the Cleveland
iron-ore-producing firm of Oglebay-Norton).
At the same time, there was a plainly modern
"careerist" streak in her personality, a hot
shot, entrepreneurial style that Cleveland's
late nineteenth-century emergence from the
frontier seemed to suit. Furthermore, in her
assessment of the developing appetite for
music in Cleveland, whether it was audience
preference or donor potential, she had 'an
uncanny sense of what would appeal. She
knew her market.
Her unimpeachable knowledge and
love of music made all her management ef
forts credible. AdelIa was no dilettante; al
though she created for herself-indeed pro
fessionalized-the role of concert manager,
she saw herself as a musician first . A pianist
of moderate accomplishments, she did man
age or accompany a number of musicians
with developing national reputations, and
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saw herself as sharing the life of the musi
cians she managed as much as she shared the
social assumptions of the audience to whom
they were presented and the financial and
cultural aspirations of the philanthropists
she called on to support them.
AdelIa tells of her return to Cleveland
after a Grand Tour of Europe in 1891 in terms
of the musical events of the period, disguiS
ing what was perhaps a frustrating period of
some years during which she made the ex
pected rounds of social engagements, club
activities, practice sessions, and perform
ances, occasionally as a soloist, more often as
an accompanist. Living at home and sup
ported by her family until 1901, Adena
sought to recreate the intimacy of her college
life through clubwork. After being active as a
musician in the Frida.y Morning Music Club,
a group of professional and amateur musi
cians who met weekly in a studio in the Ar
cade to play piano versions of classical sym
phonies for four or eight hands, she became
a charter member of the Fortnightly Musical
Club, a women's club formed in 1894, "to
further the interests of music in Cleveland.'"
A serious, exclusive organization, the
Fortnightly at first admitted only those hav
ing the necessary musical qualifications.
Later, women who appreciated music,
whether or not they were trained, were ad
mitted as associate members. By its second
year, the club had 100 active members, 500
associates, and a long waiting list. In the face
of such success, the Fortnightly raised its
membership quota.
The Fortnightly gave Adella experi
ence as an organizer of concerts. As a mem
ber of the committee on public concerts, the
club's corresponding secretary, and, by 1900,
its concert manager, she began to be respon
sible for planning, scheduling, and produc
ing the growing number of symphony or
chestra concerts the Fortnightly sponsored
each season.
These concerts, which brought the fin
est American orchestras to Cleveland (a mu
sical hinterland when they began), made the
Symphony Orchestra Concerts the heart of
Cleveland's musical life for over thirty years.
In fact, the Musical Arts Association was
founded in 1915 not to promote and develop
a symphony orchestra for Cleveland, nor
even to provide a concert hall (though the
problem of finding or building an appropri
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ate hall was implied in the language of its
charter): it was founded primarily to take
over and produce these Symphony Orches
tra Concerts inaugurated by the redoubtable
Adella.
Never merely a women's social club,
although much social activity attended the
raising of money for their events, the Fort
nightly sponsored a members' chorus and
early on hired four musicians who presented
a series of chamber music concerts during
the year. In addition to these concerts by
what became known as the Cleveland Phil
harmonic Quartet, and the twelve concerts
by visiting orchestras, the Fortnightly spon
sored three concerts by groups of local and
touring artists, and, over the years, from two
to four annual courses of lectures on such
subjects as Musical Forms, Music History,
and Harmony. With the exception of the
members' concerts, admission was charged
for all of these events, giving the executive
committee-made up of women-consider
able experience in managing what could be
called the city's first orchestra budget.
Although she accompanied some of
the soloists, Adella's primary focus, the
Symphony Orchestra Concerts, enabled her
to meet and negotiate with people from all
over the country responsible for managing
the orchestras that came to Cleveland-and
so to learn their trade. Until 1907 all of her
work for the Fortnightly was voluntary, but
as early as 1897 she undertook her first free
lance professional assignment. Clevelander
Estelle (Mrs. Seabury) Ford, who was at
tempting a national career as a soprano,
asked Adella to be her permanent accompa
nist and responsible for her bookings.
In the next year, while preparing the
accompaniment for In A Persian Garden, a vo
cal series Estelle Ford was singing in New
York as part of a quartet, Adella decided to
try to book the group in Cleveland. She con
tacted Estelle Ford in New York and per
suaded her to take options on the quartet for
$750. At the time Adella's personal bank ac
count amounted to $15.
The Persian Garden concert enabled her
to overcome a personal financial crisis. Her
family had suffered (as it used to be said)
"serious reverses," and as she approached
her thirties, it was becoming necessary "to
advertise the fact that I was an accompanist
available for engagements.'"

Her strategy for bringing off this first
free-lance management venture was a model
for her future work. She handled all the pub
lic relations herself, using both the program
and the publicity to educate the audience
about the musical context of the perform
ance. She relied heavily on Cleveland
friends-where she could, on their in-kind
donations (in this case a program cover de
signed by local designer Louis Rorimer), and
where she couldn't, on advances or guaran
tees in the form of money contributions soli
cited from a small group of guarantors, to be
paid back from the concert's proceeds, a
practice which became the dominant finan
cial format of subsequent concerts. And she
showed a profit, netting $1000 after ex
penses, out of which she bought herself a
new piano.
On the fall 1898 tour of the Persian Gar
den quartet which took Adella to Dayton, Co
lumbus, Toledo, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Chi
cago, and St. Louis, the smell of greasepaint
worked its charm, confirming her determina
tion to manage concerts. When the quartet's
tenor announced cheerfully, if not altogether
diplomatically, "she's not my wife-only my
manager, "6 she was actually pleased. Being
"only a manager" had its compensations, in
cluding financial ones: by spring, 1901,
Adella was able to move into her own apart
ment. More important, it provided a sense of
power through personal accomplishment. A
manager put things together, made them
happen.
She had plenty of opportunity to put
things together, especially in the continuing
attempt to find an appropriate concert hall.
Even after two major assembly halls, Central
Armory and Gray's Armory, were built, the
problem remained. Built in 1893, Gray's Ar
mory was the site of the Fortnightly's Sym
phony Orchestra Concerts. These concerts,
however, alternated with a variety of other,
occasionally more fragrant, events. In the
1908 season, a scheduling conflict with the
annual Poultry Show forced Adelia to cancel
a concert of the Boston Symphony Orches
tra. And in 1911, in spite of a 24-hour respite,
the Poultry Show had done its damage, and
only a timely acquisition by Adena of the ap
propriate deodorizing compound saved the
Armory for music.
In the early years, her trademark was
spontaneity combined with trouble-shoot
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improvizational approach to con
cert management. Splo practice allowed
Adella to act on her impulses. Merely read
ing the 1899 autobiography of French bari
tone Victor Manuel determined Adella, on
the spot as she .recalls it, to introduce him to
Cleveland. She decided to bring in interna
tionally known soprano Ernestine Schu
mann-Heink after being converted to a fan at
the instant of her American debut in Chi
cago.
On this occasion, difficulties involving
Schumann-Heink's reputed breaking of a
contract led Adella to undertake two slick
maneuvers. First, she paid the artist in ad
vance to thwart a plan by local creditors to
attach the box office receipts. Next, she went
to great lengths to "prevent Schumann
Heink from running into a deputy sheriff.'"
The concert itself came off without a hitch
and was the first of eight annual concerts by
Schumann-Heink in <;:Jeveland, some of
which Adella accompanied (in one case with
out a single rehearsal).
As if problems with poultry and prima
donnas weren't enough, the weather pro
vided AdelIa with additional opportunities
to improvise in her jaunty, take-it-as-it-cornes
style . When an extraordinary Nov.ember
storm in 1913 delay,erl th.e arrival of the Cbj
cago Symphony Orchestra, she engaged
. substitute musicians -a.r:td, fearing that she
herself might be snowbound in her new
home in Euclid Heights, made arrangements
to be driven to the Iecently built Hotel
Statler. There, with ,abundant baggage, she
established a control headquarters to moni
tor, by periodic bulletins, the progress of the
Chicago Orchestra, which she relayed to the
audience that began to assemble (some 700
on foot and not a few on skis). The substi
tutes tuned up and began to perform to Adel
Ia's accompaniment, as members of the or
chestra straggled in thtoughout the evening
from the snowbank at Edgewater Park where
their train had deposited them.
This do-or-die, show-must-go-on in
domitability was merely a variant of the skills
most young women of her class learned from
their mothers and finishing schools, in prep
aration for becoming hostesses, fund-raisers,
and managers of beneht affairs. The training
prepared her well for the task of combining
her social with her professional life as she
worked to cultivate Cle¥eland as a musical
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market. When ticket sales for the 1899 Ma
nuel concert began to flag, for instance, she
called on Estelle Ford, who lived conve
niently close to the Union Station on Willson
Street (E . 55th), to give a buffet luncheon for
influential Clevelanders to stimulate interest
in the concert.
Her inbred association with Cleve
land's elite provided Adella with entrees to
income necessary for her prpfessional activi
ties. As social animals, her acquaintances
promoted tic,k et sales with their parties; as
audiences, they filled the halls; and as pa
trons, they gu.aranteed future concerts with
increasingly generous contributions, stimu
lated by AdeUa's hardnosed recognition ,of
the flexibility of their giving limits. When she
approached Mark Hanna's sister Lillian, for
example, Jor a dOnation to the Fortnightly's
guaranty fund, she was offered $50. A~ella
responded, ''I'm sorry .. . no one can be a
guarantor who does not stand for $100: Lil
lian signed on the dotted line."·
In her efforts to bring music ·of high
quality to Cleveland, she echoed and imple
mented the poliCies of the Fortnightly Club,
which through the years offered concerts to
an increasingly wider range of audiences .
Like other women's activities at the turn of
the century, the club had a broader social
function that reflected a growing national
movement. Together with colleges, charities,
and travel, club work played a role in shap
ing the way upper-class women functioned
.in urban society: increasingly the mid-nine
teenth century model of the "doer"
wherein women, encouraged by the ideal of
direct charity fostered by the churches, actu
ally visited the homes of the sick and the
poor- was replaced by the mod.el of the" do
nor, " the pa,troness. Women's clubs, espe
cially the exclusive ones, were becoming part
of the certification network that (with private
schools and social registers) began to shield
the wealthy from direct contact with the in
creasing numbers .of urb.a n poor. At the same
time, women's clubs became havens that
also protected women from the scramble for
material. wealth! In effect, clubs circum
scribed women's activities while at the same
time providing them with skills for c.a rving
out a parallel, though potentially effete, sys
tem for doing community work.
On the charity-club side, this combina
tion of segregation and incubationev.entu
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ally resulted in a movement towards profes
sionalizing welfare work . The development
of arts organizations, however, varied
slightly from the general pattern, being less
often the exclusive province of one gender or
the other. In Chicago, for example, while the
Boards of the principal cultural organizations
were all male, a woman like Mrs . Potter
Palmer was able to influence public taste di
rectly by assembling a personal collection of
distinguished contemporary American and
French Impressionist art under the tutelage
of Mary Cassatt.
In Cleveland, since the principal musi
cal organization was a women's club, one
might assume that this meant music would
be seen as exclusively a woman's province.
The Fortnightly, however, undertook audi
ence development and talent identification
as well as the production of world-class offer
ings in public concerts. The Fortnightly em
phasized the latter aspect in its earliest years,
expanding what was originally a distinctly
domestic activity, the drawing-room musi
cale for a female audience, into increasingly
ambitious public events. After the turn of the
century, the group organized itself into two
sections, the Section on Public Concerts,
which sponsored the Symphony Orchestra
Concerts, and the Altruistic Section (later
called the Extension Section) . The latter was
established in the 1902-03 season to broaden
both the audience base among immigrant
groups, and the opportunities for social wel
fare work among its members . Originally, it
produced concerts in the settlement houses
that were appearing elsewhere in Cleveland;
by 1907 its activities had grown to include
musical presentations in hospitals and public
schools.
Adella's work for the charitable side of
the Fortnightly was catalytic, managerial,
and temporary, consisting largely of her help
in establishing the Music School Settlement.
As the club's concert manager, however, she
alone embodied the production side of the
club. At the same time, her high efficiency
kept concert management from becoming a
role or profession open to other Cleveland
women. AdelIa herself saw her work as a
special, personal vocation. As a result, she
emerged preeminent on Cleveland's musical
scene. Early concert programs identified her
personally as the presentor of concerts,
thereby establishing a theme that was taken

up by newspapers and reviewers of the pe
riod, identifying her with music in the public
mind.
It was a canny career-building tactic
that served her and the Fortnightly well in
the early years. She took personal credit for
introdUCing Cleveland to the music of
Mahler and Strauss, for inaugurating a num
ber of program traditions, and for bringing
new talent to Cleveland beyond a single con
cert or series. This habit of inviting artists to
Cleveland to stay (among them singer Felix
Hughes, whom she married in 1904 and
divorced in 1923) remained a hallmark of
AdelIa's strategy.
From 1902, the method of financing
concerts by guaranty fund had become
firmly established, and Adelia could count
on more than fifty regulars from among her
social set to guarantee-and occasionally
cover the deficits of-Cleveland concerts. By
the early 'teens, however, it had become evi
dent that Cleveland was getting short
changed by touring orchestras. These organ
izations had begun to cut expenses b y
reducing the number of players, and thus
could not duplicate on the road the quality of
home concerts .'. To be able to afford the best,
an organization was needed to find new
sources of money. The answer, of course,
was the guaranty fund nucleus, a group that
was incorporated as the Musical Arts Associ:
ation (MAA) in 1915. Described as a for
profit venture capitalized at $10,000 through
the sale of 200 shares of stock at $50 a share, 11
it announced its purpose as " furthering the
interests of music in the community, accept
ing and administering trust funds and guar
anty funds for musical purposes, and ac
quiring, holding and operating property to
promote the efficiency of musical enter
prises." 12
AdelIa 's permanent settlement ap
proach to populating Cleveland with musi
cians culminated in her bringing Nikolai So
koloff, the Orchestra's first conductor, to
Cleveland in 1918. Inspired by Sokoloff's
manner in dealing with children which she
had observed when he was a guest conduc
tor for a summer series for children at the
Cincinnati Zoo, Adella approached the Su
perintendent of Cleveland's Public Schools
and the board of the MAA with the proposi
tion that Sokoloff be brought to Cleveland
under their joint sponsorship to survey the
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school population, to establish an instru
mental music program in the schools, and to
gather fifty local musicians as the basis of a
symphony orchestra under his direction.
True to form, she induced her friend John L.
Severance to contribute the money for Soko
loff's first-year salary.
The orchestra Sokoloff founded was
the third attempt to form an orchestra in the
city's history. By 1918 the teaching energies
of the Fortnightly's membership, together
with the work of Cleveland's musical Ger
man community (temporarily war-atten
uated) and other groups like the talented
Hruby family who operated a school on
Broadway on the city's southeast side, had
brought about a change in the whole musical
climate of the city. By then the necessary fifty
qualified musicians were easily available, en
abling Cleveland to pass into musical matu
rity. The Orchestra's first concert, a parish
fundraiser featuring Irish tenor Fr. John Pow
ers of St. Ann's Church in Cleveland
Heights, took place in December, 1918.
The change actually began when
AdelIa, in effect, "delivered" the Symphony
Orchestra Concerts to the MAA . She had
done so out of necessity. As skillful as she
was at producing concerts, and as adroit at
managing the vicissitudes of inadequate
halls, neither her reputation nor her social
contacts were sufficient to bring off the mas
sive financial and organizational efforts that
were now demanded.
It was not for want of trying. As early
as 1910 she began to take upon herself the
task of soliciting major givers for contribu
tions towards the building of a concert hall .
Operating from a set of assumptions that had
stood her in good stead among female qen~
factors and hostesses, she persuaded her
friends, the Sylvester Everetts, to bring their
house guest, Andrew Carnegie, to the Pitts
burgh Orchestra's 1910 concert in Gray's Ar
mory (to see for himself the inadequacies of
that place) . Reasoning that Cleveland could
use its own" Carnegie Hall, " she sent a letter
to Carnegie by special messenger the day af
ter the concert, containing a "subtle and im
passioned plea . . . that Cleveland receive a
Carnegie Music Hall ." Carnegie's refusal
contained the thrifty suggestion "that we
utilize (the City Hall's) vacant fourth floor by
installing new elevators." "
This condescending refusal was only
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Traffic Commissioner Edward J. Donahue confers
with AdelIa Prentiss Hughes about the traffic prob
lems that would be created by the Orchestra's new
home (Severance Hall) . Photo from the Cleveland
Press, February, 1930.

the first. In 1911 she sent a letter to John D.
Rockefeller, Jr., asking him for a contribution.
"My dear John," she wrote, " I have worked
so many years to create a musical sentiment
in Cleveland that should have a lasting ex
pression in a music hall.' '14 After such an ap
peal, saying, in effect, " reward me by buy
ing me a hall," Rockefeller's refusal must
have been personally galling. He indicated
that because another theater was planned
(the Everett-Moore Hippodrome on Euclid
Avenue) there didn't appear to be any need
for another hall in Cleveland. The message
was finally clear on her third try in 1918, after
t~e formation of the MAA and the Cleveland
Orchestra. "When the time comes that you
will undertake the building of a music hall
definitely, regardless of whether we make a
contribution or not," wrote John D. , Jr.,
"you may write me again.""
The first appeal to Rockefeller included
a suggestion that the concert hall be built
closer to the center of Cleveland, either on
Public Square or near the Rockefellers' town
house at 40th and Euclid. Had she been suc
cessful, Cleveland's cultural life might have
been more centralized. By the late '20s, how
ever, AdelIa had capitulated. The only signif
icant contribution she was able to make to
the decision about where to build Severance
Hall was through the evidence she mar
shalled to satisfy the MAA, by means of a
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system of maps and pins, that the music hall
should be located on the University Circle
site, making it the only concert hall of a major
orchestra not to be located in a "resolutely
urban setting.' "0 Demonstrating that only 67
season ticket holders lived south and west of
the Cuyahoga River, and that only $3500 had
been collected from the west side for the
guaranty fund (to the east-siders' $200,000)
she insured that she had at least some influ
ence on the placement of her longed-for con
cert hall.
Though she made a strong bid for her
favorite architect, former Cleveland Board of
Education architect Walter McCormick,
Dean of Architecture at MIT, her choice was
overruled by the MAA in favor of the Cleve
land firm of Walker and Weeks. The refusal
of the MAA to renew the contract of "her"
conductor, Sokoloff, in 1933 seemed a vote of
no-confidence for AdelIa. It was the final
blow, completing the transfer of control from
the lone entrepreneur to the corporate mon
eyed elite. Adella left her office when Soko
loff did, to return to her early role as a volun
teer.
Clearly she would not have been able,
as John L. Severance was, to astonish an au
dience celebrating the tenth anniversary of
the founding of the Orchestra with a chal
lenge offer of $1 million for a concert hall, if
friends of the Orchestra would raise an addi
tional $2.5 million for the endowment. It was

this money that was raised in four months.
Begun as a family project by Severance and
his wife Elizabeth Dewitt Severance, Sever
ance Hall became her memorial when she
died suddenly less than a year later. The
building was thus planned, in spite of prob
lems of capacity and acoustics (rectified by a
major renovation in the tenure of George
Szell), to be a significant landmark, a Cleve
land monument.
Typically, like other community efforts
organized and brought along by women, the
consolidation and financing of music in
Cleveland fell ultimately to men, the busi
ness and industrial powers who had advised
Adella on financial matters in an informal
way through the years. It is unlikely that
women like Adella resented such a status.
The facts of life as they saw them required
this evolution; it may have been, in fact, that
they were pleased to have men in their social
group take an interest in their work.
Nevertheless Adella was the original
convincer, the translator of intuitive cultural
insights into the cold details of profit and
loss. Her success in her own business and
her able management of the Symphony Or
chestra Concerts' guaranty fund won her, in
the eyes of Cleveland's ruling men, a mea
sure of admiration for having harnessed, as
one commentator observed, "the artistic per
ception of a musician [to] the effiCiency of a
locomotive .' '17
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A Thriving Enterprise
-with a Sharp Eye Down the Road
Interview with Evan H. Turner, Director, Cleveland Museum of Art
GAMUT: The Cleveland Museum of Art is famous for having a good solid financial base,
and it is probably one of the few that doesn't charge admission. Are there any signs that
this situation is changing?
TURNER: Yes, the Museum certainly has one of the most impressive endowments of any
art museum in the United States today. It is the endowment that was fundamentally estab
lished some twenty-five years ago; in the years since then, while the endowment has grown
because of wise management of those funds, there has not been a significant infusion of
new monies. Thus, inevitably, as the costs of maintaining an operation as complicated as the
Cleveland Museum of Art have mounted, we have been increasingly facing the reality that
the means are not sufficient to maintain all aspects of our traditional program.
We are therefore doing two things . One: we're in the process of a stringent analysis of
every program and every line expenditure in the Museum's budget, to make sure that the
allocation of our monies is in an appropriate relation to the program goals. For example, a
primary goal is that the Museum should remain free to the public at all times, a goal which
we all feel is particularly important as Cleveland is going through a period of financial diffi
culties.
Second, we are looking into ways of raising money annually to help maintain our pro
grams.
GAMUT: What would you say is the most likely thing to be cut if you have to retrench?
TURNER: Fortunately we're not at the point that we're facing that decision.
GAMUT: Would you tell us, for example, what your expenditures for acquisitions have
been?
TURNER: This museum is extremely open in that matter. Our funds for acquisition annu
ally are in the area of $5 million. And it should be pointed out that those monies are the
income from funds bequeathed to the Museum for the purpose of acquisition only.
GAMUT: Sometimes that'll only get you two pictures.
TURNER: In the marketplace now there are times that will get you only one picture!

A primary goal is that the
Museum should remain free to
the public at all times."
II
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GAMUT: Let me ask you about some specific program-for example, the education divi
sion. I don't want to ask you a question like"Are you satisfied with the way it's working,"
but ratherTURNER: Am I satisfied with its goals?
GAMUT: Yes .
TURNER: I think the goals of the department are admirable . Our concern is how best to
continue to pursue them. We face the reality, for example, that given the restrictions in the
operating budget of the public school systems of Cleveland the number of schoolchildren
coming to the museum is not as great as it used to be . An understandable situation . The
department therefore has sought ways to compensate for that difficulty. Perhaps the most
important achievement is the recent creation under Penny Buchanan of the Teacher's
Resource Center, a program to provide the teachers with material that they can use in their
classrooms. The program does not mean to take the place of visits; rather it compensates for
the loss.
Also, we are putting a higher value on the department's doing more general tours for
the general public. We now, on a daily basis, have tours each midday that are proving pop
ular.
The ultimate goal of the education department is to make the museum experience
more meaningful to the general public, whether it does so through personal tours, labels, or
exhibitions created by the department in its exhibition galleries. There are many different
ways of reaching out to the public, and the more varied those ways, the better.
GAMUT: I don't know if this is outside the scope of the discussion, but what is your rela
tion with Case Western Reserve University? Do you still have a formal connection?
TURNER: The Museum does maintain its formal connection; the University'S graduate pro
grams in art history are essentially held in the Museum, the Museum's library is the princi
pal resource for research related to those graduate studies, and to varying degrees members
of the curatorial staff are involved in the teaching process. To a lesser degree, we work as
well with the undergraduate program. Also, two major curatorial appointments in the
Museum-one in the department of prints and drawings and the other in the department of
ancient art-are fifty percent museum employees and fifty percent Case Western Reserve
employees, both posts being funded by a grant from the Mellon Foundation.
GAMUT: I was going to say, do you feel a responsibility also to other institutions in the
area that need your resources?
TURNER: It's fundamental to the relationship with Case Western Reserve that any college
student in the area can participate in the courses that are taught as part of the program; fur
ther, the library is open to the public on Wednesday from 10:00 a.m . until 9:00 p. m .
GAMUT: Are you encouraging, or recruiting, if that's the word, groups of college students,
who are obviously a different clientele from the schoolchildren you bring in?
TURNER: Certainly it is in principle something we believe in very strongly. And if you
wander in the galleries today, you will see the Museum is full of college-level students,
doing papers or, if they come from an art school, making drawings or copying paintings.
I'm delighted at the numbers that are here this week.
GAMUT: On the general question of numbers: what has been the general trend?
TURNER: Attendance fluctuates. It doesn ' t seem ever to go over 500,000 people. This year
has been one of our lower ones, around 430,000. Broadly speaking, over the last ten or fif
teen years, there is a slight downward trend which represents, I suspect, the kinds of prob
lems that downtown areas such as that of Cleveland will be having in the last quarter of the
twentieth century. People are concerned about urban security. The orchestra's attendance
doesn't reflect the trend so much because its audiences come in crowds and there is con
trolled parking. This is why our parking lots are manned all the time- to assure security for
people who have negative preconceptions about the University Circle area.
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A new acquisition (1984) : Gilbert and George, Speakers, gelatin silver print, hand-colored, 95 y. " x 159". The
Cleveland Museum of Art, John L. Severance Fund.

GAMUT: I have never thought of this area as dangerous.
TURNER: Let me stress, that is the perception. Certainly it's a sad situation. It's not
chance, for example, that our west side attendance is so poor; it's a fascinating characteristic
of Cleveland that there is not more intermixing among those living on either side of the
Cuyahoga River.
GAMUT: What can you do about that?
TURNER: It's one of the things we're aggressively working on. This is one reason that we
attach such great value to our extension department, the department which sends objects
and exhibitions out into the community. For example, we work closely with the Beck Center
on the west side; we work as much with the schools and libraries on the west side as on the
east side. There are whole groups of people who never come to the Museum but whom
we've reached through such programs, one of the goals being that we hope they'll be suffi
ciently tempted to make the effort to visit the Museum eventually.
GAMUT: One forgets how impassable the Cuyahoga River is. Is it your impression that the
security situation has worsened during the last decade? Is much more of your money going
into protection of the artifacts?
TURNER: Understandably, it's not a subject we wish to discuss. So often security problems
are the result of an unbalanced person wanting public attention, and so talking about such
matters can only make the problem more serious. However, as museums go in the United
States, Cleveland has had an unusually happy record.
GAMUT: In addition to the income from your endowment, how important are small
donors . ..
TURNER: Tremendously!
GAMUT: ... the government, foundations 
TURNER: Wait; okay, one by one. The small donor: prime importance in our life. For exam
ple, we have a considerable membership-about 9500-and we have one of the highest
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membership retention rates of any museum in
the United States today, about 85-86%. We have
begun a program in the last two or three years
whereby, following the practice of many charita
ble organizations, we turn to these annual mem
bers asking for year-end contributions, and, hap
pily, 1984 has been the best year we've ever had
yet. We've only been doing this for five years, but
this year our contributions, which are all going
toward equipping our new conservation lab,
have exceeded $100,000. That's most encouraging!
GAMUT: What about federal, municipal ...
government agencies?
TURNER: Funds from federal sources are largely
related to actual program needs. The one excep
tion is the Institute of Museum Services; in 1984,
for the first time, the Museum went to the Insti
tute for its maximum appropriation, $50,000, and
won it. We shall try again in 1985. The Ohio
Arts Council has been very generous to the
Museum; its grants to arts' organizations are in
relation to their budgets and we get the largest
grant of any museum in the state. (Its largest
New acquisition: Piirvati, India, Chola period
grant goes to a musical organization) . The Coun
(10th century A.D .). Bronze, 64.1 cm. high.
The Cleveland Museum of Art, Leonard C.
cil has been most supportive and we're strongly
Hanna, Jr., bequest.
committ~d to all that they're doing. However, in
contrast Ito many American cities, Cleveland
gives virtually nothing to the arts.
GAMUT: Is there some pattern in municipal giving to the arts in other cities?
TURNER: If the city owns the museum building or the land the building is on, the city will
usually give to its local art muSeum. In Philadelphia, where I was director before corning to
Cleveland, the city, in theory, was responSible for the security, the cleaning, and the mainte
nance of the building, which in fact belonged to the city. At the Metropolitan Museum in
New York, the city initially covered those expenses; today, it's little more than a gesture in
terms of the Museum's total outlay and budget.
GAMUT: Yes, the Met is on city property. But the situation in Europe is entirely different
TURNER: The great European museums are by and large funded entirely by governmental
sources.
GAMUT: How would you feel about such a change of financing in this country?
TURNER: I think it would be most unlikely and certainly totally opposed to the American
philosophy of public versus private funding responsibilities.
GAMUT: Would you say this is also true for the other arts?
TURNER: Yes.
GAMUT: Private foundations ... ?
TURNER: The mUseum is working increasingly with private foundations. We have done
well with the national foundations . For example, the Mellon Foundation has only recently
started a program to encourage museums' commitment to publications of material about
their own collections; as part of that they have awarded the Cleveland Museum of Art a
grant of $500,000 on the condition that we will mafch it on a two-to-one basis, the resulting
$1,500,000 to become part of the endowment, the income to be used only for museum publi
cations, whether collection catalogues or those to complement specific exhibitions.
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GAMUT: Published by whom? You don't do your own publishing in that sense, do you?
TURNER: We do, but the books are also retailed by University of Indiana Press.
GAMUT: It seems that most of these sources, except for the donors, are connected with
particular programs or shows; that is, you have to apply for a separate grant for each partic
ular purpose. Writing grant proposals must be a major industry.
TURNER: It takes a great deal of time. It's done in this museum essentially by William
Talbot, working in consultation with the appropriate department heads in the Museum.
GAMUT: This interview is curious in that, unlike most of the organizations we've talked to
that have problems to discuss, you have essentially ...
TURNER: ... achieved ... ?
GAMUT: ... a thriving enterprise, admittedly one that may have problems down the road,
so to speak, but not serious ones at the moment.
TURNER: I trust there are no problems down the road that we aren't essentially aware of
today. This is, of course, why the museum made the decision to start the planning process
at the point before the pressure was at the jugular. And this planning process will continue
and will inevitably be up for reconsideration each year as the budget is recreated. But we
now recognize that there must be new monies, whether from increased endowment or new
annual contributions, if we are to continue our total program as it exists today. New pro
grams will require new funding-or the elimination of some of our present programs.
GAMUT: That's extraordinary. There's hardly any kind of organization that has that kind of
foresight. How do you explain this? Is this true of art museums or of this particular one?
TURNER: We face a problem that is the lot of most American art museums today: the dif
ference is that our endowment has heretofore made the matter less pressing in Cleveland
than elsewhere.
GAMUT: Is the planning done through the board of trustees
TURNER: The board and staff working together.
GAMUT: What does your board of trustees do exactly? How often do they meet?
TURNER: The board of trustees has four regular meetings a year. But what I think is
impressive is the board's commitment to this planning process. For example, in 1984, the
board's planning committee had sixteen meetings that ranged from two hours to six hours,
just working on the whole planning process, with the various members of the staff. That's
an awesome commitment.
Also, as you well know, the Museum has just recently completed a modest but none
theless Significant wing of some 37,000 square feet which has given great relief in the areas
of two greatest concerns-one, the library, and the other, space for the collections of nine
teenth- and twentieth-century art. Within about fourteen months' time the building was
built, the $7 million was raised to fund the construction and establish an endowment for its
operation, and the spaces were opened; no mean feat! The board deserves great credit and
so do the many volunteers who work to be sure funds are to be found .
GAMUT: The financial picture you have painted is extraordinary. And yet, I wonder
whether this city really can support an artistic enterprise. That is-this is my own personal
view with no basis except intuition-I think we have the advantage of the Museum, the
orchestra, and these other things because they were here before, and people will make the
most desperate efforts to maintain them because they're related to these supporters' ideas of
what a city should have. But as far as the majority of the population of Cleveland is con
cerned, I think the fact that they can live in a city without adequate bookstores, for exam
ple, is a sign that there is an erosion of culture going on.
TURNER: You raise questions that deserve serious consideration in the city's planning for
the future.
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The Art that Pays Its Own Way
The art of film, like literature and the
performing arts, merges imperceptibly into
the strictly commercial business of entertain
ment. But it is harder with film than with the
other arts to draw a clear line between works
that are lofty expressions of the human spirit
and those whose highest aim is to give the
audience a few laughs or a couple of hours'
escape from office tensions. Indeed, the
Places Rated Almanac (Richard Boyer and
David Savageau, New York: Rand, McNally,
1985), which ranks Cleveland ninth in the
country in the category of "Arts" on the ba
sis of such institutions as the Museum of Art
and the Orchestra, places cinema in the same
category with bowling alleys, race tracks,
and parks, under "Recreation" (in which it
ranks Cleveland 23rd). Such a view of film
seems not to bother most moviegoers and
distributors. But"art films," though enter
taining, are not primarily "entertainment."
Removing film from the pedestal of high cul
ture makes grant money awarded to cultural
activities harder to come by.
Those who take their cinema seriously
around Cleveland have for the most part
only three places to look for fine films: the
New Mayfield Repertory Cinema, the Case
Western Reserve University Film Society,
and the Cedar Lee Theatre, all within about a
mile of one another in or near University Cir
cle on Cleveland's east side. In addition,
Jonathan Forman, owner of the Cedar Lee,
directs the Cleveland International Film Fes
tival, which showed more than fifty films
during a period of two and a half weeks last
April. The Cedar Lee is a regular commercial
enterprise; the other two theaters and the
Festival have non-profit status, which gives
them certain tax advantages and makes them
more attractive as recipients of grants and
other gifts. Cleveland may see the advent of
one more such enterprise in the fall. George
Gund, who has been a generous contributor
to the Film Festival, is prOViding the financ
ing for the establishment of a cinematheque
that "will bring in film programs which usu
ally bypass Cleveland, i.e. , tours of special
movies and programs sponsored by the

American Film Institute" (Roxanne Mueller,
Plain Dealer Friday Magazine, March 29, 1985,
p.14) .
The New Mayfield Repertory Cinema
The New Mayfield Repertory Cinema,
situated in an old neighborhood movie
house in Cleveland's Little Italy bordering on
Cleveland Heights, is the most determinedly
"artistic" of the area's purveyors of art films.
Sheldon Wigod, whose current title is Artis
tic Director, says he founded the NMRC in
1975 " to provide a living museum of films of
permanent interest-U.S. and foreign-past
and present," and this goal has not changed.
His major satisfaction has been "watching
people being moved by the Art of the cin
ema." When queried as to how his theater
varies from similar ones in the area, he re
plied "There are none." In its publicity the
New Mayfield is called " the only Cleveland
arts organization that treats film as an art
form."
Although the New Mayfield occasion
ally plays first-run features (including such
Cleveland premieres as Godard's First Name:
Carmen and the film version of Garcia Mar
quez's Erendira), in some sense the theater
can be considered a revival house. It is cer
tainly the place to go to catch a Truffaut retro
spective or a Chaplin or Bette Davis film .
Wigod alone takes the responSibility
for deCiding which films the New Mayfield
will show. His basis of selection? "Quality
and changing fashions in film culture, " al
though he readily admits to having to make
artistic compromises for practical reasons:
"We must frequently play mediocre films
like King of Hearts to pay for City Lights" (a
Chaplin classic) .
Wigod claims that in the New May
field's ten years of existence, it has "played
almost all of the masterpieces of cinema. "
And he emphatically does not limit this cate
gory just to foreign films or what might pop
ularly be considered " art" films . He has no
sympathy with " cinema snobs and illiterates
who think that popular Hollywood films are
inherently not art."
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Wigod believes that the cinema can
survive without government or foundation
support. Though the New Mayfield has in
the past received a grant from the Gund
Foundation, and its current program lists
support from the Cuyahoga County Com
missioner's office, it depends on ticket sales
to keep it going. Asked what the relationship
should be between government and the arts,
Wigod replied "None ....Art can't be re
gulated." Implied is the assumption that
whoever controls the purse controls the artis
tic policy.
CWRU Film Society
Contrary to what one might expect of a
student-run organization, the CWRU Film
Society is financially sound, firmly estab
lished (the oldest of its kind in the area), and
characterized by sophisticated and eclectic
programming. Its audience is not limited to
students, but also comes from the general
population (although not many West Siders)
and includes "a lot of patrons who come
from out of town, from as far away as Akron
and Mentor."
The Film Society was founded by
CWRU undergraduates " at the su~gestion
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of" film professor Louis Giannetti, who has
remained their faculty advisor. David Witt
kowsky, one of the current student co-direc
tors, offers the following description of the
organization: "The CWRU Film Society is a
non-profit, student-run organization of Case
Western Reserve University dedicated to the
promotion of film as an art form. We have
been providing the Cleveland area with qual
ity entertainment at an affordable price for
fifteen years, and make available to the com
munity films of cultural and artistic impor
tance which might otherwise go unseen. Ev
ery effort is made to show each film in its
original 35mm format (or 70mm, 6-track
stereo) and to show foreign films in their
original language with English subtitles. "
The Film Society originally presented
mainly art films and film classics and was
only "one of about four or five University
film groups all focusing on different types of
films," but in 1977, at the request of the
CWRU administration, it became " the offi
cial Film group of the University, and thus all
the other groups were united under our lead
ership. We continue to show four or five
films a week, ranging from Hollywood block
busters to the most obscure, yet important,
foreign film ." Wittkowsky attributes the
Film Society's success to the fact that they
" are allowed to show a wider range of films
than any other theater in the area because we
show our films only one night each. We ap
peal to many different types of audiences, so
we can be equally successful with foreign
and Hollywood films ." This year's program
included films as diverse as Purple Rain, The
African Queen, Warhol's Nude Restaurant, and
Bergman's After the Rehearsal.
2001: A Space Odyssey has been their
most successful film, having played there
seven times, the most often of any film.
When first shown there ("about 1970"), it
"sold out over six shows in one weekend
(600 seats per show). "
When queried as to which films are
least successful at CWRU, Wittkowsky re
sponded: "When we stoop to films of low
quality that we think might just be 'fun for
college kids' to see, they do not work. Our
audience all recognize quality, and demand it
from each film we show."
"The Film Society premieres as many
films as it can each semester, provided that
each is important to the art .. .. If it weren' t
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for our premieres, many great films would
never be seen in Cleveland." Premieres
scheduled for the most recent series included
the Polish film Shivers and Claude LeLouch's
Edith and Marcel.
The student co-directors of the CWRU
Film Society select the films for their series
"through meetings and discussions. We sub
scribe to a number of periodicals which keep
us abreast of the latest successes in the major
film markets around the world, and consult
with the other art houses in town so our
schedules don't conflict. The only compro
mises we find we must make are the result of
films not being available as early as we would
like from the distributors . They have the
power to hold films from us until they have
played in other cities or theaters." Wittkow
sky finds that they "can usually predict the
success of any film ... with reasonable ac
curacy. The first-run houses in town live by
Roxanne Mueller's [the Plain Dealer's film
critic] reviews, which can make or break a
film before it opens. We don't get reviewed
by her too often, but when she does review
us, it's usually the fact that the word is being
spread that helps us, rather than the review
itself bringing people in or keeping them
away."
Wittkowsky, like Sheldon Wigod, is
emphatic in his independence of outside
support (and, presumably, influence). In his
words, the CWRU Film Society receives
"ABSOLUTELY NO FINANCIAL SUPPORT
FROM ANYWHERE OTHER THAN TICKET
SALES ." As he says, "we are very rare. Most
all college film societies in America get finan
cial support from their institution. We get
none, and continue to thrive." Such success
is not exceptional for a commercial theater,
but quite unusual for a college group or a
group that shows such a large number of
non-commercial films. They even present a
free Sunday series-this spring, French cin
ema before the New Wave, including such
classics as La Passion de Jeanne d'Arc, Le Sang
d'un Poete, and La Grande Illusion.
"Each year the public's awareness of
our series, the art film, and specific impor
tant films increases the market for art films at
all art theaters in Cleveland. It was the Film
Society during the 1970s that helped to create
an audience for the art film in Cleveland,
making it possible for theaters like the Cedar

Lee and the New 'Mayfield Repertory to
thrive."
Wittkowsky offers the following rea
sons for the CWRU Film Society's survival
and continued success:
• A regular and satisfied group of pa
trons, who bring in new ones
• A high number of on-campus stu
dents, who enjoy the convenient entertain
ment available at the Film Society
• The " hands-off" policy of the advi
sor, Dr. Louis Giannetti, and of the Univer
sity administration
• A core of dedicated and capable
technical people (projectionists, etc.)
• A succession of "students who give
their all to the Film Society in order to pre
serve its excellent reputation"
The Cedar Lee
The Cedar Lee Theatre is a money
making business, privately owned by Jona
than Forman. In 1978, when he acquired it,
the theater was operated by Community Cir
cuit Theatres as "a reduced admission the
ater featuring second-run engagements of
commercial American films ." Forman now
shows first-run foreign and American films.
"The programming philosophy of the Cedar
Lee Theatre is to offer people in Cleveland an
alternative to what is being shown in the
commercial 'chain' theaters. " The Cedar Lee
is different not only in the type of films it
shows but in its concession stand, which
sells fresh pastry and Perrier (and, Forman
maintains, the best popcorn in town).
Most of the films played at the Cedar
Lee are "first-run, commercial engage
ments" that "generally have not shown in
Cleveland before." Forman characterizes the
films as "at the very least interesting and,
usually, very entertaining. In the case of the
foreign films that are shown, these are gener
ally representative of the very best films be
ing made from their country of origin." He
frequently stresses this entertaining quality.
"We're ... trying to overcome this stigma
of being this intellectual outing-as opposed
to what we really are-which is just good
general entertainment." He feels that it is
"unfortunate" that people think of "spe
cialty" theaters as art" theaters, a term
which "suggests high-brow entertainment
and
foreign
films . . . . There
is
a . . . tendency . . . of the general popula
II
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tion to avoid what are misconstrued as 'art
films.' And it's a very frequent occurrence
for people who are not familiar with foreign
films to shy away from them because of their
reluctance to read subtitles. That's a very
common objection."
Though Forman would not recom
mend that these people see all the films that
are shown in specialized theaters, there are
many subtitled films at which such people
"would be very pleasantly surprised." For
man cites fA Cage aux Foiles as a foreign film
with immense popular appeal: "a break
through in the specialized film, just because
it was a French film that a lot of people saw
more people than ever attended a foreign
film saw fA Cage aux Foiles. And ultimately,
that was surpassed by Das Boot, a German
film that had terrific appeal in this country
and was a very successful film as well."
Forman makes all the programming
decisions for the Cedar Lee, basing his
choices on reviews, personal taste, and suc
cess of the films elsewhere. Forman says he
"constantly" has to make scheduling com
promises on financial grounds. "With the
Cedar Lee Theatre, which is intended to be a
profitable corporation, there is every consid
eration given to whether or not a film is going
to be successful . . . .When I select the film,
it is done with the hope that people will see
it, like it, and tell others ....You gamble ev
ery time you choose a new film. But the Ce
dar Lee hopes that most of what we show is
successful financially." The theater "contin
ues to attract more people each year and
prospects for survival are excellent. With the
twinning [division into two smaller theaters
showing different films] of the theater in Jan
uary of 1984, business has increased by more
than 40%."
The Cleveland International Film Festival
Forman also directs the Cleveland In
ternational Film Festival, since 1976 an an
nual event of growing popularity and scope,
established "to bring to Cleveland films that
might otherwise not be seen" here. While
obviously not in competition with the
Cannes Film Festival, the CIFF has "a very
fine international reputation with film com
panies, producers, and distributors of
films," Forman says.
Forman characterizes the films shown
at the Festival as " thoughtful, intelligent,
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challenging, entertaining and different."
"There are films that I know are going to turn
heads, raise eyebrows . . . .I love to show
that kind of stuff." The special opening night
presentation this year was Paris, Texas, writ
ten by Sam Shepard and directed by German
filmmaker Wim Wenders, and winner of the
Palme D'Or at the 1984 Cannes Film Festival.
Stranger Than Paradise, an independently
made film by former Akron, Ohio resident
·Jim Jarmusch, was given the closing-night
place of honor. This off-beat, low-budget film
has received wide international acclaim, but,
surprisingly to cast member John Lurie, has
also done extremely well in the United States
Ganet Maslin, "The Director of ' Stranger
Than Paradise' Finds Success," New York
Times, Jan. 19, 1985, p . 12).
The Festival's screenings take place for
the most part at Forman's own Cedar Lee
Theatre in Cleveland Heights, although he
has continually made efforts to expand the
base of showings, using such different loca
tions as the Colony Theatre on Shaker
Square, Strosacker Auditorium (home of the
CWRU Film Society), the Capitol Theatre on
the West Side, and the Playhouse Square's
recently restored Ohio Theatre in downtown
Cleveland-the site of this year's opening
night presentation. Forman " would like to
see the Cleveland Film Festival have the op
portunity to do regular programming in the
Downtown area ." Last year (February 1984)
Fassbinder's Berlin Alexanderplatz (a 15 1/2

Jonathan Forman (right) c h.ats with film director
Robert Altman at the Oeveland International Film
Festival.
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hour film shown over two days) played "to a
virtual capacity crowd" at the Ohio Theatre,
demonstrating that people will come down
town again to see a movie (or at least a special
film event), as they once did.
Unlike Wigod and Wittkowsky, For
man thinks that arts organizations should re
ceive financial support from the government
since the cultural activities of a city contrib
ute to the quality of life it offers. However, he
is "realistic enough to know" that such aid is
"not possible." Cleveland, with all its finan
cial problems, is not in a position to offer
funds, and it lacks the substantial revenue
from tourist and convention business of a
city like San Francisco, where income from
the Restaurant and Bed Tax is used for sup
port of the arts . "The arts have to take a back
seat to what are certainly some very impor
tant areas where we need the financial help,
like building highways, feeding people, put
ting clothes on people's backs. So as much as
I would like to see the Festival receiving
some support, I would rather see people
fed."
Although the Cleveland Film Festival
gets no money from the city of Cleveland, it
does receive direct and indirect support from
Cleveland Heights, which buys ads in the
program booklets and provides police and
community support during the Festival.
While lack of foundation and corporate
support was one of the major problems that
Forman met with in establishing the Film
Festival, he has since been more successful in

receiving funding. After its second year, the
Festival received a $40,000 grant, spread over
three years, from the Cleveland Foundation
and the George Gund Foundation. It has re
ceived aid from George Gund personally and
from the Midland-Ross Corporation, and
support in the form of in-kind services from
Stouffer's, American Express, Foote Print
ing, Carpenter Reserve Printing, Northwest
Airlines, and FM station WCLV It takes a
great deal of time and effort to solicit gifts,
and Forman regrets that the Festival has sim
ply lacked the staff to canvass all the possible
sources of financial support.
Forman sums up the quandary of the
person seeking financial support for high
quality cinema: " The film is most definitely a
commercial medium and sometimes that's to
the detriment of something like the Cleve
land Film Festival, that's trying to show
these unusual, off-beat films, and we go out
trying to get some financial support for them
and people scratch their head and say: 'Well,
what do they need the money for because
people always go see films.' That's not al
ways the case. " On the other hand, he cred
its the financial leaders of the city for having
been responsive to the overtures that the
Festival has made . It is unlikely, however,
that art film organizations will ever receive
the type of support that the Orchestra or Bal
let receive.
It is iroruc that funding is traditionally
given to other art forms than the cinema be
cause " movies" are viewed as merely enter
tainment, whereas " art" films often scare
away the public, fearful of intellectual over
dosage, making it difficult for organizations
specializing in such films to survive on ticket
sales alone . Meanwhile, until appropriate fi
nancial support comes along, serious film
viewers can be grateful for the dedication of
the directors of these four organizations,
who have managed to prosper with either lit
tle or no outside aid, and for the significant
contribution they make to the cultural affairs
of Cleveland.
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Writers' Workshops: the Need to Talk
Writing is the most private act. Writers
produce their works alone and they are sepa
rated from their audience. A community is
not as aware of its writers as it is of its paint
ers, musicians, or choreographers, especially
if they are not on the best-seller list. This in
visibility helps explain why writers tend to
be overlooked in discussions of cultural plan
ning and in the allocation of funds for the
arts. But writers are as important to a com
munity as other artists. They are a part of the
city's intellectual life, a source of new ideas
and visions. They explain our life to us. They
immortalize us and our dwelling place.
In fact, writers may be overlooked pre
cisely because the financial requirements of
their art are so modest. All one needs in the
way of physical equipment to write a novel is
a room, a typewriter, and paper-not very
exciting items on a grant proposal.
Writers almost universally agree that
they do need something further, however
something that only a larger community can
provide: the company of other writers. Any
comprehensive city or regional plan for the
arts should take this need into account .
Meanwhile, wherever there are two or three
writers within a day's journey of one an
other, they will probably find a way to get
together, at coffeehouses, taverns, classes,
conferences, or workshops.
Almost all writers, but especially be
ginning and little-published ones, have a real
need for the company of people who think in
the same way and who are interested in the
same things. A writer needs to talk to people
who are willing to discuss the importance of
sentence structure, the problems of realistic
dialogue, the advisability of adhering to an
outline, where to break a line of verse . A
writer, unless possessed of an unusually
strong ego and an unwavering sense of pur
pose, needs to associate with people who
take his or her work seriously, and who will
criticize its faults constructively or praise its
beauties intelligently.
But to find a congenial group, it is nec
essary to meet writers. Where? One place,
espeCially for beginning writers, is in creative
writing classes. Cleveland State University,

Case Western Reserve, John Carroll, Cuy
ahoga Community College, and other col
leges and universities in the area provide a
number of pOSSibilities; but formal classes
have the drawback of being rather struc
tured, and the law of diminishing returns be
gins to operate when a course is taken for a
second or third time . Another resource is
writers' conferences. There are two well-es
tablished ones in the area, and another that
has just begun, listed below. But, though
conferences are useful for other reasons,
they are not the best places to form lasting
friendships or even make acquaintances be
cause there are too many people and too
many things to do . One hardly has time to do
more than exchange phone numbers be
tween a seminar on the fiction needs of mag
azines and a lecture on how to select an
agent.
In Northern Ohio, the best way to
meet writers is probably through the Poets'
League of Greater Cleveland, which has a
membership of about 200 and a mailing list of
nearly 800. It is not just for poets-anyone
who writes or is interested in contemporary
writing is welcome. Its monthly calendar and
bi-monthly newsletter contain information
about readings, markets, and other activities
related to fiction as well as poetry. The
League was begun in 1974 under the initia
tive of the now-defunct Cleveland Area Arts
Council. The first president, Cyril A . Dostal,
recollects that a nucleus of the organization
was a poetry workshop he helped to orga
nize as an alternative to the already well-es
tablished (and to some tastes, rather aca
demic) monthly Poetry Forum at Cleveland
State University. The Poets' League Newslet
ter was from the start a success that filled an
obvious need for communication among
writers. "At the beginning," Dostal recalls,
"the Poets' League was 90 percent the news
letter-it was almost a mythical organiza
tion." The League now contributes activity
to the artistic life of the community, spon
soring poetry readings and other literary
programs, often in cooperation with other
arts groups . Its monthly poetry workshop,
still run by Dostal, and still one of the centers
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.of P.oetic activity in the city, meets in a ro.om
in the Chapter H.ouse .of'Ihnity Episcopal Ca
thedral in d.ownt.own Cleveland. Participa
ti.on is free and .open t.o any.one wh.o cares t.o
c.ome.
The typical P.oetry .or ficti.on w.orksh.oP
mixes the S.ocial and the literary in varying
pr.oP.orti.ons, but participants in any success
ful w.orksh.oP are always seri.ous ab.out their
writing. Typically, a writer prepares c.opies of
a w.ork-in-progress f.or distributi.on t.o the
.other w.orksh.oP members; the auth.or usu
ally reads his piece t.o the gr.oUP, which then
.offers criticism ranging in sc.ope fr.om comma
placement t.o the auth.or's philoS.ophy ·.of life.
Obvi.ously a n.ovelist is less easily acc.omm.o
dated by this f.ormat than a s.onneteer, but
w.orksh.oPs d.o provide help .on excerpts and
.outlines even f.or I.onger ficti.on. Since writers
have S.o much .of themselves invested in their
st.ories .or poems,adverse criticism is likely to
be devastating. S.o a successful w.orksh.oP
has t.o tread the fine line between ruthless
h.onesty and mutual backscratching.
Cy D.ostal says .of the P.oets' League
w.orksh.oP, "Every P.oem submitted must be
met at its .own level. There are people whose
greatest aspirati.on initially is t.o publish a
poem in their church bulletin. S.ome of these
people betome fine P.oets." Dostal .feels that
"an analytic approach is irrelevant.t.o me as a
w.orking writer ... . S.ome people can mix
an analytic approach with writing, but I
can't. I analyze my writing, but 1 d.o it in my
.own manner, with.out playing sch.olarship
, games." People wh.o attend his w.orksh.oP
'C.ommend his attenti.on ,to ,e ach P.oem and his
value as moderator.
The .other maj.or public w.orksh.oP in
Cleveland, the CSU P.oetry F.orum, has from
its inception been a public service activity .of
the CSU P.oetry CenteJ;, f.ounded in 1962 by
Lewis Turco. It meets .once a m.onth, is free
and open to the public, and usually lasts tW.o
t.o three-and-a-half h.ours, "as l.ong as there
are P.oems t.o discuss." Dr. Alberta Turner,
wh.o n.ow runs the w.orksh.oP, says, " We ap
proach a poem by way .of its structure. D.o~s
it say t.o .others what the writer wishes it t.o
say? Y.oU can't tell s.ome.one the rightness .or
wrongness .of what they want to say, .or that
,then: em.otion or opini.on is wrong, hut y.oU
.can help them t.o say it better." It is a group
with a shifting membership, alth.ough there
is a c.ore of regulars . "S.ome pe.ople c.ome

Poets' League of Greater Cleveland
The P.oets' League is a n.on-profit
.organizati.on wh.ose stated aims are t.o:
-stimulate public interest in
reading and writing poetry.
-assist poets in perfecting the
practice .of their art.
-enc.ourage P.oets t.o publish
and .otherwise make their work avail
able t.o the public.
-f.oster additi.onal media f.or
c.onveying P.oets' work t.o the public.
-pr.om.ote the public perf.orm
ance of poetry as a sP.oken art.
-establish a climate in which
P.oetry may thrive.
-pr.ovide a c.ommon meeting
gr.ound f.or the free exchange of ideas
among P.oets.
Membership in the P.oets '
League is .open t.o all pers.ons inter
ested in poetry, whether as writers .or
readers, upon payment .of annual
membership dues .of $10 ($6 for stu
dents, unemployed, .or seni.or citizens;
$25 f.or patr.on membership). Member
ship benefits include a newsletter and
a monthly calendar .of literary events in
the area. Write to: PLGC, B.oX 91801,
Cleveland, OH 44101.
The P.oets' League P.oetry Work
shop meets on the third Friday.of every
month in the basement .of Trinity
Cathedral, E. 22 and Euclid Ave . Sub
mit poems 10 days in advance .or bring
18-24 c.opies with y.ou . For more infor
mati.on, call Cyril A. D.ostal, M.odera
t.or, at 752-3008.
CSU Poetry Forum
The CSU Roe.t ry Forum meets on
the first Friday .of every month in
R.o.om 1701 .of Rh.odes T.ower (Euclid
and E. 22 St.).
Submit P.oems 10 days in
advance: type with a g.ood, dark ribb.on
and mail to
CSU P.oetry F.orum
c/ .0 English Dep.artment
Cleveland State University
Cleveland OH 44115
F.or m.ore inf.ormation, call CSU
English Department at 687-3950, or
Alberta Turner, Moderator, at 687-3986.
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again and again, som~ for a short time, some
on and off, some only once and never
again ... .sometimes people will come in
who have written their first poem, and this is
difficult to handle. No first poem is a very
good poem, although it may show promise.
We try to send people away with positive
criticism." Dr. Turner.comments that "Some
people think we're too academic." This, she
feels, is because of the workshop's emphasis
on structure. "Some groups are concerned
mainly with feeling or meaning or 'correct'
political implications. We are not." The CSU
Poetry Center also sponsors readings of local
and out-of-town poets and fiction writers,
and publishes an average of five poetry
books a year, always including some by local
writers.
Another group that is open to the pub
lic, the Lakewood Poetry Workshop, meets
at the Lakewood Public Library. Begun about
five years ago by Lmda Kokolowski, who
came here from Cincinnati, the Lakewood
workshop has been run for the past two
years by a Cleveland poet, Vincent PIascik.
The group ranges in size from three to fifteen
participants. "We get a lot of beginners, and
a lot of people who write poetry as a
hobby .... Basically, we look at form and
content; whether various parts fit together;
why it works." PIascik says he likes working
with beginners, in fact prefers it. "Beginners
take more chances. In academic circles poets
take intellectual or abstract risks-they don't
put their guts on the line." He helieves that
some sort of workshop is essential: "I can't
see anyone getting anywhere without it.
, People who write poetry tend to be closet po
ets, at first anyway, and the longer they do
this, the more estranged they get."
Jeri Zauder also aims at encouraging
beginners. She describes her workshop,
which she runs with the help of Harry Sha
piro, a retired engineer and poet, as "a place
for beginners to rniI:rgle with more experi
enced poets and not feel insignificant." She
founded it about three years ago because she
"felt there was nothing in the city that was
both supportive and inspirational. Other
workshops are not always kind to begin
ners." The group, which meets monthly in
her home, varies in size between three and
twelve participants. ,Ms. Zauder says that
she likes to think of it as "the safe learning
place. People don't cQme here to play one-up
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games." She believes that "the beginning
poet needs to see how a more experienced
poet works and functions. Beginners corne in
more creatively because they don't know the
rules and regulations; the mature poet has
more power. This mixture is necessary. " One
of the workshop'S precepts is that everyone
must comment on a poem that is read.
"First, everyone says what they like, shares
the feeling evoked by the poem. Then we
discuss how to make it more powerful. It's
not criticism as such." They finish with
herbal tea. Ms. Zauder also runs a story
workshop, structured along much the same
lines.
There are also an unlistable number of
private writing groups around the city which
meet fairly regularly at members' homes. At
some of these, critiCism is accompanied by
cheese, crackers', wine, and a discussion of
jobs, children, and love life. Some are strictly
business. Some groups demand written criti
cism; others depend on oral discussion.
Some follow an established routine, and oth
ers, as one writer described her group, are
"barely organized chaos. As Soon as some
one is done reading, everyone jumps on
him."
These small groups offer the most vari
ety and the best chance to find something
that fits each writer's own needs. But be
cause they are private, it is difficult to get into
one without someone who already belongs
and is willing to invite you. Internecine ten
sions can give an unpleasant edge to criti
cism, so groups ate often very particular
about whom they invite, sometimes going so
far as to put stipulations in writing. One
writer mentioned that any member can
blackball a prospective member. "But the
trouble is," he said, "that yOU can't put the
rule' into effect after someone is already in."
Another writer familiar with work
shops observed, "What many beginning
writers really seem to want is praise." Criti
cism, and not applause, is the purpose of any
workshop, but a writer can get a sense of val
idation from a. serious discussion of his work.
"Groups fill a need when you're not being
publiShed, and really even when you are, be
cause you just don't get enough reactions
usually. Even when you publish something
and it's being read by real people, how many
of them. are going to write' and tell you, 'I
loved it,' or even '1 hated it.'" John StiCkney,
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editor of the Poets' League newsletter, recalls
that exchanging poems with a friend by mail
wasn't enough. "Workshops helped me a
lot, because 1 didn't have an audience to
write for." At the very least, a group can help
you decide if writing is really what you want
to do .
How well a group works depends on
the writer and the group. Robert McDo
nough, who attends four groups, says:
"Sometimes at a meeting 1 get the feeling of
'why am 1 here?' But almost always 1 get
something out of it, some bit of criticism is
useful or sticks in my mind."
All of the writers interviewed for this
article are enthusiastic about workshops;
most of them feel that they are essential at
least at some point in a writer's career. Here
are some of their comments.
Meredith Holmes was involved in Big
Mama, a performing group of women poets
that had its own workshop; now she some
times attends the Poets' League workshop.
Big Mama, she says, "started in 1973 at the
Women's Center ....We were doing pre
sentations for NOW on feminism and some
people expressed an interest in hearing poe
try. 1read mine, or sometimes other poets'. A
couple of women at the meetings knew of
others and we formed a group that came to
gether, mostly by word of mouth, in 1974.
We were requested to do readings and even
tually started working as a performing
group, meeting once a week as a workshop
and for rehearsal ....A big issue was confi
dence, and support for each other. We felt
that women writers and their material were
taken less seriously, treated as trivial." Ms .
Holmes still feels there is a place for all
women groups. "I think you get a different
sort of criticism from women, although 1
wouldn't want to limit myself to that. It's dif
ficult for us [men and women1to understand
each other sometimes."
Suzanne Hartman writes fiction and
participates in a workshop that has grown
out of a class she taught. "I first taught writ
ing at Cleveland College, a course called
'Writing Stories,' in 1967. I found that 1 liked
it, and when 1wasn't teaching any more, de
cided to form my own course." She ran a
newspaper ad that called for advanced writ
ers, asking for a writing sample. She has
done this several times since, when she is not
teaching elsewhere. Two writing groups

grew out of these courses; the first was short
lived, but the second has lasted since 1976. "I
wrote on my own for ten years-I was afraid
to show my writing to anyone or read it in
groups, but I do see a group as an advantage.
Taking something to the group to be read and
criticized is better than laying it aside for six
months in order to look at it with a fresh eye.
What I like best about a writing group is that
it is fun to sit and talk about writing with peo
ple you trust. Not to say that we don't
work." Hartman feels that groups are a help
in getting published, indirectly. "The ex
change of information about markets is very
useful and the criticism can be helpful in
bringing work up to publishable quality."
The ideal group, she says, is one where
members "can share their innermost feel
ings, as one must do in writing, but still
maintain professionalism in the face of such
intimacy. "
Robert McDonough, a poet and cur
rent president of the Poets' League, attends
the Poets' League workshop, the CSU Poe
try Forum, the Butcher Shop (a private
group), and gets together irregularly with
some friends for a workshop whenever all of
them are in town. "There's a tendency in the
larger public groups for everyone to be very
gentle, to find something good to say, you
know, 'This is really a good comma.' A cou
ple of times there's almost been a fistfight.
But when you're with friends, they can say,
'This is terrible, this doesn't work,' and you
know they're not talking about you, only the
poem." The style and tone of the established
groups tend to be set, he feels, by the
founder or oldest members, and "there's a
tendency not to criticize the leaders or pow
ers in a group, to think there are things you
can't say to them ... .It seems that person
ality shouldn't matter, but it does." The
Butcher Shop has approximately ten mem
bers. "The poems are passed around with no
names on them, and each is read by a person
other than the author-then discussion.
Even though you have a pretty good idea
who wrote it, there is the pretense of ano
nymity. You can look up at the ceiling and
say, 'This line doesn't work,' and pretend
you don't know whose it is."
Bill Sones is a freelance writer of non
fiction who has belonged to two groups, one
mainly a fiction group which he no longer at
tends, and the second, a non-fiction group to
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which he still goes. The non-fiction group be
gan around 1974. "We have a half hour or an
hour of socializing at the beginning of each
meeting; then someone will ask who wants
to read first. People take notes during the
reading, and then we sort of go around the
room for discussion. Most people find it
helpful: you get suggestions for revision,
help in coming up with new ideas. And it's
killed some bad ideas too. Almost everything
I've published, I've read to the group first ."
Unlike most groups, this one meets in the af
ternoon. "At afternoon meetings I think you
face things in a more realistic light-it's not
Cleveland Area Writing Conferences
Cuyahoga Writers Conference: Write
Anne Andrews, Cuyahoga Commu
nity College, Eastern Campus, 4250
Richmond Rd., Cleveland OH 44122;
or call (216) 292-2344.
Akron Manuscript Writers Confer
ence: Write Sylvia Martin, Akron Man
uscript Club, Box 510, Barberton OH
44203; or call Helen Backus at (216) 753
5214.
Skyline Writers Conference and Work
shop: Write Pat Poling, 11770 Maple
Ridge Dr., North Royalton OH 44133; ,
or call (216) 237-6985. (August 17.)
Olhers in Ohio
Queen City Writers Seminar: Write
Linda Kleinschmidt, 9151 Yellowood
Dr., Cincinnati OH 45239; or call (513)
385-7557.
Creative Writing Conference: Write
Carolyn Keefe, Continuing Education,
Bowling Green State University, 300
McFall Center, Bowling Green OH
43403; or call (419) 372-0181. (July
29-31.)
Midwest Writers Conference: Write
Joseph Wagner, Kent State Univer
sity-Stark Campus, 6000 Frank Ave.
NW, Canton OH 44720; or call (216)
499-9600. (October 11-12.)
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such a social or conversational thing. Talking
about writing instead of writing is the biggest
problem in any group." Most of the mem
bers have been published; some have written
books. "Our latest success is an eighty-year
old woman who's been coming for fifteen
years-she got published just recently for the
first time ." Proceedings are very business
like, he says. "Our writing interests tie in
with our careers, and publication is reinforc
ing to those careers." Sones believes that
constructive criticism is easier to give and re
ceive in a non-fiction group . "With fiction or
poetry, writing is so personal that people
tend to hold off, which can be bad. This
doesn't happen with non-fiction; it's not
such a personal blow to the writer." But
"groups in general help keep your ego
patched up . They helped keep me going in
my early years."
Joan Benson attends meetings of the
Butcher Shop and the Writer's Circle, both
private groups . She has a very succinct state
ment of why writers go to workshops .
"There are surface reasons : to get critical
help for troubled poems; to develop critical
judgment; to be challenged by what we
mean by pat phrases or responses to poems.
And there are the unstated reasons: to break
isolation; for praise or approval; for shock re
action or disapproval; for motivation, be
cause you must produce." These last rea
sons, she feels, are the ones that often cause
problems in workshops . She finds it valuable
to be a part of two workshops. "You get a
different perspective from both groups. The
Butcher Shop is a conservative group, al
though it's hard to tell what the collective re
sponse will be." In the other group, mainly
younger, she is willing to take more risks . Of
ten, she takes successive versions of the
same poem to both groups.
Another place to meet writers and
those interested in writing is at readings, for
instance the Coventry Road Library Series of
readings. Barbara Angel, a poet and painter
who has been in charge of the readings since
1976, says she asks people to read whose po
etry she knows, or poets who have been rec
ommended by someone whose opinion she
respects. The readings are usually divided
between two writers, each on for about
twenty minutes . Angel is enthusiastic about
Cleveland writers: "There is a lot of variety
in the city-no one school or style, a big
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range from street poets to university poets.
And not much backbiting or competition. Ev
eryone is appreciative of each other." She be
came involved with writing, typically; when
she took an evening course in writing poetry
at Case Western Reserve, taught by Robert
Wallace. "I got interested, and kept on with
it, joined the CSU Poetry workshop, a very
good place to meet other writers." Readings
are usually of poetry, but there is a new ten
dency to have short readings of fiction as
well.
If you can find no workshop that suits
you, the last resort (but by no means the
worst) is to begin your own. A number of the
writers interviewed for this article have done
this at one time or another. Often a group
grows out of a new friendship with another
writer, or from dissatisfaction with an exist

ing group. Long talks about writing, or about
what should really be discussed and how
(more emphasis on structure, less gossip,
written criticism vs. oral, etc.) lead to the for
mation of a new workshop.
Though writing is a private art, hardly
anyone writes expecting that the finished
product will remain unread by any but him
self. Even diaries tend to be written as if
someone were standing at the writer's shoul
der anxiously waiting for the next install
ment. An audience's response is an essential
part of the process of writing. So while we
are talking about community support for the
arts, we might think of ways to facilitate the
congregating of writers. Sponsorship of
more open readings and payment for quali
fied leaders of workshops-especially in fic
tion-would be a good start.
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A Model Cultural Hotbed
-Elizabethan London
Most of us have an image of Elizabe
than London as a lively, bustling place, full of
color and movement, of richly dressed men
all looking rather like Errol Flynn throwing
gorgeous cloaks in the mud in front of impe
rious ladies with bright red curly hair. To a
considerable extent that image is fictitious,
based more on Hollywood costume pictures
than on contemporary documents. We do
not know all that much about Elizabethan
London. Most of the city that Shakespeare
and Ralegh walked through burned down in
the Great Fire of 1666. And that fire occurred
at a point in history before it had become
fashionable to record the picturesque aspects
of cities in prints and drawings. Hence al
though we have some general impressions
the bird's eye views of Visscher and Hollar
engraved in the seventeenth century-and
pictures of a few of the city's most impressive
buildings, we have no streetscapes, no de
tailed pictures of the spaces in which people
lived and worked. Many foreign travellers
visited the city. But only a few of them left
written records, and those mostly concern
the affairs of the mighty few, not the ordi
nary many. Hence we do not even have
many images of the people living and work
ing. There are, to be sure, hundreds of sur
viving portraits-mainly of the rich and pow
erful, virtually all in their fanciest
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes, in highly

conventional poses against essentially fea
tureless backgrounds.
Still, there are some visual records,
and some important written records, by both
natives and foreign visitors. And so it is pos
sible to construct some kind of image of the
city, and then perhaps to draw some ideas
from it that might be applicable to a twenti
eth-century city such as Cleveland. Elizabe
than London does seem to have been hand
some. In particular, its Millionaires' Row, the
line of great houses fronting on the Strand,
the principal east-west street, with their gar
dens extending down to the Thames, drew
admiring comments from many travellers,
such as the German Paul Hentzner, who said
in the late 1590s that these palaces were as
fine as any in Europe. The city was certainly
busy and full of life. It had grown rapidly
from about 50,000 in 1500 to perhaps a quar
ter-million in 1600-about the population of
present-day Akron in an area the size of Bra
tenahl. So it was crowded-jam-packed up to
the city walls, beginning to spill out into the
suburbs. There were no substantial open
spaces except the private gardens, no offi
cially public buildings except the many
churches. Life was lived very extensively in
the streets. As in other European cities of the
time, people made no clear demarcation be
tween commerce and the rest of life; they car
ried on their work, whatever it was, in the
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View of London, published by Wenceslaus Hollar c. 1650, shows buildings crowded together on both sides
of the busy Thames River.
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ground-floor rooms facing on the street, and
lived above and behind. That fact made for
lots of local color, in the literal sense of the
word. At street level, merchants displayed
their wares in stalls or on barrows. Above
hung brightly painted signs or such familiar
commercial emblems as the "bush"-the
leafy branch that symbolized a tavern.
Higher yet, the facades of the houses were
often richly ornamented, the familiar Tudor
timbers carved into abstract patterns or rep
resentational figures, then often painted or
even gilded (especially in Goldsmith Street
where the jewellers congregated). And the
plaster fill between the timbers was often
decorated with pargetting-abstract patterns
scratched into the wet plaster with specially
designed tools-or with figurative stucco
work. The people themselves were richly
various. The puritan bourgeois who domi
nated the city's commercial and political life
tended to dress plainly, mostly in black or
brown, and did what they could to impose
their tastes on others. But the gentry in the
great houses, to say nothing of the Queen in
her suburban palaces of Whitehall, Eltham,
and Greenwich, went in for rich materials
and bright colors-not only for themselves,
but more particularly for their servants, who
all wore the livery or uniform of the house
they served, often selected according to the
principles that nowadays govern the design
of jockeys' silks, and for the same motives .
But the variety arose from more than
clothes. Elizabethan London was a melting
pot. Most of its swift growth in population
resulted from immigration. Thousands of
Englishmen and women had moved to the
city from the provinces, looking for work.
Thousands of foreigners had joined them,
especially Protestant refugees from the reli
gious wars that were tearing France and the
Low Countries. Each of these groups
brought its own sense of style in clothing,
gesture, decoration, habits of life and
speech. The result must have been highly
stimulating. Especially if you add in the end
less stream of visitors . The growth of the city
had also been encouraged by the rapid devel
opment of overseas trade, especially with
Northern Europe, but also with France, the
Venetian Republic, and the Near East. No
point in London was more than a mile from
the docks and the travellers-perhaps Flem
ish seamen in their huge baggy pantaloons,
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In this sixteenth-century woodcut, a barber
dentist plies his trade in a shop doorway opening
on the street.

perhaps a merchant from Constantinople to
gether with a returning pilgrim, tanned and
stained, perhaps (after 1590) a Muscovite (as
Russians were called) in fur hat and fur-lined
boots-the travellers were doubtless familiar
sights in every part of town.
All that crowded variety meant compe
tition, for money, jobs, space, recognition,
identity. Businessmen struggled to grab a
share of an existing market or to make a place
for a new one. Skilled and unskilled work~rs
struggled for jobs. Aristocrats struggled to
command the attention of the Queen or one
of her close advisers. Sometimes the struggle
turned positively violent. The native English
weavers not surprisingly felt threatened by
competition from Continental migrants
whose baggage had included more sophisti
cated and hence more efficient equipment
and techniques. So the natives smashed and
burned the newcomers' shops. Sometimes
the competition was carried on in legal
terms, as when the Painter-Stainers Com
pany, the decorators' guild, got the govern
ment to grant them a monopoly, hoping to
freeze out Flemish and Dutch painters whose
more advanced continental styles attracted
many patrons.
To a considerable extent indeed, Eliza
bethan Londoners carried on the struggle in
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terms of style, of presentation. The nsmg
bourgeoisie began to insist on a bourgeois
style of its own, in clothing, architecture, in
terior decor, even literature. Writers contin
ued to produce the courtly romances that
had dominated English fiction since the Mid
dle Ages, but suddenly there appeared a
new literary genre, works devoted to the
commercial and amatory adventures of shoe
makers and grocers. The same commercial
middle class, even against the resistance of
its own Puritan leaders, took a special inter
est in the theater; their special favorites were
the "comedians of the city," gifted clowns
like Will Tarleton and Will Kemp, but also
some innovative young playwrights, them
selves the sons of bourgeois parents, named
Christopher Marlowe, Ben Jonson, and Wil
liam Shakespeare. Elizabeth pleaded pov
erty, and the crown, which had been an im
portant patron under Henry VIII, and would
be again under the Stuarts, spent relatively
little on books and the arts. But Elizabeth as
the cultural focal point of the nation stimula
ted activity. Poets praised her. Songwriters
hymned her. The young aristocrats seeking
to catch the eye of a queen herself in love
with fancy clothes (the inventory of her
wardrobe at her death lists more than 1000
items) spent fortunes to adorn themselves
and their servants. Their elders, even those
whose long service might be supposed to
have earned them some political security,
sold land-and sometimes also political fa
vors-for large quantities of cash to redeco
rate and modernize their ancient houses or to
build grand new ones in which to receive
their monarch in the style to which she was
accustomed. Both young and old courtiers
went thousands of pounds into debt in order
to commission writers and painters and tai
lors, decorators and cooks, to write the
scripts, build and decorate the setpieces, de
sign and make the costumes, devise and
cook the fancy dishes, for tremendous enter
tainments in honor of the queen, of each
other, and of visiting dignitaries. Often these
were semi-public events, in which the entire
city joined. And the same kind of energy
went into the anniversaries and festivals, re
ligious and secular, which were regular and
predictable features of London life, like the
Lord Mayor's Day, with its parade and pag
eant, and the Accession Day tilts when the
younger and more athletic aristocrats enter

tained the Queen with incredibly elaborate
armor, jousts, and other extravagant
chivalric make-believe.
So despite the fragmented record, both
visual and written, some facts are known
about late Tudor London. Some of these are
things it was not.
First, late Tudor London was not safe
and secure. There were food riots, as a series
of bad harvests drove prices sky-high. There
were outbreaks of violence between religious
factions and warring apprentices, and a good
many indiscriminate individual acts of as
sault and murder. Many of the literary fig
ures we know about were involved in violent
acts: Marlowe died in one tavern brawl and
Jonson killed a man in another. The streets
were full of men who had "trailed a pike," as
the saying went-learned to fight in the reli
gious wars, then came home to find no jobs,
and so turned thief or professional bully. The
figures of Bardolph and Pistol in Shakes
peare's Henry V are vivid examples of the
type whose comic ineffectuality only under
scores the threat posed by the real thing.
Second, late Tudor London was not po
litically stable. The city was the principal
ground, along with Oxford and Cambridge,
in the struggle between Anglicans and Puri
tans, orthodoxy and reform, which had be
gun in the 1530s and would not really end
until the Restoration in 1660. Elizabeth was
old and ill and had no official heir; uncer
tainty about the royal succession generated a
great deal of political anxiety, and amplified
the incessant intrigue that was a normal fea
ture of any Sixteenth-century court to the
point of positive revolt when the Earl of Es
sex made a foolish-and catastrophically un
successful-grab for power in February 1601
by marching with his band of soldiers
through the streets of the city waiting in vain
for the citizens to rise and join him.
Third, the cultural life of late Tudor
London was not comfortably institutiona
lized. Both political and cultural authority
flowed or bounded from one man or small
group to another as new ideas and new pres
sures developed. There was little formal cul
tural organization. There were no museums,
concert halls, conservatories, no Royal Acad
emies or National Endowments. Even the
commercial theaters were relatively new,
and highly unstable, institutions. The Refor
mation, by banishing pictures and statues
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Contemporary woodcuts depict favorite entertain
ments of Elizabethan Londoners: above-bull
baiting and bear-baiting; right-comic characters
at a private theater.

from churches had greatly diminished the
cultural influence of the church. The city
companies or guilds-grocers or the dra
pers-sponsored cultural activities, but only
as a sideline. The Master of the Revels super
. vised entertainment at court, the Lord Chan
cellor oversaw censorship and printing, the
masters of the choir schools at St. Paul's and
the Chapel Royal looked after the programs
of music and drama at those royal churches.
But most cultural activities were ad hoc. Cour
tiers and guilds arranged entertainments and
financed them from their own resources .
Artists sought individual rather than institu
tional patrons. The court had always before
been the cultural center and the source of sta
bility in the kingdom. But at this period it
was the most deeply disturbed of all English
institutions, as the Queen weakened and the
old advisers who had helped her rule since
1557 died off in the late BOs and early 90s to be
replaced by ambitious younger men.
Hence if there was a single institution
that had a particularly important effect on
the culture of the time, it was the Inns of

Court, not because the lawyers were there,
but because the young men were, the com
ers, preparing their challenges to their el
ders. Since those challenges, as I have noted,
were couched in terms of style, these ambi
tious men sought new ideas, new forms.
They made arrangements to gather with
equally ambitious young artists and think
ers. The arrangements-almost always ad
hoc-brought highly diverse people-together
to work on common projects-travelling in
tellectuals from abroad, like the freethinker
Giordano Bruno (later burned at the stake),
young Englishmen just back from stimulat
ing visits to the Continent, like the painter
Nicholas Hilliard or the composer John
Dowland, philosophical courtiers like Fran
cis Bacon and John Donne, rising writers like
Shakespeare and Marlowe. The results of
these associations were sometimes grand,
sometimes silly; regardless, they created a
cultural ferment, even at the cost of a lot of
social and intellectual turmoil.
But turmoil generates fear, and in
hierarchical societies, fear often generates re
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Seventeenth-century preachers
could command audiences as en
thusiastic as those for a modern
day rock concert. In this woodcut
from 1621, an audience gathers in
the yard of St. Paul's Cathedral to
hear a sermon-perhaps by John
Donne.

pression. Hence the people of London were
not particularly free. Political and religious
controversy had provoked a strenuous cen
sorship, under which authors of works
deemed seditious could be punished by fine,
jail, mutilation, even death. Powerful men
were powerful enemies-and dangerous
friends. Even more than in our time, the life
of the artist or thinker was hand-to-mouth,
an endless search for new patrons, new mar
kets, and the psychological common denom
inator for politicians, entrepreneurs, and art
ists alike was ceaseless anxiety.
But search means movement, move
ment means change, change means vitality.
What late Elizabethan London most clearly
was, was vital and busy, to a degree hardly
matched before or since . Somehow the city
contained and focussed a mixture of forces
that were generating an intellectual and cul
tural explosion with only a few counterparts
in history. This is the great age of the English
theater, and one of the great periods for lyric
and narrative poetry, and of English music,
of William Byrd and John Dowland and Tho
mas Morley. It is also a great age of English
theology, of Hooker and the King James Bi
ble. It is the time of English exploration, of
Cabot and Frobisher, Drake and Ralegh, and
of the beginnings of English science, of Har
vey's work on the circulation of the blood
and Bacon's first gropings toward a philo
sophical statement of scientific principles. It
is the time of the first beginnings of political
and economic science, of history as criticism
not chronicle, of textual studies, archaeology.
It is the age when Sir John Harington could
translate High Renaissance Italian poetry and
invent the flush toilet. Clearly, a good many
things had to work together to produce this
activity. But one clear fact stands out: that it

needed the city of London itself as the vessel
in which the mixture could ferment-just as
the corresponding cultural explosions of pre
vious and subsequent centuries required
Athens, Rome, Florence, Paris, New York.
So what can we learn from Elizabethan
London and its culture? Maybe nothing.
Some of the conditions are irrecoverable. We
do not have a Virgin Queen to serve as the
focal point of our city's cultural as well as its
social and political life. Focal points seem de
sirable, however, and we need to keep look
ing for them. Focal points can center on ideas
or processes-the idea of a Museum of Light
to exploit Cleveland's role in the develop
ment of electric illumination surely deserves
continuing consideration . They can be
places, like the waterfront. When we con
sider what the Thames did for London, we
may well look to our own bodies of water.
Cleveland gave the best part of its waterfront
to the transportation industry decades ago.
The current development of the Flats as a res
idential and retail district is promising. So
are the announced plans for the Stadium
area-especially if they include a couple of
small basins to supply waterfront color and
light on a human scale, rather than the intim
idating magnitude and indifference of the
Lake Erie horizon. Point is the operative
word, however. If the competition among
political and social interests produces several
separate developments, none may attract
enough people to produce the exhilarating
sense of crowd that made St. Paul's, the Royal
Exchange, or the area on and around London
Bridge so stimulating to London residents
and visitors at the turn of the seventeenth
century.
Focal points can also be events, like
London's Lord Mayor's Day. We have
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some-St. Patrick's Day, the Air Show, per
haps especially the Rib Burnoff, whose ex
plosive growth indicates the potential ap
peal. But we need more of such and bigger,
especially as continuing technological revo
lution gives us ever more free time. A con
temporary model, and one with many stimu
lating possibilities, is London's Notting Hill
Carnival. This event, originally promoted by
the Greater London County council to give
some cultural expression to the large West In
dian community, now brings something like
a quarter of a million people, of every color
and social class, to jam the streets, not of the
central city, but of an inner-ring residential
district, something like Cleveland's Buckeye
Woodland or Lorain-W.25th Street neighbor
hoods. The occasion is the parade of the Car
nival clubs (many of them now raCially
integrated), who work all year on the elabo
rate costumes and floats they then proudly
show off on August Bank Holiday (the last
Monday of the month, more or less corre
spondent to our Labor Day). But the appeal
of the ethnic display is many times amplified
by the fact that the whole thing is really a
huge outdoor party, with a band or disco set
up on every street corner, and somebody
selling food and soft-drinks in just about ev
ery front yard. This is popular culture at its
most rich, inventive, and socially effective.
Furthermore, it supplies some useful
lessons about ways in which kinds of social
stresses that might otherwise be divisive (like
the racial conflict that marked the first few
Notting Hill Carnivals, but not the most re
cent) can be turned into sources of poten
tially creative energy-the East Side/West
Siqe competition, for instance . East Side/
West Side-or white/black or blue collar/
white collar-are just other ways of saying
variety. In describing Elizabethan London, I
have stressed the importance of newcom
ers-from the provinces, from abroad, from
the emerging middle class and the ranks of
the young-because their contributions to
the culture of the period were critical: with
out them, things would have been much
more stable but much less exciting. We have
some consciousness of similar possibilities
here, but we tend to think in terms of the ex
isting ethnic and social mix. Let us keep an
eye out for new groups and patterns, and
make an effort to exploit them. We have
some sense of what the Poles and Slovenians
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have had to offer us: how about Hispanics?
Vietnamese? Koreans? How about Appala
chian Americans? Fugitives from California?
From Washington? From Columbus? The
idea has its geographic expression, too.
Downtown inevitably tends toward homo
geneity: if cultural diversity is to be main
tained, it will be in the neighborhoods, as the
Notting Hill Festival is.
But the neighborhoods call forth an
other important notion. Like any great city,
late Tudor London teaches us that the quality
of urban life cannot be defined in terms of a
few institutions, a few great buildings, a few
events, but rather of the city as a whole, of all
its houses and streets and organizations, of
all its individuals. The point becomes even
more significant when you have urban
sprawl-when you cannot walk from one
side of town to the other in half an hour. Act
ing on it is hard, perhaps because the centri
petal effect of our mass media keeps atten
tion focussed on a few highly visible items.
We need to encourage more activities like the
Cleveland Critics' Circle annual awards,
which cover community theater as well as
the Play House.
More generally, Tudor London teaches
us that we do not have to think monumental. We
have an awestruck consciousness of the past,
sustained by important and expensive insti
tutions devoted to its preservation, by our
symphony orchestras and museums, our
Play Houses and Theater Festivals, our re
quired courses in art and music history, our
articles on Tudor London. These things make
us think of culture primarily in terms of big

An Elizabethan with "style": Will Kemp, come
dian in Shakespeare's company, danced 100 miles
from London to Norwich (woodcut, 1600).
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thmgs with long lives-big buildings, stat
ues, and tragedies, big paintings, symphon
ies, collections, big series of this and that . But
study of the arts of Elizabethan London indi
cates how much artistic vitality can be fos
tered by things that are modest and ephemeral.
The best and most important writers and
painters and musicians in London worked
on entertamments for Elizabeth and other
dignitaries-just elaborate parties, really; the
assignments not only kept them going finan
cially, but gave them a chance to tryout ideas
and images to use again in their more perma
nent works. If the whole thing was over and
done with within a few hours, that had its
positive side. Works prepared for one brief
showing invite risks; they can be made
cheap, and mistakes of judgment or failures
of invention do not live on to embarrass the
artist. And the occasion, after all, can be all
the more memorable for being one-shot-no
chance for familiarity to swell into indiffer
ence. Furthermore, occasions of this kind
have the further virtue of tending to involve
the audience as part of the show. We have
seen some instances of this kind of thing in
Cleveland-performance art, Red Grooms's
improvisational piece at the New Gallery, the
very lively Eat at Art's installation at Spaces,
Warren Crain's ill-fated but spectacular sky
sculpture. We need more. And more in
mixed media, drawing in the literary and
musical as well as the visual and theatrical
and for that matter, the philosophical and sci
entific and legal, the economic and sociologi
cal and informational. And more on a similar
scale: private parties decorated by a lively
young artist just out of the Institute of Art,
protest rallies with guerilla musicals as their
main event, fashion shows of wearable art at
halftime of indoor soccer games.
For there seems to be one further les
son to learn from London of the 1590s-the
desirability of getting people from various
departments of culture to work with each
other-not just to talk, but to undertake proj
ects, write and construct and perform-and
in the process to inform each other, to drag
each other across customary lines of demar
cation. Making such a plan work demands
more forethought from us than it did from

the Elizabethans. The groups are larger, for
one thing, and more spread out. We are seri
ously hampered in these ways because there
is no part of Cleveland where numbers of
lively people routinely pass each other on the
street, although the beginnmgs of a loft cul
ture in the old warehouse district is promis
ing. We are also hindered because specializa
tion is so much further advanced, not just
between cultural disciplines-artists sepa
rated from philosophers, poets from scien
tists-but within them-particularly in the
deep split between high and popular culture.
This distinction existed in 1595, but maIDly in
practical, not theoretical ways, which meant
that it could be and was effectively ignored
by the likes of William Shakespeare. All
these barriers are loosening, but the process
needs active encouragement.
For a lot of reasons, it is impossible that
Elizabethan London can be rebuilt on the
banks of the Cuyahoga, if only because that
city made absolutely no provision for the au
tomobile. Where the population of Tudor
London was growing fast, Cleveland's has
stabilized or fallen; in contrast, where Lon
don's physical size was kept inhibited by its
walls, Cleveland is still tempted toward
sprawl by the appeal of cheap exurban land.
For all that, we have resources of wealth and
population vastly greater than those that sur
rounded Marlowe, Hilliard, and William
Byrd. What seems to hold us back is a diSpo
sition toward conformity, in place of variety
clothes all alike, cars all alike, office buildings
all alike, and of isolation, in place of commu
nity, as we all retreat into our autos, our ga
rages, our TV sets, rather than stepping out
into the streets to see what exotic strangers
just got off the boat. On the day when Sohio
flies a 200-foot long mylar banner from its
new tower headquarters, sponsors a compe
tition for the most colorful hair style among
its employees, and hosts in its atrium a
standing noon-hour jam-session in which
members of the Cleveland Orchestra regu
larly sit in with the boys from Peabody's, on
that day I will expect a young Will Shake
speare to walk into the lobby of the Lake
wood Little Theater with something called
Love's Labours Wonne in his knapsack .
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Jury Followup
To the editors:
This is a short sequel to the story of the murder trial which appeared in the Fall 1984
issue of The Gamut.
As you recall, that trial ended in September with a hung jury. Since then there have
been trial dates set and postponed at least twice. Finally, on Wednesday, March 13, the
defendant entered a plea of guilty of voluntary manslaughter. She was remanded to custody
and will be sentenced by the end of April. There is a mandatory jail term for crimes involv
ing a gun. "Informed sources" tell me the final sentence could be anything from 5 to 25
years.
Being a schoolteacher, I couldn't take time off to go down to the courts during the
week of March 11 when the new trial was scheduled to begin. However, at least three of the
jurors did make the effort, and they are the ones who brought me the information.
Our feelings now are relief at having the case "settled" and contentment that "justice
has been served." Although we felt no vindic'tiveness toward the woman who pulled the
trigger, we were convinced that she had done it and should pay for that mistake. Therefore,
a plea of "guilty" is satisfying for two reasons: it is the truth, and it will allow the court to
I
be lenient to a first offender.
I assume this is the end of the story as far as our jury is concerned. The courts, how
ever, will probably not hear the end of it for some time.
Hester Lewellen
Readers will recall Hester Lewellen's article, "On a Murder Jury," in Gamut no. 13 (Fall, 1984).

Paradise Is Heaven
To the editors:
As I read through Dr. Jesse Bier's well written article "Switzerland-Paradise
Renounced" in the last issue of The Gamut, a sentiment grew in me that I had to exert every
possible effort to find him a place to live. The proposed task would obviously be difficult.
That place should be in a country where streets are maintained just enough but not too
much, where resort towns do not possess too many hotel towers, where downtown parking
facilities are not built if there is a superior transportation system, where not too much aid is
rushed to Biafra, to Bangladesh, to Cambodia, or to any other country in need, where
Mother's Day or Father's Day does not yet exist, where flags are not flown from every pole,
to mention only a few of the requirements. I felt helpless. Perhaps not even God could save
the situation; Dr. Bier had even renounced paradise. It was therefore with great relief that I
read the closing paragraphs of his account: our spoiled American (that is how he regards
himself) has found a home in Montana. Hurrah!
I am no stranger to Switzerland either. I lived there with my family for four and a half
years, while r was doing research at the University of Geneva. Of course we were not sur
rounded exclusively by angels. Still, I feel compelled to introduce some balance to Dr. Bier's
article. It starts by setting a negative mood with the lengthy description of a dramatic event,
a shooting spree by a demented gunman, that is neither representative of life in Switzerland
nor related to Dr. Bier's departure from that country.
Some of the events mentioned in the article need to be put into context. For instance,
although neither of our two Swiss landlords retained our rent deposit, I have seen this hap
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pen at least as frequently in America as in Switzerland. As for the paving of streets and
immediately digging them up again, this is a phenomenon that I observed repeatedly in
Cleveland Heights, Ohio. And it is surprising that the complaint about the commercializa
tion of Christmas comes from the pen of such a staunch American.
I have some reservations about some other of the author's comments . While it is true
that hotels and teleferiques, cars and crowds in popular resort towns give the impression of
being quickly self-reproducing, plenty of smaller and extremely attractive places are left for
those who prefer them. If you don't like crowds, don't go to New York City. The fact that
bakeries sell bread that is burnt on the underside does not reflect the lack of competence of
the Swiss bakers, neither do the shops "pass it off" as bien cuit. The explanation is simple;
people like it and ask for it (bread that is not "burnt" is also available to anyone). It is also
true that American influence is being felt increasingly in many aspects of everyday Swiss
life; but in which country does this not happen? Dr. Bier's categorical statement that "no
doubt envy lies behind the extraordinary Swiss imitation of things American" and that
"this nourishes Swiss guilt and self-contempt" is certainly a gross misinterpretation. More
over, the statement that an American in Switzerland could almost feel that he had never left
home obviously contradicts the spirit of the whole article: if this is true, what is all the fuss
about?
Let's face it. Paradise's address certainly does not end with "Switzerland." Paradise
may exist at night when we close our eyes, or after our hearts stop beating. Switzerland is a
country composed of human beings, not of reincarnated angels . It is not a place for every
one. Some of Dr. Bier's criticisms are accurate and I could add more to his. Switzerland is a
small country; its entire population is not enough to fill a major city such as London or
New York. Divide its people among the three major cultural groups (German, French and
Italian), place them side by side with the large foreign guest-worker population, add the
large number of foreign representatives to international organizations and the tourists, and
it will not be difficult to understand that the Swiss sometimes feel like a minority in their
own country. Some Swiss-French in Geneva resent being a "minority" even among Swiss,
because of the "invasion" of the Swiss-Germans who allegedly rob them of all the impor
tant posts in the military, the banks, and elsewhere. Perhaps as a consequence of this situa
tion they turn into themselves, become introverts. Nevertheless, the Swiss are polite and do
not show aggressiveness or resentment toward the foreigners. As portrayed in Dr. Bier's
article, the Swiss are rather stiff and inflexible. Stepping on the grass in public parks is usu
ally not allowed. Neither is it allowed, in certain apartment buildings, to flush the toilet or
to take a bath after 10 PM (the noise, you know .. . ). And for that matter, it is verboten to
put your laundry to dry on the balcony if by doing so it becomes exposed to the view of the
outside world. To become friends with Swiss people is not an easy matter, but then such
relationships tend to have much more depth than we are accustomed to in this country.
If I say that blue is beautiful and black is ugly, I might expect to have the support of
some, but I would never expect to reach a consensus on the question. The issue of the qual
ity of life in Switzerland falls in the same category. Switzerland suits some beautifully; it
provokes others to flee in a hurry. This is just fine. It provides for a more even distribution
of people throughout our crowded planet, and it brings back a lost son to Mother Montana.
Marcelo Jacobs-Lorena
Cleveland Heights, Ohio

Dr. Jacobs-Lorena is an associate professor of developmental genetics and anatomy at Case Western
Reserve University School of Medicine.
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Elmer Flick of the Cleveland Blues
In 1939 our landlady, Mrs. Tompkins, moved out of the second floor of our house in
Lakewood and the Hartleys, a young couple with a baby girl, moved in. John Hartley was
getting started in some suit-and-tie job, and both he and his wife seemed happy with their
modest but promising world. At Christmas John Hartley would dress up as Santa Claus for
a downtown store, probably because he needed the money though, recalling his jolly man
ner, I am sure he felt like Santa Claus.
I was going on eight years old that summer and was too busy to pay much attention
to the Hartleys. The only member of the household who caught my attention was Mrs.
Hartley's father, who I was told was "Mr. Flick." A lean, straight-backed man who walked
stiffly with a cane, Mr. Flick was then in his middle sixties, and would live until just two
days short of his ninety-fifth birthday. All I knew about him at that time, though, was that
he had once been a baseball player.
In the months during which I saw him come and go I never said more than a few
words to Mr. Flick. He was not a man to invite words. When I look back I wonder if he had
been recently widowed, and was absorbing the shock in the temporary company of his
daughter's family. Dressed in a black suit, he would leave and return looking neither right
nor left, giving no indication of friendliness, or happiness, or loneliness. This upright, wiry,
but crippled figure did not invite words, but he had a dignity that, combined with my mea
ger information about his past, invited my awe . An eight year old is always on the lookout
for heroes, and remembers well those he finds . Belatedly, from lists of statistics and baseball
history books, I have tried to make this hero's acquaintance.
Elmer Flick was born in Bedford, Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland, on January 11, 1876,
the year that the National League of Baseball Clubs was formed. Twenty years later he
became a profeSSional baseball player, joining the Youngstown team in the Inter-state
League. He was immediately successful, hitting .438 and scoring 34 runs in the 31 games he
played that season. The following year he played for Dayton in the same league, and he
played well, with a .386 batting average and 135 runs scored in 126 games. This perform
ance earned him an invitation to tryout for the Philadelphia Phillies the following spring.
The spring training camp of the 1898 Phillies was in Cape May, New Jersey, and Elmer
Flick reported early, bringing with him a bat that he had turned himself on a lathe. He was
a handsome and amiable youngster, a compact five foot nine, 168 pounds. Flick soon
impressed the Phillies with his hitting and his aggressive base running and won a starting
position in right field. In his first major league game, which was against the Boston Braves
on the 26th of April, Flick had two hits, a propitious beginning. He became a full-time
member of the hard-hitting Phillies outfield along with Ed Delahanty, Duff Cooley, and, in
1899, Roy Thomas.
His best major league year was 1900. He batted .378, which was topped only by the
league leading Honus Wagner who finished the year with .381. Flick's 207 hits that year
trailed only Brooklyn's Wee Willie Keeler, who had one more. The following year Flick hit
.337 for the National League team, but about two weeks into the 1902 season he jumped to
the Philadelphia team in the newly formed American League, Connie Mack's Athletics. It
seemed to be a great catch for the Athletics, for in his four seasons with the Phillies Flick
had compiled an impressive batting average of .345 and was considered one of the better
prospects in baseball.
The new league did not have the blessing of the old. The Phillies obtained a court
order that prohibited any player who had deserted from their team ever to play in Philadel
phia, so in May Flick was sold by the Athletics to the American League's Cleveland team, a
team that had just changed its name from the Broncos to the Blues . He stayed with Cleve
land, his home team, for the rest of his major league career.
Twice in his nine years with Cleveland Flick led the league in stolen bases, and he
won the American League batting championship in 1905. For three consecutive years he led
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the league in triples, a feat that has been repeated only twice in American League history.
On July 6, 1902, he hit three triples in one game, something he had done once before in his
rookie year with the Phillies. Twelve days later, on July 18, he was honored by being walked
five times in a single game.
The year Flick won the batting championship was the same year that eighteen-year
old Ty Cobb broke into the major leagues with Detroit, hitting an unimpressive .240 in 41
games that year. Cobb improved greatly in his baseball skills, but not at all in his ability to
get along with people. In 1907, in an attempt to improve team morale, Detroit manager
Hughey Jennings offered Cobb to Cleveland in an even swap for Flick, but Cleveland was
not interested. Cobb went on that year to lead the league in batting with .350 and became
one of the greatest players in the game.
Ironically, 1907 was Elmer Flick's last good baseball year. He hit .302, fourth in the
league, stole more bases than any other American League player but one, and, for the third
time in a row, led the league in triples. Cleveland finished eight games behind Detroit.
Early the following year Flick's career was curtailed by a tragic and mysterious illness.
While visiting New Orleans early in the year he was stricken by stomach pains, thought at
first to have been caused by bad water, but later diagllosed as probably the result of ulcers.
The problem persisted and it limited his playing to nine games that year. He was replaced
in right and center fields with players who brought only .231 and .213 batting averages to
the team. If Flick had been healthy and able to play in 1908, there is little doubt that Cleve
land would have won their first pennant, an honor that was to elude the team until 1920,
for they finished second, only one-half game behind Detroit.
In 1909 Flick was back in the line-up for 66 games, but hit what was for him a low
.255. One game that year, the game of July 12 against the Boston Red Sox, made baseball
history because the Cleveland shortstop, Neal Ball, completed an unassisted triple play.
Flick played right field and led off. He had four at bats, got one hit, got on base a second
time when he was hit by a pitch, and scored two runs. Cleveland won 6 to 1.
The following year was Elmer Flick's last year in the majors, and he played in but 24
games. He fillished his career playing two seasons with Toledo in the American Association,
then retired at 36 to live with his wife Rosella and their five daughters in Warrensville
Heights, Ohio.
Flick's major league career, though tragically shortened, was one of quality. Having
played in 1482 major league games during his twelve years, he scored 947 runs, hit 170 tri
ples, stole 330 bases, and compiled a lifetime .315 batting average . If his hitting performance
in that low-hitting era is compared with the average of all other players in the league over
the same period (.259), his lifetime relative batting average of 1.22 places him eighteenth on
the all-time list for the American League.
Baseball in those days, of course, was not the industry that it is today. It did not reach
into homes and taverns by radio . The game was played for the entertainment of those who
made their way to the park on hot summer afternoons, or followed the newspaper
accounts. There were no inflated salaries of the kind that seem now to deaden ambition.
There was only the job, the craft, and often the joy, as well as the pain, of baseball competi
tion, a decent living, and, for Flick, the pleasure of playing for his hometown team.
In 1963 Elmer Flick was selected by a special committee to the baseball Prall of Fame in
Cooperstown, New York. Although too ill to attend that year's ceremony, the 88-year-old
Flick visited Cooperstown the following year and was obviously moved by the honor. Eight
years later he died, in the Ohio town where he was born . For the brief time we were in resi
dence together in Lakewood, Ohio, in a house that no longer stands, I watched him, hesi
tated to approach him, but sensed that there was a man of pride and a hero to remember.
Mr. Flick, at long last, pleased to meet you .
Mr. Hopes was born on W. 98 St. in Cleveland, Ohio. He is an Indians fan, and now that he lives in

New York, a Mets fan as well. He didn't play baseball until his teens, but before he ever saw a game
he listened faithfully to the radio broadcasts and created the games in his head.

Comment on Comment Cards
To the editors:
I did not return your opinion card for two reasons: not only am I incapable
of answering questions with a 0 or a I-how terribly I did in school!-but I am
philosophically opposed to the use and value of opinion polls.
Gamut came into existence without my knowledge and when I discovered
it, I discovered something new; I discovered that the world was somewhat richer
than I had imagined. I thought, "Here's some enthusiastic and sweaty people
who know ideas when they see them, and have the energy and imagination to
publish them ." Yes, when I held the first Gamut in my hand I knew I had run
into editors who felt they had something to say, not editors who were saying
only what they thought their readers wanted to hear. 0 there's a big difference,
the difference between a Harlequin Romance and The Way of All Flesh.
Am lover reacting? Well, I'm an elitist, believing, not in snobbery, but in
leading without turning around to see if anyone is following. It is immaterial if
no one follows. It is their loss. Indeed it is only bad luck-to paraphrase
Camus-not to be followed but it would be a misfortune not to lead.
In other words, those innocent-looking cards you sent out may someday
become the petard by which The Gamut will be hoist. For gradually, insidiously,
you will be printing a reflection of your readers' minds-is it not irrelevant they
are exceptional minds?-and they will come upon nothing they have not already
thought of. If I tell you what I like, how will I discover things about which I
now have no inkling?
In short, each issue of Gamut must be an issue Number One . Each must be
charged with that conflict between courage and doubt, for it is that rather than
the information, per se, that sets it apart. Write clear and jargon free and tell us
what we don't know we don't know, and the readership will take care of itself.
Robert Trelawny

Mr. Tre/awny is a cherished subscriber from Harrisonburg, Virginia .
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